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Below the Pyrometer scale

NEW REDUCED PRICES
For 4 -volt accumulator or 3 dry cells
THE P.M.3. (General Purpose)

WI amp. 14' -
THE P.M.4. (Power) 0'1 amp. 18 6

For 6-031t accumulator or 4 dry cells
THE P.M.S. (General Purpose)

0'1 amp. 18/6
THE P.M.6. (Power) Cl amp.
For 2 -volt accumulator
THE P.M.I. H.F. amp. 14/ -
THE P.M.I. L.F. amp. 141 -
THE P.M.2. (Power) 0'15 amp. 18,6

18;6

These pews do not apply in Irish Free State

The pyrometer
can record
temperatures

between 7oo C.
and 2 too C.

British made
in a

British Factory.

THE LOW OPERATING TEMPERATURE
OF THE WONDERFUL P.M. FILAMENT

The pyrometer can no longer claim to record the
operating temperatures of all valve filaments
The wonderful P.M. Filament has a working tem-
perature that is as low as 180 degrees below the
pyrometer scale.

No sign of glow can be discerned from this unique
filament with its striking economy of heat.
You will appreciate the greatly increased valve life
that can be secured with this P.M. Filament.
Nothing is sacrificed.
With the P.M. Filament you receive up to 51 times
the emission of an ordinary filament.
The current consumption [only one -tenth ampere)
makes your accumulator charges last seven times
as long.
In addition. the P.M. Filament is so tough and weli-supported that it
cannot be broken except by the very roughest handling.

For continuous satisfaction give your receiver valves with the wonderful
P.M. Filament and make your radio better. stronger and 85", more
economical.

ASK YOUR RADIO DEALER FOR P.M. VALVES

Mullard
THE MASTER.  VALVE

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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The " Spanspace Three"
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

The Cat-astrephe
Prepare for the Winter ..

By CAPT. JACK FROST, M.I.R.E.
Talks to Beginners-VIII

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M. I.R.E,
The "Invalid's Three" . .

Described by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hors.),
A.M.I.E.E.

Mr. Gumplethorpe Visits Olympia ..
Operating the " Distaflex Two "
Seen at the Show
A Selective One -Coil Single -Valve Set

By D. J. S. HARTT, B.Sc.

First in Europe-A Radio Press
Triumph ..

Remarkable Success of the Elstree
"Solodyne "

Getting the Best from the "Night
Hawk"
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M. I .R.E.

Another Radio Press Success ..
An All -Enclosed Crystal Set ..

By A. V. D. HOET, B.A.
Modern Superheterodyne Practice ..
Workshop Hints ..
Gearing as an Aid to Wireless ..
Apparatus Tested ..
Our Readers' Views ..

TMC
Low Capacity Keys

Solve the Switching Problem
MADE IN THREE MODELS
No. I. 12 point, 3 position .. 7/-

No. 2. 6 point, 2 position .. 6/ -

No. 3. g4 point, 3 position .. 15/6

Packed in attractive black, red and
yellow labelled cartons.

Ask for the new T.M.C. Catalogue at
your local Wireless Shop-or we will
send a copy free on request. Please
mention the name of your usual dealer.

ASK your dealer to show you T.M.C. Low Capacity Keys.
Designed by radio engineers, their adaptability to varied

switching requirements is simple.
They combine a positive locking action with rapid make and break
of unvarying performance. They are of strong and accurate con-
struction, the live parts of the key being insulated from the frame,
while the gold -silver contacts will not oxidise. Escutcheon plates
and levers are polished and lacquered brass or bright nickel, and
give a neat and pleasing appearance.
T.M.C. Low Capacity Keys can be used for :-

Rpmote Control.
Multi -valve series parallel and battery switching.
Change over from Head set to Loud -speaker, etc.

Telephone Manufacturing (Co. Ltd,
HOLLINGSWORTH WORKS. WEST DULWICH. S.E. 2L

'Phone : Sdenham 2460/1. Telegrams : Bubastis, Dulcrox, London."

In. replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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THIS useful GIFT BOOKLET presented
with the next issue of WIRELESS-on sale
Tuesday next, October 19th-has leen
written from an entirely new viewpoint.

Reference to its pages will enable you to track
down immediately even the most puzzling of faults,
and it contains many useful tables by the use of
which you are directed in a novel, methodical
and systematic way to the source of trouble.

This FREE GIFT will sell this issue rapidly, so
buy your copy early, when you will be able to see
for yourself why WIRELESS is the most popular
weekly wireless journal.

J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.,
who writes on the interesting subject of

" Problems of Single -Dial Control."

Why not place a
standing orderwith your
Newsagent for
regular delivery ?

The Contents of this Issue will include :
The first of the " Wireless " Series of Star Single

Dial Receivers.
" PROBLEMS OF SINGLE -DIAL CONTROL,"

By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
" WHY I CHOOSE RADIO." By John Henry.

WI R ELESS2D
THE ONE -WORD WEEKLY

Obtainable from all Newsagents, Bookstalls and Booksellers, or direct from
the Publishers, Radio Press, Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.,

Subscription Rates, 131- per annum throughout the world.

RA IF UR NEWS GEEM
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THE "SPANSPACE THREE"
A Radio Press Star Set

AN INEXPENSIVE SET OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

TlIE aim in producing the " Span -
space Three " has been to
provide a design giiing a

degree of sensitivity, selectivity, and
stability at least up to the modern
standard at a very moderate outlay
without compelling the constructor to
make any of his own components with
the exception of the coils. As we
shall see, the complete cost of
material for building this set is only
in the neighbourhood of £8, and yet
the only actual constructional work
which has to be done is the winding
of some coil formers, and even this
can be avoided if desired by purchas-
ing the coil ready wound, which of
course can be recommended to those

who lack the necessary patience for
dealing with fairly fine wire.

The Circuit
The circuit of the " Spanspace

Three " is given in one of the dia-
grams accompanying this article, and
it will be seen that the grid circuit
of the first valve, which includes the
neutralising and " anti -parasitic "
arrangements, is of the same type as
that which has proved so successful in
the famous " Elstree Six." A centre
tapping ie used upon the coil, and
this is connected to the centre point
on a small double condenser, through
a 100,000 -ohms resistance.

This double condenser, it should be

explained, is not a full-size tuning
condenser, but merely a small base-
board -mounting balancing condenser,
which has two sets or fixed plates, and
only one set of moving plates, mesh-
ing more or less with either set of
fixed plates. This component is in -
chided simply for the purpose of
finding a centre point, which is done
by setting the moving plates to
engage half and half with each set of
fixed plates. Tuning is done with an
ertirely different full-size condenser.

Intervalve Coupling
A form of tuned -anode coupling is

used between the first and second
valves, that is to say, between the

3
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The "Spanspace Three"-continued
high -frequency amplifier and the
detector. A tapping point is used
upon this coil, so, that only a portion
of it is included in the anode circuit
of the first valve, and also so that the
detector valve is only connected
across this same portion. This
arrangement leads to a considerable

panel carrying merely the operating
controls, all the rest of the parts
being placed upon a wooden baseboard
inside the cabinet. Three dials will
be seen upon the panel, these being
the controls, with their slow-motion
devices, of the three geared con-
densers, the left-hand one tuning the

TEST REPORT.
The following stations were received,

nouncements, on an aerial 100 ft. long
Those marked with an asterisk were
mainder on telephones.

Birmingham.*
Aberdeen.
Glasgow.
Newcastle.
Belfast.
Manchester.
Bournemouth.*
London.*
Stoke-on-Trent.

and definitely identified from the an -
and 2() ft. high in S.W. London.
received on the loud -speaker, the re -

Swansea.
San Sebastian.*
Rome.
Radio-Catalafia.
Barcelona.
Madrid.
Radio -Toulouse.
Postes et Tele-

graphes, Paris.

Radio -Lyon.
Brussels.
Munster.
Hamburg.*
Frankfurt.
Dresden.
Voxhaus (Berlin).
Berne.
Prague.

increase in selectivity, and also per-
mit'; a very simple form of capacity -
controlled reaction to be used, some-
times called the " Hartley " circuit.
Following the detector valve, there is
one stage of- IOW -frequency amplifica-
tion, transformer coupled, so com-
pleting the circuit.

The Aerial Circuit
A detail of the circuit which per-

haps calls for a word of explanation
concerns the aerial circuit itself. It
will be seen that this is of the
roughly -tuned, tightly -coupled type,
consisting of a coil wound upon the
same former as the grid coil of the
first valve and a fixed series con-
denser which can be included in the
circuit if desired.

The size of this coil has been
adjusted to suit "the average aerial
upon the longer broadcast waves, say
above about 400 metres, and it is
intended that for the shorter waves,
say below 400 metres, or for greater
selectivity upon the longer ones, the
series condenser shall be included in
the circuit. This condenser is in-
tended mainly for use upon the broad-
cast band between 200 and 500
metres; since upon the longer waves
in the neighbourhood of the
Daventry range it will, as a rule, be
found -unnecessary. (Larger coils
will, of course, be necessary for the
reception of Daventry and stations of
similar wavelengths, and these will be
described in a future issue.)

Practical Details
Turning now to the actual practical

'construction of the receiver, it will be
seen that it is laid out on the now
almost standard lines of a vertical

grid circuit of the first (FI.F.) valve,
and the second controlling the. tuned'
anode, -the third being the reaction
adjustment.

There are thus only two actual
tuning dials, the third being a reac-
tion control which is not often moved
when once adjusted. Near the centre
of the panel along the lower edge

AERIAL

C.
 OM

A2

It will be noted that. I have used :a
standard terminal strip for the bat-
tery connections, and have used the
left-hand pair of terminals (marked
grid -bias by the maker) for the loud-
speaker leads, a pair of flexible leads
terminating in plugs being provided
for the grid bias connections.

Since the coils used are not of the
screened variety, it is important that
you should copy the exact lay -out of
the receiver with some care, and for
this purpose it will he as well to
obtain the blue print of the back -of-
panel arrangement, which, of course,
is full size and makes everything
-quite simple.

A Point to Note
The only point requiring mention

in connection with the laying out and
fastening down of the components
concerns the small balancing con-
denser, which, it ' will be noted, has
been tucked away under the left-hand
tuning condenser in a manner which
requires the removal of its ebonite
handle. This can quite well be
taken off, since this. condenser is not
actually operated during the use of
the set, but is merely set at some
convenient value before use. (The
value will usually be at a midway
position of the movable plates.)

Wiring
The wiring of the set will not be

found to take very long, since there

R-F.C.

EARTH

Fig. 1.-In this circuit diagram CI and C2 represent the two halves of
the balancing condenser.

will be seen a small " on and off "
switch, which controls the filament
supply.

Terminals
No terminals appear on the front

of the panel, the necessary aerial and
earth, battery and loud -speaker con-
nections being made to the terminal
strips along the back of the baseboard.

are not a great number of connections
to be made, but there are certain
points which should be observed if ,it
is to be carried out as easily as pos-
sible. In the first place, it will be
seen that there are quite a number of
wires underneath the middle variable
condenser, such as those of the grid -
leak, on -and -off switch, etc. In
order to be able to make these as

4
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A Radio Press Star Set
erisily as possible, the middle con-
denser should be removed from the
panel, until practically the conclusion

soldered directly to the appropriate
filament soldering tag of the valve
socket, and it will be found easier to

The terminals marked GB on the left-hand strip are used for the
telephones or loud -speaker.

of the wiring operations, the connec-
tions to this condenser being almost
the last to be made in the set.

make this connection if it is done
before the valve sockets are finally
screwed down upon the baseboard,

BUILD THIS SET WITH
One ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. by 4 in.
One cabinet, with baseboard, 9 in. deep.
Two panel brackets (Peto Scott Co.,

Ltd.).
Two .0005 and one .0003 geared variable

condensers (Jackson Bros.).
One " Keystone " balancing condenser

(Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.).
One baseboard mounting neutralising

condenser (Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd.).
One fixed condenser, .0003, type 610.
One fixed condenser, .0003, type 600,

with grid leak extension, and leak 2
megohms.

One 100,000 ohm anode resistance,
baseboard mounting (Dubilier).

One H.F. Choke (Varley Magnet Co.).
Three anti -phonic valveholders

(Benjamin).
Three holders and three suitable

fixed resistors (Burndept).
One Yaxley on -and -off switch (Rother-,

mel Radio Corporation).
One L.F. transformer (Brander, Ltd.).
Two bakelite coil formers, with stan-

dardised bases (Collinson Precision Screw
Co., Ltd.).

One ebonite strip, 5 in. by 2 in., with
three terminals.

One ebonite strip, 7 in. by 2 in., with
seven terminals (Burne-Jones & Co.,
Ltd.).

Glazite and a short length of flex.
Radio Press panel transfers.

Approximate Cost -

16"

4"

If

Fig. 2.-No difficulty should be experienced in laying out the panel, with the aid of this drawing.
Blueprint, No. C1059A, is also obtainable.

A Soldering Tip
It will be observed that one tag of

each of the fixed resistor sockets is

since if these components are
operated upon separately (out of the
set) the joint is quite easily made.

It will also be as well to solder one
end of the wire to the lower end of
the high -frequency choke, before the

5
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C)

Full Details for Building

latter is screwed into position, a
piece of wire about 5 inches long
being required. It can be cut to the
exact -length required after the choke
has been fixed in place.

Valves and Voltages
The best results with this receiver

have been obtained with valves of the
special high -impedance H.F. or resist-

ance coupling type in the first and
second sockets, working with -anode
potentials in the neighbourhood of 80
volts. In the last socket any of :the
special L.F. or power valves may be

cc)

BASEBOARD: -

/62' 9"x 341

TOP LINE OF BASEBOARD,4

BOTTOM EDGE OF PANE?

BALANCING
CONDENSER

Fig. 5.-The layout of the components on the baseboard should be adhered to accurately. A full-size Blueprint,
No. 1059B, may be obtained free by using the coupon to be found on page 84.
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THE " SPANSPACE THREE "-continued

DIAL READINGS
APPROXIMATELY

ALIKE

SLOW -MOT/ON
DIAL CONTROLS

The tuning controls are simple, fee
and one switch firings

WIRING IN WORDS.
All directions are given as viewing the set

from the back.
Join aerial 1 terminal to one side of

condenser C.
Join other side of condenser C to aerial

2 terminal and to socket 2 of No. 1 coil base.
Join earth terminal to socket 5 of No. 1

coil base.
Join socket 3 of No. 1 coil base to one side

of anode resistance R4.
Join other side of R4 to moving vanes of

balancing condenser C1C2 thence to lower
contact of switch S, and to one filament
contact of V1, V2 and V3.

Join socket 1 of No. 1 coil base to right
(C2) fixed vanes of C1C2, thence to moving
vanes of variable condenser C3, and to moving
vanes of neutralising condenser N.C.

Join socket 4 of No. 1 coil base to left (Cl)
fixed vanes of C1C2, thence to fixed vanes
of variable :ondenser C3, and to grid contact
of valve holder Vl.

Join remaining filament contact of V1
to one side of fixed resistor Ni.

Join other side of R1 to one side of fixed
resistors 11,2 and R3, also to L.T.+ and ULT.-
terminals, and to end of leak 1i25 remote
from fixed condenser CO.

Join remaining side of 112 to remaining
filament contact of V2.

Join remaining side of 11.3 to remaining
filament contact of V3.

Join top contact of switch S to L.T.-
terminal.

Join common contact of leak R5 and fixed
condenser C6 to grid contact of V2.

Join anode contact of V1 to remaining con-
tact of CC, also to fixed vanes 01 variable
condenser C4, fixed vanes of neutralising
condenser N.C., and socket 1 of No. 2 coil
base.

Join moving vanes of variable condenser C4
to moving vanes of variable condenser C5,
also to socket 4 of No. 2 coil base.

Join grid zon*act of V3 to G terminal of
L.F. transformer Ti, T2.

Joir socket 3 of No. 2 coil base to H.T. +1
terminal, also to R.I.+ -ertn:nal Ti, T2.

Join H.T.+2 'erminal to right telephone
terminal.

JOit left telephone terminal to anode
contact of V3.

Join P terminal of Ti, T2 to bottom end
of R.F. choke.

Join top end of R.F. choke to fixed vanes of
variable condenser C5, and to anode contact
of V2.

Join flex leads, fitted with battery wander
plugs :-

To filament negative contact of V3, for
connection to grid bias positive.

To L.T.-terminal of Ti, T2, for connection
to grid bias negative.

ON & Off
FILAMENT SWITC

l non -radiating reaction is provided,
the set into operation.

used, with perhaps 100 or 120 volts on
the anode and 41 or 6 volts grid bias.

Neutralising
The neutralising adjustment on this

set can be made in the ordinary way
by tuning in the local station, remov-
ing the fixed resistor whioh controls
the first valve, and so setting the neu-
tralising condenser that no amount of
re -tuning will bring in the local station
once more.

It should be noted that full details
are given in this article to enable the
intending constructor to build the
" Spanspaoe Three:" In the next
issue of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
further notes will appear, desciibing
the operation of the set and how to
obtain the best results from it.

GOO 'Z'0019G0t59 OtfeSSG'tcf3

NEWS IN (%1

ci ADVERTISEMENTSa
eocc3o,fosoalt3zoz,&lsGGcee4

Messrs. Telephone Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., request our readers to send
for the new T.M.C. catalogue.
, Full particulars of the Standard and

Belden products are contained in the
catalogue issued by The Standard In-
sulator Co., Ltd.

" Makers of things more useful."-
The Benjamin Electric, Ltd., describe
the full range of Benjamin products in
their two advertisements._

The International Radio catalogue
issued by Messrs. Will Day will be
sent upon request.

Full descriptions of Eddystone Radio
Products will be forwarded by Messrs.
Stratton and Co., Ltd.

Colvern screened coils are an-
nounced by Messrs. The Collinson Pre-
cision Screw Co., Ltd:

The Weston Pin Jack Voltmeter is
the subject of an announcement by the
Weston Electrical Instrument Co.,
Ltd.

A postcard will bring an interesting
booklet from Messrs. Pete and Rad-
ford.

The Duvarileak-the new variable
grid leak produced by the well-known
condenser manufacturers- is featured
by Messrs. The Dubilier Condenser Co.,
Ltd.

Experts in the solution of cross -word
competitions will be interested in the
advertisement of The New London
Electron Co.' Ltd.

Messrs. A. H. Hunt's Leaflet No. 155
will be sent upon application.

The 1926/1927 catalogue of Duodyne
and Curtis' receivers can be obtained
by any reader.

Messrs. Pettigrew and Merriman are
offering to send the Newey catalogue of
radio components.

TAP
3

DETAILS OF COIL WINDINGS
iil3

-4

L2.

TAP

5L

2
.s

Fig. 4.-The coils are wound with
bakelite formers,

Ll- 20 turns. Top end to pin 5, bottom
end to pin 2.

L2- 90 turns, on the same former and in
the same direction as Ll, tapped at 45 turns.
Top end to pin 4, tapping to pin 3, bottom
end to pin 1.

tl
No. 34 d.s.c. copper
turns touching.

wire on the

L3- 90 turns, in the same direction on
the other former, tapped at 30 turns. Top
end to pin 1, Tapping to pin 3, bottom end to
pin 4.
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THE CATASTROPHE.
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HOW many of my readers are folk
who, for the sunny, warm
weather, put the wireless set

away into a cupboard, lock it upwand
say : " Until the dark evenings come
once again, I am saying ' Good-bye'
to you, my fireside friend; good
though you may be during the winter
months, you hold no attraction for
me now that the open air is calling "?
Sometimes those who think as my
imaginary friend thinks do not even
trouble to put the set into a cupboard
and lock it up.

The Penalty of Neglect
They carefully leave it just where

it is, batteries, valves, 'phones and
accumulator, all exposed to the sun-
shine coming in through the near -by
window, and all connected just as
they were when last the set was used.
Dust collects upon the ebonite panel,
the sun robs that panel of its insulat-
ing qualities. The dry batteries
deteriorate and become useless, the
low-tension accumulator. does some-
thing a degree or so worse than that;
it commences to sulphate.

And those valves, poor expensive
things, exposed to broom handles and
sundry knocks when the room is being
cleaned, they may well have ceased to
be whole, at any rate as regards their
filaments. Poor old set! Yet, that
set may have to bear a great deal of
blame, or perhaps 2L0 will, when it
fails to do as it has always done when
once more you switch it on and the
weakness of its voice is evident!

The Set Complains
The set, if it could speak, would

say: " I am doing exceptionally well
in being able to, speak at all. I have
had but little food to eat these many

- months, for my store of filament cur-
rent has run low, and the high-ten-
sion volts for my valve anodes are
lower still. I am choked with dust,
and my interior is nearly short-cir-
cuited by it. My ebonite face is
dusty and has lost its insulating quali-
ties. My aerinl-". And here
speech failed the set, for it gave up
with a rapid " fade " into silence.

Don't Forget the Aerial
But what about that aerial? What

has happened to it during these many

Il11dl1K1«.a_ *1111101111'

PREPARE FOR THE WINTER
The Autumn Overhaul

By Captain JACK FROST, M.I.R.E.

Has your set been laid aside during the summer ? The long even.
ings when yea will want it again are coming, so now is the time
to overhaul it and see that every part is ready for service. Captain
F,'ost tells you in this article where to look for trouble if the set

has been neglected.

weeks? The skies"have rained upon it,
soot has choked it, gases in the air
have acted upon it, its joints have
worked loose by continual swaying in
the wind, and 'it has sagged like a
candle in strong sunshine. That
which the aerial can give to the set,
and no more, the set is able to use.
If that be little, the set cannot pos-
sibly give you a great deal. The
whole game of Radio is to have a good
high aerial, so that the set, providing
that it is itself efficient, may receive
as much energy from the ether as is
reasonably possible. The set must be
able to take that energy and magnify
it without distortion, converting it in
the process into audible sound.

Do You Do This?
But what of those of us who do not

sit aside in the summer months, leav-
ing Radio to its own devices? We
may not do very much to our winter
set, but may use a portable set, which

ing in this life seems ever to bide still;
when things are not moving forward
they are going backward. Anything
which we may have done to the in-
stallation will be all to the good, but
that " little more " in readiness for
the " best reception in the town "
reputation is necessary. It is not
going to cost much either. A little
time and a little care which is going
to be well repaid.

What Needs Doing
Suppose that we set about it? I

do hope that your aerial is as mine
is, " lettahle down " by a couple of
pulleys? If so, then labour will be
lightened. When it is down, go along
the wire with an old cloth and clean
it. See if there are any " kinks " in
the wire, or any flaws. If they are
too bad, then put in a new length of
wire. Look at the insulators; are they
cracked? Clean them or renew them
at necessary. See that the aerial wire,

Fig. I.-Here are the principal points in the set and its accessories
which are likely to need attention.

we take away with us into the open
air and there listen, or not listen, as
the mood takes us. At home our set
is being " corrupted " by " moth and
dust," and much is happening. Noth-

in passing around the insulators, does
not touch any anchoring wires that
also pass through the porcelain holes.
Unbind and examine the joint between
the aerial and lead-in wires.

9
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Prepare for the Winter-continued
Clean with a knife the strands of

wire which form the joint until shin-
ing copper is exposed. Remake the
joint, re -soldering it for preference.
Your lead-in wire is insulated? It
may be faulty beneath the insulation.
Get a battery and galvanometer- and
test for continuity. If you cannot do
that, feel along the wire for breaks.
Examine the lightning switch, and
tighten up screws and joints, clean the
joint where the lead-in conies on to

the switch and where the cable goes
through the window frame from switch
to seta Test that, too, for continuity
and freedom from breaks.

Testing the Set
Deal similarly with the earth lead.

If it is a water -pipe earth, disconnect
it from the pipe and clean the strands
till they shine again. Then remake
the joint. The set comes next. Take
out the valves, examine them, and see
if they light? You can, for the rest,
best test them in the set itself, for if
they are broken you will certainly get
no signals! With a fine brush, dust
the set inside and out. See that it .
and the batteries are where the- sun
cannot get at them. Revolve the
condenser dials and see whether, with
the set " on," you hear cracklings as
you turn them round. If you do, then
they may be caused by dust on the
plates or by two of the plates coming
into contact as they revolve.

If You Can't Do It Yourself
You cannot really do very much to

the set unless you happen to be some-
one who knows a lot about it and can
test transformers and leads. If your
set is still " dud," or if you really
want to have a proper overhaul car-
ried out, then send it along to the
makers. They will only charge you a
shilling or two, and it will be well
worth while. Send the filament light-
ing accumulator to your local charg-
ing depot, but first see that that sta-
tion is really one qualified to do over -

hauls. If so, then you can leave the
rest to them. That, too, will cost very
little, fresh acid, perhaps, " topping
up," and a recharge. If the plates
have buckled or shorted, or if sulpha -
non has started, then the proprietor
will tell you. That greyish -white de-
posit at the terminals of an accumu-
lator is the first sign of sulphation.
Do not let it get that far, but keep
the screw pillars of the terminals well
greased with vaseline.

A portable high -
and low - tension
generator used in
the Army training
" war " this year.

Act similarly with your high-tension
accumulators if you are using them.
If your high-tension is provided by dry
batteries, test them with a voltmeter,
but with a good instrument, which the
charging station would use for you.

-You may need to deposit the old bat-
teries in the dust bin, and to get some
new ones.

Loud -Speaker or Phones
'Testing of 'phones and loud -speaker

comes next. The terminals on your
set, to which your loud -speaker and/or
'phones are connected are marked +
and - One tag of your 'phones is
bound with a little piece of red cotton.
That is the +, the other being the -.
You should have had the + 'phone or
loud -speaker lead connected to the +
terminal of the set, and the - to
the -. If you have not, the odds are
that your 'phones or loud -speaker have
suffered what is called " demagnetisa-
tion," a long word for a run-down
condition of the magnet, without
which that loud -speaker or those
'phones will not operate. Even if
you 'tare had them connected correctly,
a little -.t. haul -vih do no harm. So
just send their '70 :he makers whose
name is stamped upon them. If they
are foreign instruments, then, I am
sorry! The makers will make a world
of difference to them at the cost of "a
few pence, and within a day or so.

This is quite a sermon, and a long
list of " do this's " and " do that's,
but it will do your interest in wireless
and in the programmes a whole lot

of good, if that old set, overhauled,
gives yen satisfaction instead of annoy-
ance, at the expense of a small SUM.
which might save you a greaten out-
lay for a fresh set Later on.

IMADg0c.20c?3t3e:0,KV31:4,9&4.-P
rEit

DRILLING
LARGE HOLES

THE process of drilling holes ,of
large diameter in ebonite or
wood is not an easy one for

those who do net possess a good fret -
saw. . TIna accompanying diagram

- shows how this may be done. First
scribe the hole to be cut with.a pair
of sharp -pointed dividers, as shown.

f/NE DRILL HOLES

SCR/BED CIRCLE

Our-7)-
Taws/leo Cur air

Fig. 1.-When no special tool is avail-
able, a large hole may be made in the

manner shown.

Next make a succession of fine drill
holes around the circumference thus
marked. It should be noted that in
employing this method, the diameter
of the circle described should be some-
what less than the full diameter of
the hole required, to allow for
the diameter of the drill holes
and finishing. When holes have
been drilled all round the circum-
ference, a sharp knife will easily
and quickly complete the work.
A smooth finish is finally obtained by
running first a file and then glass
paper round the edges of the hole
thus made.

H. B

THE

ELSTREE "SOLODYNE"
One Dial-Over 50 Stations.

Further notes on the operation of
this Radio Press Star Set appear

in the October issue of

"MODERN WIRELESS?'
Now on Sale. Price I!-
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TALKS TO BEGINNERS
By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

SO far in these articles I have dealt
in the main with the apparatus
we use, the reasons for construct-

ing it in certain ways and the manner
in which it is operated. As by the
time this issue is in your hands, the
season of the dark evenings will have
arrived and your wireless set will be
coming once more into regular use,
a talk about the etheric conditions
surrounding us may not be inappro-
priate. And so in this article I want
to tell you a few facts about range,
ether conditions and what you may
reasonably expect in various circum-
stances.

of Reception
As is the case with nearly all

sciences, the more one learns about
radio, the less certain does one feelin
making predictions. Only the most
inexperienced salesman will definitely
guarantee long-distance reception with
the set he is trying to sell, for the
more experienced investigator will
know that wireless conditions vary
enormously from place to place and
almost from hour to hour. Do not
imagine from what I have just said
that long-distance reception is impos-
sible-far from it. What I wish to
impress upon you is that the fact that
a particular receiver has given loud-
speaker results from a station a

- thousand miles away on, say, Septem-
ber 15 in Hampstead is no proof that
the same receiver will give such recep-
tion in, say, Croydon on the same
date or at, perhaps, Clapham on any
other date. We shall see in a few
minutes why this is so.

Day and Night Variations
It was thought at one time, and the

deduction was based upon relatively
few experiments, that wirelew waves
travelled ou- equally in all directions
from a station, and that if we drew
a circle round the station up to any
distance within its range, the strength
of signals would be approximately
equal (given identical apparatus) at all
points on the circumference of the
circle. Very soon it was found that
day conditions were quite 'different
from those obtaining at night, that

VIII.-THE WORLD ROUND US

some wavelengths travel much better
in daytime than at night, while others
travel much better at night than dur-
ing the day, and that a line joining all
the points at which signal strength
was equal would take the form, not
of a circle, but of an extremely irre-
gular figure, its shape much more
resembling a large splash of ink than
the circle which theorists had been
led to assume.

and I am reproducing this map here-
with for your guidance. You will seq.
how different are the facts from the
early elementary theory.

Directive Effect
Now there are a number of factors

contributing to the modification of the
perfect circle. For one thing the
form of the aerial at the broadcasting
station may be such that signals are
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Fig. (-This map shows the comparative strength of signals received
from the London station as observed over a considerable area.

Some weeks ago Wireless, the One -
Word Weekly, published a map show-
ing a series of lines joining points of
equal signal strength around London,

not sent uniformly in all directions.
All receiving aerials do not receive
equally well in all directions, although,
as a matter of fact the type of aerial

11
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Talks to Beginners-continued
used by the average amateur, in
which the top,  flat portion is not
much more than two or three times the
length of the downlead, receives fairly
equally in all directions. The 2L0
aerial, I believe, radiates better in
some directions than in. others.

An Interesting Test
Then again, there may be screening

by hills, and in the immediate locality
of a receiving station by high build-
ings. I remember driving home in a
friend's car from Bush House to
Wimbledon with a portable receiver on
board working a loud -speaker all the
time. It was most fascinating to

'observe the differences in signal
'strength as we proceeded along the
route, which incidentally followed the
Embankment, King's Road, Chelsea,
Putney Bridge, Putney Hill and
Across Putney Heath and Wimbledon
Common.

Screening
Sometimes we would pass 'a tall

building which would intervene be-
tween the London station (which was
then Marconi -House) and the car, and
would expect signals to be reduced,
but the strength would remain just
the same. At other points where the
land seemed quite clear and there
was no obvious screening, signals
would drop to practically zero. All
the time they were up and down,
sometimes coming intensely strong and
at. others dropping to a whisper. At
the beginning, along the Strand and
down Whitehall, signals were quite
poor, and it was not until we were
on the Embankment that the strength

started to rise to something approach-
ing what one would expect. Although
I have not tested it myself, I am told
that on the high ground at Wimble-
don Common there is at least one 'spot
where signals are very weak, although
there is nothing around to suggest
screening of, any kind.

Summer and Winter
Wavelengths on the broadcast band

invariably carry much better at night
than during the daytime. As most

This " Radio Tower," recently erected
in Berlin, is 41e0 feet high, and is
designed for use in connection with

broadcasting in Germany.

wireless listeners use their sets in the
evenings after dark, they may not be
aware of this fact. Generally speak-

A short-wave
portable trans-
mitter and re-
ceiver " on active
service" in the

war" which
was fought in the
southern counties
a few weeks ago.

ing, the winter months are far better
for long-distance reception than the
sunnier months, and in passing 1

may say that wireless conditions 'dur-
ing. the past summer have in the main
been very poor. A couple of years
ago we had a most remarkable winter.
Long distance reception conditions

were so good that there was hardly a
set made  by Radio Press designers
that did not during its test and in
the early hours of the morning receive
at least one of the American broad-
casting stations. During that season
I heard WGY, Schenectady, WHIZ,
Troy, New York, 'WJZ, New York,
KDKA, and many more, not once, but
twenty or thirty times.

On one occasion I remember listen-
ing on a two -valve set in the early
hours of the morning, hoping that I
might possibly be able to hear an
'American station. After less than a
quarter of an hour's searching I suc-
ceeded in picking up WGY so dis-
tinctly as to recognise every word the
announcer spoke. Those conditions
did not last long, and after about
10 minutes I could get nothing fur-
ther, but the reception was achieved,
and at the time was thought nothing
very remarkable. On another occasion,
using the Anglo-American Six, to
which I referred in my last article, a
piano recital from WGY, Schenectady,
came over so well that it gave loud-
speaker reproduction audible through-
out the house as distinctly as if it had
been 2,L O.

Short Waves
Last winter reception conditions

from America were, I think I can
safely say, worse than they have been
for several years past, and I do not
think there was a single ni, ht as good
as that to which I have just referred.
KDKA, -the Westinghouse Station at
Pittsburg, is now working on very
short waves, and as these are not
affected so much by seasonal variations
and by day and night conditions, they
can very often be heard in the day-
time, but short-wave reception of this
kind needs special apparatus and does
not come within the scope of this
article.

Bad Conditions
Conditions on the other side of the

Atlantic have also been bad, and, in-
deed, so many complaints have been
made to wireless set manufacturers
and so many sets returned to their
makers as being inefficient that the
Government has decided to hold an
inquiry into radio conditions and to
collate evidence. When I was in
America last year conditions were
particularly good, as I was able per-
sonally to observe, but this year they
have been very bad indeed, and the
manufacturers are therefore anxious
for the Government to prove that it
is not the fault of the sets that
reception is so bad.

A Good Season Coming
All this may lead you to ask,

" What are conditions going to be
like this winters " It is impossible
to prophesy, but a few observations

(Concluded on page 74.)
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THE "INVALID'S THREE"
Described by

J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

A three -valve receiver which will give
good volume from the local station or
Daventry, a switch bringing in either
station, and no tuning being needed when

once the receiver has been adjusted.

OEL00000E3)E3),S303000Z600E8306

MANY people must have wanted a
set which had only to be
switched on to receive either

the local station or Daventry at will.
A receiver was recently described in
these columns by W. Q. Kay (the
" Daylow Three," in the August issue
of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR), in
which it was possible to change over
from London to Daventry by a simple
push-pull switch, but at the same
time a re -tuning of the condensers
was necessary.

Few Controls
The receiver to be described hero

contains two tuning circuits, one of
which is tuned to the local station
and the other to Daventry, and the
detector and amplifying apparatus is
switched from one to the other by a
simple push-pull arrangement. As
far as controls are concerned, there-
fore, there are two only. To switch
on the receiver one has to insert an

Such a receiver is ideal for an
invalid, and in fact a receiver of this
nature was actually made up a short
time ago for a friend who was tem-
porarily confined to bed. The boon of
being able to receive either pro-
gramme at will without any necessity
for tuning was a considerable one, and
the idea will probably recommend
itself to our readers.

Quality
For a receiver such as this the ques-

tion of quality is of great importance.

per stage is small, and three stages at
least are necessary in order to obtain
an amplification comparable, say, with
that given by two good transformers.

Modern Improvements
Recent developments have changed

this state of affairs. The maximum
amplification which is obtainable from
a resistance -coupled arrangement is
given by that of the valve itself. In
practice the actual amplification is
about 90 per cent. of the theoretical
voltage amplification factor. Thus in

DAVENTRY

Fig. 1.--A filament switching jack is
ordinary telephone plug into a jack,
while the programme from the local
station or Daventry can be received
at will without any further adjust-
ment by a simple setting of the push-
pull switch.
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used, so that the set is brought into operaeon
There can be no doubt that a really
well -designed resistance -coupled am-
plifier is capable of giving almost
perfect quality. The drawback to the
usual methods of resistance amplifi-
cation is that the total amplification

by inserting the loud -speaker plug.
2

the ordinary high -impedance valve
the limit to the amplification per
stage is something of the order of 16
to 18, whereas with a transformer the
nett amplification is the product of
the valVe amplification and the step -
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The " Invalid's Three "---continued
up ratio, and this can quite easily
result in an amplification per stage of
between 30 and 40.

Suitable Valves
Recently, however, valves have

been developed having a very high
amplification factor, of the order of

5/

16

of the order of 70,000 or 80,000 ohms,
and it is obviously necessary to adopt
slightly different constants in the cir-
cuit in order to obtain maximum
efficiency from such valves.

Excellent Results
This method has been adopted in the

-4-14 (y

16"

resistance coupling adopted, and
there can be no doubt that this type
of circuit opens up new possibilities in
the art of resistance -coupled amplifi-
cation.

Circuit
The actual circuit is shown in

Fig. 1. It will be seen that there are

3A-
P2

16I

16

466

Fig. 2.-The drilling layout of the panel carrying the tuning controls is quite simple. Blueprint No. 1066A.

35 to 40, and obviously if such valves
can be utilised for resistance amplifi-
cation, then the discrepancy between

BUILD THIS SET WITH-
One cabinet, with wooden panel,

18 in. by 9 in., with a circular hole, 21 in.
diameter in the centre, and baseboard
9 in. deep.

Three ebonite panels, one 16 in. by
4 in. by I in., one 6 in. by 3 in. and one
9 in. by 3 in., with 9 terminals.

Two .0005 " Cyldon " variable con-
densers (S. S. Bird).

Two panel mounting neutralising
condensers (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.)

Three valve holders (Etherplus).
Two baseboard mounting coil sockets

(Burne-Jones Sr Co., Ltd.).
One filament rheostat. in this set

a dual rheostat has been used, to allow
various types of valves to be employed
(Burndept).

One .0003 fixed condenser, type 600,
and 2-megohm leak, and one .0001 fixed
condenser, type 600 (Dubilier).

One Frost filament switching jack
(Rothermel Radio Corporation of Great
Britain, Ltd.).

One push-pull change -over switch
(Falk, Stadelmann & Co., Ltd.).

Two centre -tapped coils, one for the
lower broadcast hand, and one for the
higher range. In this receiver Gambrell
centre -tapped C and E coils were used.

Two resistance coupling units (Cosmos).
One 2-microfarad Mansbridge fixed

condenser (T.C.C.).
Glazite and a short length of flex.

this method and the transformer -
coupled method will not be by any
means so marked. Such valves have
at the same tithe a high impedance,

present case. The receiver is a simple
three -valve one, comprising a detector
and two resistance -coupled note mag-
nifiers. The volume of signals obtain-
able from this is. as good as that
obtainable from transformer -coupled
stages, if not better. The London
station at a distanee of 12 miles is too

it it it
The disposition of
t h e components
on the baseboard
should receive
careful attention.

loud for the average loud -speaker, and
has to be mistuned for pleasant
results, while on Daventry the volume
is quite as much as the loud -speaker
can handle. At the same time, pro-
vided adequate precautions are taken,
the quality is excellent, owing to the

14

two tuned circuits, incorporating a
centre -tapped coil. One end of the
circuit is taken to the grid of the
valve, the centre tapping taken to
earth and the negative of the fila-
ment, while the other end of the coil
is taken through a small neutralising
condenser on to the anode of the

valve. This arrangement enables
Hartley reaction to be obtained on the
circuit if necessary. In the majority
of cases it will not be necessary, but
it may be useful for those living in
more remote localities.

A simple change -over switch takes
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The " Invalid's Three "-continued
the connections from the grid and
anode from one circuit to the other,
while the aerial itself is connected to
a small fixed condenser direct on to
the grid of the valve.

Resistance Coupling
The anode circuit of the first valve,

which of course is the detector, con-
tains a high resistance of the order of

this in practice has been found to be
the case, the signal strength obtain-
able from the arrangement being
truly astonishing.

The list of components required to
construct this receiver will be found
in the accompanying table.

Constructional Work
The constructional work of this

72e

s

2" 3/ 4'

1/4-)

.JACK3., 4-!

250,000 ohms. The voltages developed
across this resistance are transferred
through a small fixed condenser on to
the grid of the next valve, a leak
being provided from this to a point on
the grid bias battery, in order to
stabilise the potential of the grid.

The second valve is provided with a
similar form of resistance 'coupling,
having a very high resistance in 'the

Fig. 3.-The drill-
ing diagram for
the ebonite panel
which is attached
behind the hole in
the wooden panel.
Blueprint No.

1066B.

* * *
receiver is not so straightforward as
in ninny cases. The tuning controls
have been placed on a sub -panel
behind the main panel, so that they
may be adjusted once and for all,
and altered from time to time if any
change of wavelengths occurs, .but
beyond that they are not normally
touched in the operation of the
receiver.

This view of the set shows clearly the disposition of the wiring to
the components on the tuning control panel.

anode circuit, while the last valve,
which should be a power valve, simply
contains the loud -speaker in the
anode circuit. As long as the resist-
ances in circuit are large compared
with the impedances of the valves,
then practically full amplification is
obtainable from the valves in use, and

Wooden Panel
The only controls on the front panel,

therefore, as previously stated, are the
change -over switch from the local sta-
tion to Daventry and the jack, which
at the same time switches the set on
or off.. It is not necessary to have a

large ebonite panel just to contain
these two components, so a wooden
panel with a circular hole cut in it
has been employed, and these two com-
ponents have been mounted on a small
ebonite panel 6 in. by 3 in., which is
placed behind the wooden front panel.

The first operation, therefore, is to
mount the push-pull change -over
switch and the filament switching jack

WIRING IN WORDS
Join aerial terminal to one side of fixed

condenser Cl.
Join other side of Cl to one side of fixed

condenser 04 and leak R2, anti also to contact
5 of switch.

Join other side of C4 and R2 to grid contact
of VI valve holder.

Join earth terminal to H.T.- and L.T.
terminals, thence to top contact of jack.

Join two flex leads to top contact of jack,
for connection to centre taps of coils Ll and

Join H.T.+ terminal to H.T.+ terminals
of both resistance units, to one side of fixed
condenser 07, and to bottom contact of jack.

Join L.T.- terminal to G.B.-I- terminal,
to one filament contact of each of the valve
holders V1, V2 and V3, and to remaining side
of fixed condenser 07.

Join (1.11.-1 terminal to B terminal of
No. 1 resistance unit.

Join G.B.-2 terminal to B terminal of No. 2
resistance unit.

Join G terminal of No. 1 resistance unit
to grid contact of V2 valve holder.

Join G terminal of No. 2 resistance unit to
grid contact of -V3 valve holder.

Join A contact of No. 1 resistance unit to
anode contact of V1 valve holder, thence to
contact 2 of switch.

Join A contact of No. 2 resistance unit
to anode contact of V2 valve holder.

Join anode contact of V3 valve holder to
lower right contact of jack.

Join contact 4 of snitch to one side of L2
coil socket.

Join contact 6 of switch to one side of LI
coil* socket.

The following connections are on the sub -
panel.

Join moving vanes of variable condenser
C3 to fixed vanes of No. 2 reaction condenser.

Join moving vanes of variable condenser
C2 to fixed vanes of No. 1 reaction condenser.

The remaining connections go to the sub -
Panes.

Join contact. 1 of switch to moving vanes
of No. I reaction condenser (3).

Join contact 3 of switch to moving vanes
of No. 2 reaction condenser (4).

Join wire between contact 4 of switch and
I.2 coil socket to fixed vanes of variable con-
denser C3 (2).

Join other side of L2 coil socket to moving
vanes of 03 .(1).

Join wire between contact 8 of switch and
Li coil socket to fixed vanes of variable con-
denser 02 (7).

Join other side of 14 coil socket to moving
vanes of C2 (8).

Join together remaining filament contacts
of VI, V2 and V3 and continue to one contact
of filament rheostat RI (0).

Join remaining contact of R1 to top left
contact of jack (6).

one above the other in the manner
shown in the diagram given. This
panel may then be mounted in posi-
tion behind the main wooden panel,
so that the switch and jack show
through the hole cut away in the
centre.

Sub -Panel
The next operation is the mounting

of the two variable condensers, the
two reaction condensers, and the fila-
ment rheostat on the sub -panel.
This panel is 16 in. by 4 in., and is
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The "Invalid's Three" continued

TOP LINE OF BASEBOARD

0

0

Fig. 4.-The numbered connections on the lower back -of -panel diagram go to the correspondingly numbered
points on the sub -panel, shown above. Blueprints Nos. 1066C and 1066D are also available.
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New
from

RATHER more than three
years ago Cossor startled the
world of Wireless by produ-

cing a valve which utilised almost
the whole of the electron emission
from the filament. Its unorthodox
construction provoked astonishment
amongst those who had accustomed
themselves to the wastefulness of
spiral grids and tubular anodes.
But despite the unconventional ap-
pearance of the P1 an amazingly
large number of wireless enthusi-
asts bought it - and, in so doing,
discovered an easier way to better
reception, to louder signals and
to a greater economy in main-
tenance.
The success of the first Cossor Valve
was never in doubt - in fact, the
famous P1 is still the standard British
Bright Emitter. And during the past
three years Cossor has steadily

The new

end to end
forged ahead-winning an ever-in-
creasing public by the sheer merit
of its products.
The culmination of many years ex-
perience and determination is about
to be realised in the new Cossor
Point One with its revolutionary
system of Co -axial Mounting and
its extraordinarily low current
consumption.
To the huge army of staunch Cossor
enthusiasts the opportunity of ac 
quiring a valve exhibiting such an
impressive list of improvements as
those shown in the adjoining column
will be quickly grasped. Others -
wilt', perhaps, have but lately suc -
cumbed to the fascination of Radio-
will be glad to read about a British
Valve which worthily upholds the
great traditions for fine workman -
ship which this country has built
up among the nations of the world.

New Anode
The Anode of the Cossor Point One is deep,
er and permits a greater length of filament
being used. This in turn obviously means that
a greater emission surface is available. It is
electrically welded to two short, stout elec-
trodes. Movement is absolutely impossible.

New Grid
The Grid is wound around a very stout mo-
lybdt.num support. Eaen turn of the wire is
electrically welded in no fewer than 30 posi-
tions. This method of construction ensures
absolute rigidity and ability to withstand the
hardest shock.

New Filament
An exceptionally long filament is used which
is secured in three distinct places. When
the valve is operat ng it is hardly possible
to discern any glow. Although, rated at
1'8 volts this new valve will function satis-
factorily at a \ oltage as low as 1'2_ It can
therefore be used, if required, with dry bat-
terics. No other valve has such a wide range
of working voltages.

New Bulb
Its handsome new pipless glass bulb is a fur-
ther safeguard against accidental damage.
Only glass of the finest quality is used on all
Cossor valves.

New Base
The same exclusive low loss design of base
which has proved so remarkably successful on
all other Cossorvalves is bein retained on the
new Cossor Point One. A wide flange is
now incorporated to enable the user to
withdraw the valve from the most stubborn
socket without fear of harm.

New Pins
The new pins on the Cossor Point One is a
further indication of Cossor's determination
to "do the job properly." Instead of a single
slot, each pin is now slotted in two intersect-
ing positions. In addition the points of the pins
are tapered. Because of these improvements
the vatve can be inserted easili and smoothly
into any socket and, once in position, perfect
electrical contact is ensured.

- and new methods of construction
The Cossor Point One is the only valve to
be able to utilise the new patented system of
Co -axial Mounting-whereby the Filament,
Grid and Anode are rigidly secured to each
other in their exact relative positions in
permanent alignment at- the top and at the
bottom. As a result, absolute uniformity of
characteristics is ensured throughout the
whole life of the valve, whilst the filament
is fully protected against damage by shocks.

Cossor Point One
Red Band for H.F. use

1.8 volts, '1 amp. 14 -
Plain Band for Detector

1.8 volts, .1 amp. 141-

Cossor Stentor Two
Green Rand Power Valve

1'8 volts, '15 amp. 18 6

Point One
Issued by A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highb,ury Greve, Loudon, N.5.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,
Gilbert Ad. 58ur.
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The "Invalid's Three" continued

mounted on two wooden feet 6i in.
high by 4 in. wide.

Mount the two condensers on the
outside positions of the panel, the two
reaction condensers towards the
centre and the filament rheostat in
the middle. With the particular con-
densers shown, the layout is not per-
fectly symmetrical, owing to the fact
that the condenser spindles are not in
the centres of the condensers them-
selves. This applies to any of the
usual types of square -law condenser.

Having mounted these components
on the sub -panel, the remaining com-
ponents may now be mounted on the
baseboard itself. These are the three
valve holders, the various resistances
and condensers associated with the
resistance -coupling circuits, and the
C.A.T. condenser and grid condenser
and leak for the rectifier valve.

Coils
Finally, the two coil mounts should

be placed in the positions shown close
up against the front panel. The coils
are actually inserted between the
front panel and the sub -panel con-
taining the tuning arrangement.
This position is a little awkward to
get at when the receiver is fitted into
its case, but since the coils when in
position do not require to be changed

unless a fault develops, this slight
inconvenience need not be considered
of importance. The coils can be in-
serted in position when the instrument
is first tested out on the bench, before
being inserted into its cabinet, and
thereafter no difficulty will arise.

Wiring
The instrument is now ready for

wiring up, and this is a matter on
which a certain amount of care will
be required, owing to the fact that the
wiring has to be carried out between
three different panels. The best pro-
cedure is to wire up the filament cir-
cuits first of all. The valve holders
may all be wired up together on the
baseboard, and a wire can then be
taken to the jack switch and rheostat.

The resistance coupling units may
now be wired up completely, as there
is no connection between these units
and either of the other two panels.
This part of the wiring may therefore
be completed without any difficulty.

Tuning Circuits
All that now remains is the wiring

up of the tuning circuits themselves.
The aerial is connected through a
C.A.T. condenser (.0001 capacity) to
one side of the grid condenser of the

first valve. The earth is connected to
the positive of the filament. From the
jack, which is also connected to the
positive of the filament, two flexible
leads are taken which go on to the
centre terminals of the centre -tapped
coils, one on either side of the
receiver.

A lead is now taken from the anode
of the first valve to one centre ter-
minal of the change -over switch, and
a lead taken from the other pole of
this switch to the junction between the
C.A.T. condenser and the grid con-
denser of the first valve.

The wiring on the main panel can
then be completed, by connecting the
main tuning condensers across the two
coils respectively. One side of each of
the reaction condensers goes to one of
the terminals of the tuning con-
densers, while the other connections on
the reaction condensers go to the
switch. Care must be taken to ensure
that the reaction condensers are con-
nected to the correct terminals on the
tuning condensers, as if this is not
done no reaction effect will be pro-
duced. Apart from this, little diffi-
culty will be experienced if the wiring
diagram and instructions given are
followed carefully.

(Concluded on page 81.)

Complete with full
instructions for

fixing.

9D.
Each.

f`hilIDGET"
An inexpensive
friction tuning ,device
giving excellent

results.
The " Midget" can easily
be fitted to all sets in a

few moments, and it will
work equally as well as
many higher priced vernier
controls.
All metal parts heavily nickel -
plated, highly polished Bakelite
knob and best quality rubber
washers. It is ;elf -adjusting.
Fit one and add -too %efficiency
to your set.

Full particulars of other "STANDARD " Radio Pro-
ducts on application. " Belden " Battery Cord, 5, 6,
and 7 way. Headphone and Loud Speaker Cords.
"Belden" LoopAntenna Wire. Trade enquiries solicited.

THE STANDARD INSULATOR Co., Ltd.,
Winsley House, Wells Street, Oxford Street,
LONDON, W.I. ' Phone : Museum 5978 and 7577.

.-,e/N7/67/Z4

GENALO
v.,(4

BACKLASH-
That free -play inevitable in ordinarily geared Coil Holders and
its consequent incorrect tuning and fading is

DEFINITELY BANISHED The First Step to Perfection.

THE ECCENTRIC METAL BEARING, immediately
adjustable for taking up wear (if any).
THE METAL TO METAL HELICAL GEARS (ratio
9 to 1) give a slow and even movement.
A SPECIAL LOCKING DEVICE gives a fixed security.
These points together with a Finish consistent with
the highest grade of workmanship throughout mako

THE PENTON TYPE " A "
THE ONLY PERFECT COIL HOLDER

MOVING
BLOCK

CANNOT
FALL.

From your Local
Dealer or Post
Free.
PRICE .. 11.11.

1,91 .a.

GEARED
COIL HOLDER

Potent No. 193150.

For Outside Panel or Inside
Baseboard Mounting
THE PENTON ENGINEERING COMPANY

15, Cromer Street. Gray's Inn Road, W.C./

Ebonite Strips
for inside pond
mounting supplied

free.
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S P. 18
RED SPOT.
A real two - volt
power valve
Designed specially
for low frequency
amplification.
Should always be
used in last stage for
operating loud
sneaker. It is also
suitable as a detector

Volts: 1.6.
Amps.: '3.

PRICE 141.

S.P. 18
GREEN SPOT.
A high amp'ification
valve having a mod-
erate impedance.
Designed as a high
frequency amplifier
and as a detector.
Also suitable for re-
sistance, choke and
transformer coupling
(. xcept last stage,
where an S.P. 18
Red should always
be used).
Fil. Volts: 1'6.
Amps.: '3.

PRICE 141-

S P. 18
BLUE SFOT.
Extra high ampli-
fication valve. De-
si-ned for resistance
capaci y, choke and
early stages of trans-
formercoupling. Ex-
cellent as a detector
or tuned anode H.F.
am Eller.
Fil. Volts: 1'6.
Amps.: '09.

PRICE 141-

eam,
work

EAM WORK counts in Radio too.
Unless valves work together har-
moniously reception will never be

at its best. That is why BENJAMIN
Valves should be used in every stage.
They have been designed as a team
which, working together, will give results
far surpassing those that can be obtained
with any other valves, in any other way.

Anode and filament are very close
together, and therefore the electrons
traverse a very short path. This in-
creases amplification. A specially
designed filament consumes less current.
Tone is improved. Ask yoir dealer or
write for descriptive leaflet giving curves.

BUJ!AL41 I N
SHORTPATH

RADIO VALVES
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.,
Brantwood Works, Tottenham, N. 17.

D.E. 55.
A very economical
general purpose
valve. For high
frequency, detector
and low frequency
(except last stage ,
when the S.P. 55 Red
should always be
used,.
Fil. Volts :
Amps.: '09.

PRICE 18/6

S.P. 55
BLUE SPOT.
Extra high ampli-
fication valve. De-
signed for resistance
capacity, choke and
early stage trans-
former coupling.
Also excellent as a
rectifier or high fre-
quency amplifier.
Fil. Volts: 5'5.
Amps.: '09.

PRICE 1816

S.P. 55
RED SPOT.
Super power valve
specially designed as
a last stage p.nver
amplifier. 14,21i give
great power wit.',out
distortion. Also suit-
able for detector or
H.F amplifier
Fa. Volts: 55.
Amps.: '25.

PRICE 22/6

R V3
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MR.
GUMPLETHORPE'S pockets

were bursting with catalolgues,
and he himself with enthusiasm,

when he called on me one evening last
month to insist upon my accompanying
him to the Exhibition at Olympia on
the very next day that ever was. I
had rather hoped to be able to sneak
off,by myself, for Mr, Gumplethorpe

Mr. Gumplethorpe fell on it with cries
of rapture.

is apt to be a little trying at times,
especially when he gets one of his in-
quisitive fits; but, as no decent excuse
occurred to me, I had perforce to
agree, with what grace I might. We de-
cided to motor to Olympia in our line
L.G.O.C. car-all the knuts refer to
their cars as 'buses, so I do not see
why I should not refer to my 'bus as a
car-which took us there without
losing its way once, despite the merry-
go-rounds, one-way streets, and the
other little hazards and bunkers of the
Metropolitan thoroughfares. Entering
the main door, we found ourselves
opposite a turnstile labelled " Press."
Both Mr. Gumplethorpe and I pressed
hard, but nothing happened. Mr.
Gumplethorpe had quite a lot to say
to the attendant on the subject of silly
practical jokes. Not deigning to reply,
he directed us to another turnstile,
where we were called upon to part with
eighteenpence apiece. Since I am
one of the world's best fumblers, it_
was actually Mr. Gumplethorpe who
parted with eighteenpence twice; after
all, if you have to accompany a fellow
like that, I don't see why you should
pay to do so.

A Man's Size in Sets
The first stand that attracted his

attention was one devoted to con-
-tlensers, which displayed a large-scale
model of a variable instrument, a
thing about as big as a rabbit hutch.
Upon this Mr. Gumplethorpe fell with
little cries of rapture. Always, he told
the attendant; he had hated those
beastly little instruments that were
sold as variable condensers in wireless

shops. Here was a man's size con-
denser that was exactly what he
wanted. He proposed to buy it on the
spot, and to take it home with him.

After some discussion, he was told
that he could have it after the exhi-
bition was over, and not before. At
another stand he fcnind a similar
model of a variable grid -leak with a
dial about the size of a bicycle wheel.
This threw Mr. Gumplethorpe into a
positive ecstasy, and he entered at
once into negotiations for its purchase.
A stand or two away he came across
a gigantic coil, which so tickled his
fancy that nothing would prevent him
from treating for its purchase. Having
bought these things and a Weco-
valve, Mr. Gumplethorpe assured
me that he would shortly be turn-
ing out the finest single -valve set that-
had ever been seen. Personally, I am,
quite content to see it, so long as I
am not called upon to hear it, for,
having lost him for a few moments, I
was horrified, on finding him again, to
discover that he had purchased a loud-
speaker with a horn some fifteen feet
in length that decorated one of the
stands. I am not quite sure whether
he means to get his new components
into his present house with the help
of an outsize in shoehorns, or whether
his intention is simply to dump them
down in a field, and have a new house
built round them. That, however, is
his affair.

Tact
We were getting on quite nicely

when Mr. Gumplethorpe put his foot
slap into the middle of things. Just
as we were passing one of the ebonite
people's stands, he pulled out a match
to light a gasper of the bespatted, or
cork -tipped type that he effects, and
struck it thoughtlessly upon a shining
panel Everything seemed to happen
at once. Half a dozen demon-
strators, speechless with rage, sur-
rounded Mr. Gumplethorpe and my-
self, raising their arms to the heavens
in horror, or brandishing them (with
knobby -looking fists at their ends) in
our faces. Luckily, my natural pre-
sence of mind enabled me to rise to the
occasion and to avert bloodshed. " My
friend," I said, " always strikes
matches on the panels of his re-
ceiving sets. He has been sadly dis-
appointed lately by the purchase of
several large panels whose nature was
such that they simply rubbed the head
off the match without producing the
necessary flame. Your panels appear

to be exactly what he needs, and he
will be glad if you will kindly send
him a dozen. My friend always pays
cash down. . . ." Realising that dis-
cretion was the better part of valour,
Mr. Gumplethorpe parted with the
necessary Fishers, whereupon the
scowls were turned miraculously into
smiles. This just shows what tact can
do. By exercising some more of it on

. . he came across
a gigantic coil . .

Mr. Gumplethorpe, I am trusting to
be provided with ,free panels for some
little time to come.

The Art of Selling
" Phew! " said Mr. Gumplethorpe,

mopping his brow, as we moved away.
" Give me a cigarette, will you, old
chap? I have not a single one left."
" Sorry," I replied, " I was just going
to ask you for one, for my case is also
empty." 1' Tut, tut," said Mr.
Gumplethorpe, " I must go and buy
some. I wonder where the stall is
where they sell them." Neither he
nor I knew, but Mr. Gumplethorpe
said that he would find out in two
ticks. Advancing to the man in
charge of the nearest stand, he be-
gan politely, " I wonder if you would
be so good as to . . ." " Certainly,
my dear sir, certainly," crooned the
man in charge. " It is most kind of
you to take such an interest in this
neat little device, and I shall be
charmed to show you exactly what it is
for, how it works, and

" Look here I " protested Mr. Gum-
plethorpe, " what I want to knowis --

" Exactly," said the man, nipping
further protests in the bud. " What
you were going to say, my dear sir,
is that you wish to know why it is im-
perative that you should fit this ex-
ceedingly neat little device to your re-
ceiving set."
The bewildered Mr. Gumplethorpe was

told precisely what it did, and how
and when and ,where and why.
" Yes," said the salesman, coming to
his peroration, " such is this mar -

20
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NEUTRALISING
CONDENSERS

These conden-
sers have been
specially de-
signed- a trd
provide a high
class compon-
ent for use in
Radio- Press

Circuits. The minimum
capacity is .000002 U.F.,
while the maximum capac-

ity is .000025 U.F.
Price (Board or Panel

Mounteng)
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0 obtain that high
efficiency of an
experimental set, the

experimenter must ascertain
that each individual com-
ponent of the set will not
have a deteriorating effect
on the remaining parts.
This efficiency can only be
obtained by having guaran-
teed and tested components
of a reputable firm.
Bowyer -Lowe fulfil these
qualifications and their
guarantee protects you
against damage by careless
handling after leaving the
factory, since every article
bought from Bowyer -Lowe
if found faulty within twelve
months of purchase will be
replaced free of charge.

BY BOWYER - LOWE CO. LED .

\\\'/213N
1111,

r )01,,

JACKS

Bowyer -Lowe Jacks mark
a great advance in design.

Single Circuit open - 2/2 -

closed - 2/7
Double - - - 3/ -
Filament single control 2/9

double control 3/3

LETCHWORTH. H E R.TS
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Mr. Gumplethorpe Visits Olympia-continued

vellous component whose usefulness
you, my dear sir, thoroughly appre-
ciate, as I can judge from your re-
-marks. Was it half a dozen or a dozen
that you said? " Mr. Gumplethorpe
raised a feeble protesting hand, but as
another torrent of words appeared to
be imminent, he caved in and said that
he would take half a dozen.

More Components
After some more phewing and some

more mopping of his brow, Mr.
Gumplethorpe suggested that I should
approach a chappie at another stall.
As, however, I noticed that he was
dealing with aerial masts, for a dozen
of which I had no use whatever, I de-
clined emphatically to do anything of
the kind.

In the end I grew so tired that I
gave up following him on his frenzied
excursions, and after a brief visit to
one stand, sat down 'to wait for him
to come down to earth. When he
joined me an hour or so later prac-
tically a ruined man, but still cigar-
etteless, he gave me one awful look.
" Where," he cried, pointing an accus-
ing finger, " where did you get that
cigarette? " " From the stall just
behind you," I said sweetly. " I tried
to tell you several times, but you were
so busy buying earth tubes and things

that you would net listen to a word I
said."

Refreshment
When we had rested a little Mr.

Gumplethorpe insisted upon going to
the refreshment stall, where he pur-
chased a lemon, which he had cut in
half. He assured me that there is
nothing like a lemon to calm one down

. struck it upon
a shining panel . . .

after great mental stress. His pro-
gress through the hall with his quaint
fruit excited a certain amount of com-
ment, but no great harm was done.
It was only when he insisted upon
visiting the B.B.C. studio that things
really began to happen. We took our
places in the queue, Mr. Gumplethorpe
still extracting consolation from his
lemon. In course of time we found
ourselves before the plate -glass window

of the studio, behind which the Mili-
tary Band was in full blast. This
interested Mr. Gumplethorpe. -enor-
mously. Despite the requests of the
commissionaire to move on, he planted
himself firmly in position, applying the
lemon to his Tips as he stood in medi-
tation.

The Acid Test
The cornet was the first man to be

affected. I noticed funny things hap-
pening to his face, and finally he threw
down his instrument and shook his fist
at Mr. Gumplethorpe. The euphonium
and the trombone followed fairly
quickly, though the bombardon and
the French horn stuck it out for a
time, fighting a real he-man battle
against the desire to screw up their
countenances. At length they, too,
gave in, and no one was left but the
drummer, who continued in action
despite the grimaces that he was
making. At this moment firm hands
were laid on the shoulders of Mr.
Gumplethorpe and myself, and we were
conducted down the stairs to the
nearest exit. " It is a good thing,"
remarked Mr. Gumplethorpe, turning
out his empty pockets when we were
in the street outside, " that one has
not to pay to get out of wireless
exhibitions."

A great achievement
Short Wave Receiving Set
Our Short Wave Receiver received perfectly the
news of the recent Dempsey-Tunney Fight. With
this Receiver we will GUARANTEE RESULTS
DOWN TO TWENTY METRES, or with special
Coils, AS LOW AS FIVE METRES.

Full particulars of this remarkable outfit
FREE ON APPLICATION.

DO NOT FAIL TO CALL AND SEE the NEW
ILLUMINATED TUNING DIAL. Fits any
condenser. Positive Hairline Tuning.

ON VIEW in our SHOWROOM WINDOWS
TV,E NEW

SOLODYNE RECSEEIT G

the marvellous long range circuit with the single
control. We have complete units for making up
this set now in stock.

OUR INTERNATIONAL RADIO CATALOGUE
(3rd Edition) will be sent to all enthusiasts
sending 6d. to cover cost of postage and packing.

WILL DAY, LTD. (Dept. D.)
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE,

LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone : Telegrams :
Regent 4577. Titles, Westrand, London.

T1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H111111111111111111111111111111111111101M11111111111111111
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Charge your H.T. Accumulators with the NEW

46')'99

Filamentless Vacuum Tube Rectifier.

EXTRAORDINARILY EFFICIENT.
Consumption 1 unit in 50 hours !

SILENT. SAFE. SURE.
Practically Indestructible.

Operates on 200-220 volts A.C. mains of any periodicity.
D.C. output approximately 100 volts 80 milliamperes.

complete, with input and output vrice, leads, variable resistance, and fuses ds
3

We stock complete sets of components, valves and accessories for sets
described in this and in all other u ireless Publications. Save endless
delay by sending your complete order to us ; we guarantee safe and

prompt delivery.
Send us your name and address on a P.C. for a copy of our 44 -page Radio Catalogue.

Economic ilictricitd 1,04aRNovit,..
A 1 A A. A. A AL .. J A. A 1A
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NEW
AMNION

Model

The SENIOR
"DRAGON."

A new member of the famous
Model A R.65 " Dragon " Series. All metal, of

patent non -resonant design and
finished in a pleasing chocolate
shade. A new and improved light-
weight unit is fitted.

Height 17". Diameter of flare 12".

AMPLIoN
(litedZa Sthitdad (otheleckf

Announcement of Alfred Graham & Co (M Graham) 25, Savile Row, Lot don W.I.
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Just as an inferior lens will create distortion so
an inefficient Transformer will distort a voice

11.t%r.
.:;11

11- (

The new Eureka
Concert Grand

Re:Creates the
Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.,

Fisher St., W.C.I.

ALMOST any kind of lens will serve
to produce an image on a sensi-
tive photographic plate. But

no one expects that a simple uncorrected
achromatic lens will give such faithful
reproduction as an anastigmat. Exactly
the same principles apply in wireless.
Practically any L.F. Transformer will
amplify and give some kind of results.

But if you want to hear the rippling notes
of the soprano you must use a Transformer
scientifically corrected against distortion.
Every Eureka has been scientifically de-
signed by specialists in
the science of sound
reproduction to give an
even amplification
throughout its entire fre-
quency range. It does not
amplify some notes at the

expense of others, but is, in fact, fully
corrected against distortion.

And now, through an improved method
of " stratum -winding," the efficiency of
Eureka Transformers has been still further
increased. At no extra host to you there
is now available greater volume and
sweeter tone, whilst the possibility of
breakdown has been eliminated by the
use of interspaced insulation between
windings.

These new

Types and Prices
Concert Grand 25/
Ditto for 2nd stage 21/ -
Baby Grand (1st or 2nd) t5/ -
Eureka Reflex 15/
Eureka L.P. Choke Unit 25/

and exclusive features will
place the Eureka again
ahead of possible com
petition. For your next
Set, therefore, be sure to
use a Eureka-" the Trans-
former which re-creates
the living Artiste."

Gilbert Ad. 5314.
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OPERATING THE " DISTAFLEX TWO "
VALVES TO USE

ULL instructions for the construe -
r tion and preliminary testing of

the Radio Press Star Set, the
"Distaflex Two," were given in the
last issue of THE WIRELESS CONSTRUC-
TOR. It will be assumed, therefore,
that the receiver has been constructed
and the wiring checked, and that tests
have shown that the receiver is in
order. In the photograph at the head
of this article the " Distaflex Two " is
Shown in the special cabinet which was
mentioned in the list of components in.
last month's issue.

Valves.
As was mentioned in the previous

article on the " Distaflex Two," the
choice of suitable valves for use in this
receiver is of importance. Valves
which are capable of handling consider-
able volume are especially necessary
when the set is used for reception
from the local station. For the best
results under these conditions it is
essential to use a low -impedance type
of power valve.

Remedy for Blasting
Such valves need not be used if no

very great volume is to be handled
when the set is being used. for the
reception of stations at a greater
distance. The tendency to blasting
which may he observed when ;he ,alves
used are called upon to handle too
great a volume may be dealt with in
many cases by correct adjustment of
the grid bias. values, unple grid bias
being generally the rule.

A list of valves which may be used
in. the " Distaflex Two " is given in
the accompanying table.

Grid Bias
The high-tension voltage should be

about 100 to 120 volts if full volume

is required, and with this voltage from
6 to 9 volts grid bias will be required.
This should, however, be adjusted to
suit the valves actually in use.

Neutralising.
The first operation, to perform on

bringing the set into use is to adjust'

VALVES

The following types of valves, among
others, will be found suitable for use in
the "Distaflex Two," the same type of
valve being used in eaeh valve holder :-

MANUFACTURER. V11, VE TYPE.
Benjamin t. S.P. 55/R.

(Red Spot).
B.T.H. /1. 4.
Burndept LL. 5'25.

L. 525.
L. 550.
L. 240.

Cleartron.. C.T. 15+
C.T. 25+

Cosmos (Metro -Vick) S.P. 18/R.
S.P. 5511.

Cossor . Stentor Two.
P. 3.

Edisw n P.V. 5 D.E.
P.V. 2.

Marconi pr Osram D.E. 5.
D.E. 5 A.
D.E. 8 L.F.

Mallard .. P.M. 4.
P.M. 6.
D.E.A. 0.
D.E.A. 1.

the neutralising condenser controlling
the first valve. This condenser is the
one mounted on the baseboard in the
set as described. To do this the two
neutralising condensers, on, the base-
board and panel, are set about one-
third of the way, round, and the local
station is tuned in with the telephones

in No. 1 jack. If there is any sign
of oscillation, the neutralising con-
densers- should be adjusted till it
ceases:

Non -Radiating Reaction
The dials should then be rotated

together from top to bottom of their
scales, the aerial! condenser being
swung backwards and forwards over a
few degrees on either side of the
tuning point as the other two dials -are
moved forward. If the set oscillates
at any point on the scale, this may be
checked by adjustment of the neu-
tralising condensers. When this opera-
tion is completed, the baseboard neu-
tralising condenser should be left
alone. The neutralising. condenser on
the panel may then be used as a
reaction control; without fear of
causing re -radiation of energy and
annoyance to the neighbours.

Loud -Speaker Connections
It should be noted that the loud-

speaker may be connected either te.
the terminals at the back of the set
or, if preferred, by means of a plug
to No. 2 jack.. The insertion of. a plug
into No. 1 jack cuts out the low -
frequency amplifying stages, so that
this position is mast suitable for the
insertion of telephones in circuit when
tuning -in distant stations.

Transformers.
The three transformers required for

the set are all alike, being of the split -
secondary type. Before these are in-
serted in their places on the set; the
pins should be opened' out slightly
'with a penknife. This will obviate the
possibility of poor contacts in any of
the sockets on the coil bases, which
might well be detrimental to the
operation of the set.
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Operating the "Distaflex Two" continued

Crystal Detector
The best setting for the crystal

detector should be ascertained when
the set is tested on the local station.

batteries will put matters right in
this respect.

Reaction
The reaction control, provided by

wave stations received with the
" Distaflex Two." Since, however,
these coils are not yet generally avail-
able, these readings will be given in
a future issue of this journal.

SPECIAL POINTS TO NOTE
1, 2 & 3.-Insert here split -secondary transformers for the re-

quired wavelength range.

4.-This neutralising condenser is adjusted to prevent oscillation
and then left set.

5.-This neutralising condenser provides a non -radiating
reaction control.

6.-One filament rheostat controls both valves.

7.-The dials of these two tuning condensers read alike.

8.-The dial of this tuning condenser reads within a few degrees
of the other two.

9.-Connect the loud -speaker here for full volume.
10.-Insert telephone plug in this jack. This uses two stages of

H.F. amplification and the crystal detector.
11.-Insert loud -speaker plug in this jack (alternative to ter-

minals 9). This uses two stages of H.F. amplification,
crystal detector, and two stages of L.F. amplification.

12.-Insert grid bias batteries here, and use ample grid bias to
prevent blasting and rectification by the valves.

When once this has been done, the
operator will be well advised not to
interfere with this setting while
searching for more distant stations,
since alterations may affect slightly
the dial reading of the third tuning
condenser. This dial reading may
also be upset slightly, and need re-
adjustment on removing the tele-
phones from No. 1 jack and bringing
the loud -speaker into circuit.

If it is observed that the tuning of
the circuits is somewhat flat, it will
probably be found that the grid bias
values are incorrect, and that the
selection of other tappings on the

means of the neutralising condenser on
the panel, will be found useful in
locating the settings for distant
stations. It should, however, be
handled with care and not advanced
too far, or the set may show a ten-
dency to howl. This control should be
used very sparingly for increasing the
volume of initially loud signals, owing
to the distortion which will be intro-
duced by the application of excessive
reaction.

Long Wave Coils
It was the intention to give this

month the dial readings for the long -

DON'T MISS IT !

The issue of "WIRELESS,"
the One - Word Weekly, dated
October 23rd, will be a FREE

GIFT issue.

PRICE 2d.
ON SALE OCTOBER 19th.

2G
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you ca rot beat
Glazite for wiring !
If you want ease of wiring-GLAZITE. If
you want neatness-GLAZITE. If you want
economy-GLAZITE. If you want perfect
insulation-GLAZITE.
In every way GLAZITE is the 1Sest way to
wire a set! Flameproof and damp-proof, it
will not deteriorate in useo Try GLAZITE
next time.

BRITISH MADE REGII

'OLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
/RED YELLOW SLUE BLACK' WHITE and GREEN)

Obtainable in ten -foot coils, price ls. 2d. per
coil. Or in two -foot lengths-four assorted
colours -1 s. per packet. Write for interesting
descriptive leaflet to

The
LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.i

Makers of Electric Wire

for_over 40 years

JUDD

WESTON

plugged into
High Range

Stand.
Range Ev. and

range 200v,
( 750 and moo
ohms resistance.)

£2 10s. Od.
p

cis

lisroldrAillilabliitakt.ileWilliAlliWilliA"Asa.air Alai alga ala

WESTON instruments
for Economy and Efficiency.
Open circuit tests are useless. With the aid of this
WESTON Voltmeter you can test under normal
working conditions. Thus you can' protect your
valves and secure the best results of which your set
is capable, by correct adjustment of Filament,

Plate and Grid Voltage.
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT Co., Ltd.,

15, Great Saffron Hill, London E.C.1.
Telephone: Holborn 2029: Telegrams " Pivoted, Smith, London,"

tar w.

SLIM IT WP
for yourself. The British Made
Lustrolux '06 H.F. Det. or L.F. Valves
cost 9/. each. The Lustrolux '34
Power Valve costs 11/-. You can get an
ideal three -valve combination for 29/.
and no valve calls for more than 2 volt !
Quite apart from the low initial cost,
think of the current economy of arrang-
ing your accumulator cells in parallel --
and the three valves together only call
for '46 amps.
Quality and reproduction-well, lust
try ! Compare the Lustrolux with any
valve you like quite irrespective of cost.
Your own good opinion will be con firmed
by your most musically inclined friend.

ASK YOUR DEALER.
Send for Catalogue C.

Lustrolux Valves obtainable from Lewis's Ltd.,
Liverpool and Manchester, and

LUSTROLUX Ltd., West Bollington,
near MACCLESFIELD.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 27
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1_4-0.1 (RID LEAKS.
Price (in Cartons).

All 'values (040) : .. 2/6 each
(Supplied with two clips.)

Mounted c n ebonite base, with terminals,
1/- extra.

CV- RESISTANCE CAPACITY
COUP LING.

Price (Complete .is illustratd) (20o) 12/6

FAITHFUL TONE QUALITY
Radio Experts all agree that the Resistance Coupled Amplifier gives the
most faithful repfoduction of all the tones received from the Broadcast
Station. In an Amplifier using the tgTh Resistance Coupling Unit, the
higher or lower audible frequencies so essential for the perfect reproduction
of all instruments are faithfully reproduced.
With the Resistance Coupling Unit a violin sounds like a violin, a
flute like a flute, etc. The perfectly designed * Resistances and
Condensers forming the unit transfer the music from valve to valve with
perfect fidelity. They do not age or deteriorate. Once they are in your
set you can forget them.
As with the * R.C. Unit, all CD Components are backed by the
experience and resources of the * experts, and are therefore absolutely
reliable.

Demand of your, dealer * Components.
They're British.

*I) GRID LEAK AND CONDENSER
MOUNTED.

Price (in Cartons) (020) 5/- each
On base with terminals.

ANODE W:SISTAIICCES.
Price (in Cartons).

40,000 JO IW,CO3 ohms (041) 4 6 each
(New Type.) (Supplied with two clips.)
Mounted on ebonite base, with terminals,

1/- extra.

CD MICA FIXED CONDENSERS. Prices (in Cartons), Unmounted.
(Two clips are supplied with each Condenser.)

o.oi or to o.ocociLF (,3o) .. 2 6 each
0.001 to o.oitrF (o3r) 3/- each
0.055 to o.o E1F(0;4) .  4/- each

Mounted on ebonite base, with terminals, any value, 1/- extra.

Telephone:
Slough
441-442.

H EL"14_J
Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus
WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS.

Telegrams:
Radiether,

Slough,

kii#M1.1111

Backed by
absolute

accuracy

COMPONENTS OF

EXTREME INTEREST

Unimic Coil.
Its special base mounting is electrically
and mechanically perfect, and allows of
variable coupling.

Price 5/ -
rase 2 6 e-Itia.

tre Dimic Coil. No. 1.
Taken at the Middle frequency it has a
resistance of 5.25 ohms at a frequency
corresponding to 4C0m., i.e., .026 ohms
per

Price 10/.
Pase 2/ii extra.

sCe Balancing Condenser
The growing need for precise
balancing encouraged us to

Produce a component .,

which you will find
essential.

Price 4/9

PA1141M1131.1.*1 Mil
Pool's Advertising Service Co.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.;
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SEEN AT THE SHOW
An Impression of some of the Exhibits at the

National Radio Exhibition.

EMEIMIDEEICEEEHEIEEIEECI MEEICEIDE OCIOCI 2600p

AN impression gathered. at the
National Radio Exhibition, held
at Olympia from September 4 to

18, was that this year's exhibits have
shown the development of wireless sets
and accessories to be proceeding along
the lines of improving the reception
obtainable by, the listener. Novelties

A battery charging unit shown by
Rectalloy, Ltd.

and new lines which are now available
to the pUblic do not take the form of
" freak " sets or components so much
as solid improvements on the designs
of the past.

Battery Eliminators
The wireless needs of the home were,

for example, well served by the
numerous types of battery eliminators
exhibited. It is prophesied in some

quarters that within a few years time
hardly any listener, except perhaps
those. in the remote country districts,
will still continue to use batteries.
Dependent as the alternative system is
on the universal adoption of electric

supply all over the
country, there is
no doubt that the
prospect is 'attrac-
tive.

High Tension Units
Messrs. Burndept

were showing
their ", Ethopower " H.T. unit. all
instrument employing a special recti-

. fying valve for use on A.C.

Two new Benjamin 6 -volt valves, the
S.P. 55/R and the S.P. 55/B.

and supplying to the set voltages of
40 to 60 and 120 to 160 volts, so that
the needs of individual valves in the

Messrs. Dubilier's
"Hiloten" battery
eliminator is pro-
vided with a
separate remote

control unit.

*

set may be served. Two new con-
verters for high-tension supply were
exhibited by Messrs. Igranic Electric
Co., Ltd., suitable for providing high-
tension for the set from A.C. mains.
Full -wave rectification is furnished on

A general view of the National Radio Exhibition in
the New Hall at Olympia.

both models, the valves used being of
1 he double -anode type. -

A New Rectifier
The General Electric Cc. produce a

complete set of parts for the construc-
tion of_an H.T. battery eliminator,
which uses an Osram gas -discharge
.rectifier. An advantage of this type
of rectifier is that it has no filament,
so that it bannot be overrun,

High and Low Tension
The " Hiloten " battery eliminator

is a product of the Dubilier Condenser
Co., Ltd., which incorporates several
interesting features. For the low-
tension supply there are two accumu-
lators, which are . automatically
Charged alternately as they are dis-
charged. A high-tension voltage of
200 volts for low -frequency amplifiers
and a variable voltage with a maxi-
mum of 100 volts are also provided.
The converter itself may be placed in
any convenient position in the house,

The new disc loud -speaker shown by
S. G. Brown, Ltd. ,

a control` box for remote control being
connected to the receiver.

Battery Chargers
With battery eliminators may be

associated battery chargere, of which
a large variety were exhibited. - A

B 29
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Seen at the Show-continued

low-tension pattern shown by Messrs.
Rectalloy is suitable for 2-, 4- or 6 -
volt accumulators and charges at .2 or
.4 amperes. Chemical full -wave recti-
fication is employed, and simple opera-
tion is a feature of the instrument.

Messrs..Burndept's " Ba}kite Trichle
Charger," for use with A.C. mains,
contains a special rectifying cell, and
delivers a current of about half an
ampere to the accumulator. The
latter may thus be switched over from
the set to the charger when not in use,

The " Ethopower" A.C. mains battery
eliminator for high-tension supply.

ensuring
supply.

Several " Tungar " charges were
shown by the British Thomson -Houston
Co., Ltd., these including an instru-
ment supplying 12 amperes at 75 volts
and a smaller model to give from .1
to.2 amperes at from 7.5 to 100 volts.
These instruments are for use on A.C.
mains and give a D.C. output.

Compact unit for obtaining high-
tension from D.C. mains is the

a constant low-tension

A superheterodyne attachment produced
by Messrs. Gambrel( Bros., Ltd.

? Ekeo " eliminator, produced by
ressrs. E. K. Cole. Simplicity is a
ature of this instrument, tour ter -

!canals and a standard lamp plug being
Vie only external fittings.

Loud -Speakers
_Among the loud -speakers there were

several nfw models to be seen, the aim

appearing in the main to be directed
towards securing good reproduction.

The C.A.V. " Musicola " loud-
speaker, of which a photograph was

The Darimont cell is somewhat of a
novelty in primary cells.

published in last month's issue, is of
the conical diaphragm type, mounted
in a trunnion bearing, so that it is
adjustable to any angle. Messrs.
S. G. Brown, Ltd., have also turned
their attention to the open -diaphragm
type of loud -speaker, the diaphragm
,in this instance being enclosed in a
metal screen, which is designed to pro-
tect the instrument from damage.

Messrs. B.S.A. Radio were showing
three types of " Kone " loud -speaker,
one of which, known as " Model 'C,"
is illustrated on these pages. On
Messrs. Alfred Graham & Co.'s stand
was a complete range of the Amplion
loud -speakers, improvements in detail
and finish being the most noticeable
points.

Unusual Designs
Considerable claims are made for the

Donotone instrument, which consists of
a. complete series of . tuned reed
mechanisms for the audible frequency
range. Several firms have produced
loud -speakers cleverly disguised and
made to serve an additional purpose.
Such are a loud -speaker with a clock

The new B.S.A. loud -speaker, Model C.

in the centre, shown by the Peio-Scott
Co., Ltd., and the " Beco " rose -bowl
instrument illustrated on. these 'pages.

Valves
Several. interesting new types of

valves were to be seen at the Exhibi-

Showing the disposition of the electrodes
in the Cossor Point One valves.

tion, among which were the new Ben-
jamin " Shortpath " valves. Six
examples of these were shown, in-
tended for operation from 2 -volt or
6 -volt accumulators, three in each
category. The new Burndept valves
include a " super power valve," the
LL525, and the L240, a 2 -volt power
valve designed to operate with anode
voltages up to 120 volts.

Three new Cleartron power valves
are the C.T. OS+, the C.T. 15+ and
the C.T. 25+. These are of the 3 -volt,
2 -volt and 5 -6 -volt types respectively.
Some new 2 -volt Ediswan valves have
been introduced into the range of
valves manufactured by this firm,

The. appearance of the "Beco" rose:
bowl loud -speaker gives little suggestion

of its dual purpose.

these being general purpose, special
detector, resistance -capacity amplifica-
tion and power valves.

Variable Condensers
Low -loss construction in accordance

with sound design is a feature of the
variable condensers exhibited this
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SEEN AT THE SHOW continued

year. Ball bearings aro popular for
providing a smooth spindle movement,
and many instruments are fitted with
slow-motion devices, either integral

The Bretwood variable condenser has
an unusual form of movement.

with the condenser construction or
separately attached in the form of
vernier dials.

Special Condensers
Several manufacturers have now pro-

duced " gang " condensers, designed

Messrs. Ripaults' lateral action
variable condenser is an interesting

departure from the conventional.

for use in the Radio Press Star Set,
the Elstree " Solodyne," a receiver
which attracted a great deal of atten-
tion at the show. Since the moving
vanes of each condenser must be
capable of individual adjustment, the
construction of these special instru-
ments calls for a high standard of
design and execution.
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GRAHAM FARISH
GUARANTEED

BAKELITE
CONDENSERS &

LEAKS

22222
2°0

RI

RI

RI

RI
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RI
RI
RI
RI
RI

2°

-can be attached in series or
parallel.

RI
-can be mounted upright or

flat.
-are issued with a written

guarantee.
-are cased in solid Bakelite.

RI PRICES.2 .0003 mfds. Condenser and 2
megohm Leak ... 2/. each.2 Any size Condenser up to .002

I mfds. and any size Leak 2/3
RI Any size Condenser over .002g mfds. and any size Leak ... 2/9 ,,
RI Condensers only .0001-.002 ...

.003-.01 ... 1/62 Grid teaks, any size PO

Sent post free if you cannot obtain locally.
DEALERS WRITE FOR TERMS.

g The Graham Farish Mfg. Co.,
O 17, Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent.
ommomg BETTER RADIO PARTS MEE2g
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MAGNUM

VOLUME

3ONTROL

UNIT

No. 1062.

A new Magnum Product for controlling the
volume from Loud Speaker without sacrifice
of quality. Wire wound. Non -inductive.
Ono -hole fitting Price 155.

THE SPANSPACE 3
s. d.

1 Mahogany Cabinet, with baseboard 1 5 6
1 Ebonite Panel, 16 x 8 x l .. 10 6
2 J. B. Variable Geared Condensers,

.0005 .. .. 1 10 0
1 3. B. Variable Geared Condenser,

.0003 .. 13 6
3 Benjamin Valve Holders .. 8 3
1 Wendell L.F. Transformer, 2 to 1.. 17 6
1 Dubilier 100,000 ohnt Resistance

and Base . 5 6
2 Collinson Coil Formers and Bases 10 0
1 Peto Scott Balancing Condenser .. 7 6
2 Magnum Angle Brackets .. 2 6
1 Magnum Baseboard Neutralising

Condenser 5 0
1 Yaxley Switch   - 3 6
1 Dubilier Condenser, Type 610 .. 4 0
1 Dubilier Condenser, .0003 and

Leak, 2 meg.   .... 5 0
3 Resistors 7 6
1 Magnum No. 1 Terminal Panel 4 6
1 Magnum No. 2 Terminal Panel 2 6
1 H.F. Choke Varier.. 9 6
Connecting Wire ... .. 2 9

18 15 0

Send stamp for latest Lists dealing with
Radio Press constructional sets, and new
Components.

NOTE.-Where a complete set of Compon-
ents, together with a drilled panel, Is pur-
chased, Royalties at the rate of 12s. 6d. per
valve holder are payable.

MAGNUM SCREENED COILS

No. 1058.
NEW STANDARD COILS AND PRICES.
MAGNUM Screening Box, complet, with
6 -Pin base (Standard spacing and cross
formation) 15s.

Split Primaries.
Aerial Coil .. 250/550
H.F. Transformer .. 250/550
Aerial Coil .. 1000/2000
H.F. Transformer .. 1000/2000

s. d.
6 0

10 0
6 0

10 0
Split Secondaries.

H.F. Transformer .. 250/550 10 0
H.F. Transformer .. 1000/2000 14 0
Reinartz Coil .. 250/550 10 0
Reinartz Coil .. 1000/2000 14 0

Size of Screening Box :
Overall height, 4i in. ; Dia. of base, 41 in.
Set of 3 Screened Coils, as used In S s. d.

Distafiex 2 .. 3 15 0
Set of 3 Screened Coils, as used in

Solodyne .. 3 11 0
Set of 3 Screened Coils, as used in

Magic 5 .. 3 11 0

BURNE-JONES & Co., LTD.,
Manufacturing Radio Engineers,
Magnum House,

296, BOROUGH HIGH ST.,
LONAJON, S.E.1.

Telephone: Hop 6237.
Telegrams: tlurjomag, SedIst, London."
Cables: " Buriomag, London."

M A GNUM RESISTORS
are suitable for all Modern Sets, including:-
The Night Hawk ; The Distaflex Two : The
Elstree Six; The
Elstree Solodyne,
etc., etc.

Resistor on base
Resistor only
Shorting Plug

Price :    
Size :

Overall size of base, 21 in. by in.
Overall height, 11 in.

S. d.
2 6
1 9
1 0

THE INVALIDS' THREE
s. d.

1 Mahogany Cabinet, with Baseboard
and Panel 2 15 0

3 Panels, 16 x 4, 6 X 3, D x 3, with
9 terminals 11 4

2 Cyldon Variable Condensers, .0005 1 15 0
2 Panel Mounting Neutralising Con-

den=ers 10 0
3 Etherplus Valve Holders .. .. 7 6
2 Magnum Coil Sockets .. 3 6
1 Burndept Dual Rheostat .. .. 6 0
1 Dubilier Condenser .0003 and Leak,

2 meg. .. 5 0
1 Dubilier Condenser, .0001 .. 2 6
1 Filament Switching Jack .. .. 2 6
1 Efesca Push -Pull C.O. Switch .. 4 0
2 Gambrell Centre Tap Coils, C. k. E. 14 6
2 Cosmos Resistance Coupling Units 8 6
1 T.C.C. Condenser, 2 mfd. .. 4 8
Glazite and Flex .. 3 0

68 13 0

We specialise in and can supply Components
for all Sets described in this and all Radio
Press publications, including

THE ELSTREE SIX.
THE ELSTREE SOLODYNE.
THE MEWFLEX.
THE NIGHT HAWK.
THE DISTAFLEX TWO, Etc., etc.

Lists on receipt of stamp.
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THE CHOICE of EXPERTS
LOK through your

copies of the lead -
ing radio journals;

notice how often
IGRANIC Low Loss
Variable Condensers
are used.
The excellent reception
enjoyed by so many
amateur constructors is
due to their following
the example of experts
and making Igranic
Condensers THEIR
choice.
BUILD IGRANIC
CONDENSERS into
your RECEIVERS !

IGRANIC PACENT S.L.F.
CON ENSER. For accurate
straight line frequency tuning.
PRICES :.00335 14/6

.0005 18/6
TRIPLE GANG PATTERN,
made up of three .0905 mfd.
condensers. PRICE £3 :10s,

IGRANIC MICRO CON.
DENSER. Particularly suitable
for neutrodyning.
IGRANIC VERNIER
BALANCING CON-
DENSER : For bal-
ancing two H.F. stages.
PRICE .. 5/6 each. 149, Que

-and all discriminating amateurs

Features which make IGRANIC
LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW
CONDENSERS DISTINCTIVE

Extremely low losses ; accurate
square law tuning; flexible connec-
tion to moving plates ; negligible
minimum capacity ; ball bearings
giving extremely smooth turning
movement ; strong metal frame
and stout brass plates ; highest
quality scientific instrument finish

throughout.
PRICES. .00015 mfd.

.0033

.0005

.001

17/-
18/6
21/6
25/ -

Send for Catalogue No. J140 and
full range of Igranic publications.

IGRIANIC ELECTRIC CI LT

IGRANIC DUAL CONDEN-
SER : Of similar design and
possessing all the unique fea-
tures of the single pattern.
PRICES : .0003 (Dual) .. 22/6

.0905 (Dual) .. 27/-

IGRANIC BASEBOARD
BRACKET : Designed for base-

board mounting of
Igranic Micro and
Vernier Balancing
Condensers.

en Victoria St., LON, ON : Works : BEDFORD, PRICE: 6d.
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ICONSTRUCTED recently a single -
valve receiver with the idea of
obtaining a high degree of selec-

tivity without too many controls, and
I finally adopted a modification of the
Reinartz circuit, using a " tight -
coupled " aerial, capacity -controlled
reaction, and tapped the valve only
across a portion of the secondary coil.
This scheme proved very effective, but
had the disadvantage that it necessi-
tated the use of three coils, one being
tapped for every range. Consequently,
to be able to cover the whole broadcast
range satisfactorily, including the
longer waves, about nine coils were
required.

Utmost Simplification
It occurred to me that one might

achieve the same object in a much
simpler manner by the use of only one
or two tapped coils for the lower broad-
cast range, and one for 5XX, thereby
greatly reducing the cost of the com-
plete set. This I found possible, and
the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is the re-
sult, and is used in the receiver shown
in the accompanying photographs.

R -F
CHOKE

.0003

E

The more complicated circuit from
which this was derived is given in
rig. 1.

Reference to Fig. 2 will show that

BUILD THIS SET WITH
One panel, 12 in. by 7 in. by J in.

(American Hard Rubber Co.).
One suitable cabinet, with baseboard

6,5, in. deep.
One .0005 and one .0003 low loss variable

condenser, with " Utility " vernier dials
(Wilkins & Wright, Ltd.).

One Amperite, to suit the valve used
(Rothermel Radio Corporation).

One baseboard coil socket.
One valve -holder (Burne-Jones & Co.,

Ltd.).
One H.F. choke.
One .0003 f xed condenser and 2-

megohm :e. K ,Lisstr, Ltd.).
Two .0001 clip -in ccndensers, one with

baseboard mounting and one with clips
only.

Three terminals.
One ebonite strip, 2 in. by 2 in., with

two terminals.
One centre -tapped No. 60 coil. Also

centre -tapped No. 250 coil for Daventry,
if required.

Glazite and about 3 yds. of rubber -
covered flex. Radio Press panel trans-
fers.

Approximate cost, £5.

* * sa

Fig. I (left).-This circuit was tried by
the author, but was troublesome, since

three coils were needed.

Fig. 2 (right). --The circuit of the set
described, which will be seen to require

one centre -tapped coil only.

as dQ4

the valve is tapped across half of the
coil L, only, that the other half is used
as a combined aerial and reaction coil,
and that half of the coil is tuned

EELIEEMILEJECIEEDOEHE FFDOCJEDD

A SELECTIVE
ONE -COIL

SINGLE -VALVE
SET

By D. J. S. HARTT, B.Sc.

Describing an interesting set, involving
little constructional work, which gives
good selectivity and the full benefits of
reaction amplification with a single coil.

DECIOCILEOFFIEDDEHE IL ECIEEDEECIDO

by the condenser C1. The circuit as
shown gives results practically identical
with those obtained with the Fig. 1
arrangement.

Reaction Control
Initially the circuit was tried with-

out the fixed condensers C, and C,,
but some little difficulty was experi-
enced in obtaining the desired reaction
control. It was found that without
these condensers reaction was possible
on the lower portion of the broadcast
band, and that with normal high-ten-
sion voltage oscillation could not be
controlled on the longer wavelengths.

Remedies Adopted
To reduce the reaction effect on the

long wavelengths the expedient was
tried of providing an alternative by-
pass for the H.F. component from
anode to earth by the connection of a
clip -in fixed condenser between these
points. Several values were tried, and
it was found that a .0001 condenser
made it possible to obtain the desired
smooth control.

In order to make reaction possible
over the whole of the broadcast range,
a small fixed condenser C, was con-
nected as shown, so that the aerial

33
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A Selective One -Coil Single -Valve Set-continued

could be connected to either A,. or A.
With the, aerial taken to the latter
terminal satisfactory reaction control
was possible over the whole of tile, lower
broadcast band. The clip -in by-pass
condenser C, is, of course, removed
when operating on these shorter wave-
lengths. Thus, although the saving in
coils necessitates the use of two extra
fixed condensers, the cost of the latter
is usually less than the price of, a single
coil.

Coils Tried
In making the tests on reaction con-

trol. both Lissen and Gambrel! centre -
tapped coils were used, with the same
results in each case, so that the
phenomena observed were not charac-
teristic of any particular make of coil,
but appeared to be rather inherent in
the circuit.

The remainder of the circuit is
probably quite clear; reaction is, of
course, controlled by variation of the
capacity of the condenser C once the
initial changes described above have
been made, according to the wave-
/ength range in use.

The usual variable filament resist-
ance has been dispensed with, and one
of the constant -current type fixed re-
sistors or barreters substituted. Con-
sequently only two dials appear on the
panel, and a simple and attractive
appearance is the result.

good quality. If this is your first set,
however, you are advised to adhere
closely to the list given.

Constructing the Set
Even an absolute novice will find

very little difficulty in constructing a

Lo * *

Ample space is
allowed for the
mounting of the
components, t h e
two terminals on
the baseboard
being for the

telephones.

oe oa

receiver such as this. There are only
eight holes to be drilled in the panel,
two of these, namely, those for the
variable condensers, being 9 -16th in.
in diameter. If you de not happen to
possess a drill of this size drill the

2" tc 154," 2-Y4 -c /7

/2"
Fig. 3._ -There is very little drilling to be carried out

panel. Blueprint No. 1667A.
For the sake of simplicity, battery

terminals have been omitted, and flex
leads about 2 ft. long are connected to
the appropriate points.

Components
The complete list of components re-

quired to buildthis set is given in the
accompanying table, with the usual
reservation as to substituting those of
other makes that these should be of

on the front

usual fin. hole and carefully. enlarge
it with the tang of a file or with a
small penknife blade,

The condensers are mounted on the
panel in the usual way, but do not for-
get to place the stop in position on the
threaded boss before putting on the
securing nut.

Vernier Dials
Make sure that the stops engage

34

properly when putting on the vernier
dials, and secure these to the spindles
with the set screws. Next place the
baseboard in the cabinet, put the panel
in position and, secure it to the base-
board with three brass:, wood screws
through countersunk holes, which

should be drilled in the proper posi-
tions when the other panel drilling is
done.

Next mount the baseboard compo-
nents in the positions -indicated'on the
wiring diagram and, photographs, and

WIRING IN WORDS
All directions are given as viewing the set

from the bank of the panel.
-Join top aerial terminal to fled vanes of

variable condensers Cl and  C4, awl also to
one side of Ll coil socket. -

Join earth terminal to moving vanes of
variable condenser Cl, also to one side- of fixed
condenser C5, and to one filament contact of
valve holder.

Join remaining side of Ll coil socket to ones
side of fixed condenser CA and leak 11.2.

Join remaining side of CA and R2 to grid
contact of valve holder.

Join remaining filament contact of valve
holder to one side of resistor ill.

Join anode contact of valve holder to one
side of R.F. choke coil, thence to remaining
side of fixed condenser C5 and to moving vanes
of variable condenser C4.

Join remaining side. of. R.F. choke coil to
one telephone terminal.

Join flex leads to the, following points
One to the remaining telephone terminal,
for.onneetion to 11.T.±.

One to the remaining side of resistor R1,
for connection to L.P. -

Two to the earthed filament contact of, the
valve holder, for connection to L.T.+ and
lf.T.-.

One to the earthed eud of freed condenser
C5, for connection to the centre tap of coil 1.1.

you are then ready to commence the
wiring.

Preferably solder all connections and
give each joint a sharp tug to make
sure it is sound. Finally solder the
flex connections to the correct points,
not forgetting the connection from
earth to the centre -tapping on the coil.

Testing
Connect up the aerial, earth, tele-

phones and: L.T. battery, insert the
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The Duvarileak

The Variable
Grid Leak
that rem .-ins

* variable
No Dubilier product is placed on the
market until we can be absolutely
certain of its giving perfectly satisfactory
results in use.
The Duvarileak has been in the ex-
perimental stage for three years.
The final result is that this Grid Leak
will show a smooth and uniform variation
of resistance from zero to five million
ohms. More important still, by success-
fully discovering a resistance element of
extremely hard surface and by arranging
a ball -bearing contact (see inset) we
have assured that the wear in operation
will be negligible.
This means that the Duvarileak will,
throughout its life, give a constant
resistance value for any given
setting of the dial.
Like all Dubilier products the Duvarileak
can be relied upon to give the utmost
efficiency in service-it is, in fact, the
perfect variable Grid Leak at last.
As seen in the illustration it has one -hole
fixing and a dial scale by which the
resistance may be set.
The Duvoleon for Loud Speaker Volume
control is the same in appearance and
price as the Duvarileak, and is suitable
for use with any Loud Speaker.

Price 7/6 of all Dealers.

DUB! LIER
ADVERTISEMEN1 OF r TIE DUMMER CONDENSER CO,
(1920, LTD.,, DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON
W.3. TELEPHONE: CHISWICK 2241-2-3. E.E.S. 225

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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In addition to the
Cabinet, there are
eight other Brown
Loud Speakers -a
type for everyone
from 30/ to
415 IS 0.

(Che careful, conscientious
workmanship - the almost
loving care with which

33rOVOtt workers tend the instru-
ments they make is almost akin to
the pride with which the Crafts-
men of old fashioned their work.
This pride of work is distinctly
reflected in the finished product-
it will be obvious to you the mo-
ment you see a 16r0Wri Loud
Speaker or Headphone.

Each itirowit Instrument is con-
scientiously made ; we, its sponsors,
know that in it we have designed

ART and Science go hand in hand in
the 31.3rOW11 Cabinet Loud Speaker.

Beautifully finished in rich Mahogany
or Oak, it will harmonise with the
setting of any room, while in purity of
tone and adequacy of volume it stands
alone among Loud Speakrs of this type.
In resistances of
2,000 or 4,000 ohms. E6.6.0

Conscientiously
made -for you

a Loud Speaker which will give
the most faithful rendering of the
Broadcast it is possible to imagine;
one that, in purity of tone and
adequacy of volume, sets a standard
in reproduction unequalled
throughout the World. Because
we want to pass this on to you,
we are determined that not by the
slightest deviation from the high
standard of workmanship, nor by
a moment's relaxing in the discern,
ment with which only the finest
quality materials are chosen, shall
the astounding fidelity of IfirOVatt
reproduction be prejudiced.

S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western Avenue, North Acton, W.3
Retail Showrooms : 19, Mortimer Street, W.1 ; 15, Moorfields, Liverpool ; 67, High Street, Southampton
Wholesale Depots :-2, Lansdown Place West, Bath ; Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle ; 120, Wellington

St., Glasgow ; 5.7, Godwin St., Bradford ; Howard S. Cooke Es? Co., 59, Caroline St.,
Birmingham. N. Ireland : Robert Garmany, Union Chambers, 1, Union St., Belfast.

Gilbert Ad. 58os,

36 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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A Selective One -Coil Single -Valve Set-continued

valve, and ascertain that the filament
circuit is correctly wired by the fact
that the valve lights. Next connect
the H.T. battery, using, say, 40 to 60
volts, and finally see that you can

ing condenser adjustments fairly
sharp, but when the condenser is cor-
rectly adjusted the local station should
be audible at good strength, and the
application of reaction, by increasing

until you have acquired a certain
amount of familiarity with the opera-
tion of the set.

Results
On test at 10 miles S.W. of London

TEL

obtain reaction smoothly over the
whole of the tuning range, using both
lower broadcast range and longer wave
coils, and making the changes referred
to previously.

Searching
If everything is satisfaCtory you are

now in a position to search for sta-
tions. Set the reaction condenser on
the right at zero, and tune in the
local station. You will find the tun -

BOTTOM EDGE OF PANEL/

the capacity of the right-hand conden-
ser, should give you a very useful in-
-crease in signal strength.

Searching for the more distant sta-
tions is done by slowly rotating the
left-hand dial and just keeping the
circuit near. to the point of oscillation
by careful adjustment of the reaction
condenser. The vernier dials greatly
facilitate these operations, but you are
advised when searching not to
approach too close to oscillation point

*

Fig. 4.-The fixed
condenser, C5, is
removed from its
clips when work-
ing on the shorter
wavelengths.
Flexible leads are
fitted for connec-tion to the
batteries. Blue-
print No. 1067Bmay also be

obtained.

a asvn va'

on a good average aerial, 2L0 and
5XX were both heard at very good
strength, as was Radio Paris.

Union Radio, Madrid, three uniden-
tified German stations, one other
Spanish station, Radio Toulouse, Berne
and San Sebastian were also heard at
quite good telephone strength. The
British stations received were Bourne-
mouth (when 2L0 was working), New-
castle, one relay station (faint but
intelligible) and Birmingham.
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Ck:1,14/ITS CT:1 BE
WON

I

12 FEET

21.
POST FREE.

Any length obtainable.

ON SALE
EVERYWHERE.

NO
ENTRANCE

FEE

SHARPER TUNING.
MORE POWERFUL

SIGNALS.

Entirely
British Manufacture.

100% EFFICIENCY.

DELIGHTFUL TO USE.

SIMPLE RartLTRI P
SIMPLE - STRIP " is made of the finest hard -drawn - copper -heavily

tinned -perforated to take 4B.A. connections, and will stay put without
solder. No need for bits and pieces. One length of " Simple -Strip "

will cover several connections. And between these connections it will turn and
twist as you will.
The most complicated circuit can now be wired by any amateur without difficulty and without waste.
Simple -Strip may be cut with an ordinary pair of scissors, bends and twists can be made with the fingers
to any angle.
Simple -Strip must be included in the kit of every wireless enthusiast. It . has many uses: A spade
terminal with one snip of the scissors : A battery, or accumulator connection : An excellent earth clip for gas
or water pipe -and tot other uses.

CLUES DOWN.
1. Hinder, to obstruct.
2. Exclamation.
3. Over.
4. Large inns.
5. Level.
6. Cross gallows.
7. Consumed.
8. Help.
9. Sharp, tapering body.

10. Enclosure.
15. Islands.
17. Edge.
18. Dye.
21. Cease.
23. Warbles. or write direct to
25. Turkish institution.
27. Former Russian Parlia- The NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS Ltd ,

ment. EAST HAM Dept. 78. LONDON, E.6
28. Impaired by surroundings
30. Meals.
31. Omit.
34. Certain.
37. Evil.
38. Perform.
39. Preposition.
41. Part of the verb to be.
45. Spike of corn.
47. The ocean.
49. Abyss.
50. To navigate.
51. Measure.
53. Lively.
54. Narrow openings.
55. Protuberance.
56. Outlet.
60. Small ocean.
61. Animal.
63. Denial.
64. Father.
67. Doctor (abbreviated).

U

SAVE THE
2/ -

DISC

WORK OUT THIS CROSS -WORD

THEN
ASK YOUR WIRELESS SHOP
HOW YOU MAY WIN £500
WITH YOUR SOLUTION

MIME -ISM AMIN. MN= MOM Mall
 MEM= 1111114111MANS 111111111111
M 11111,11111111M II
Mi11111 all Mil[EICIEll
MUM II MN NMI
MIEN all11111111,
RN all II MEM

sACIEIII ii Ill. II MIMIMN II a BMA  II
MEM allI1111111111alma= ou ammo

sun

SIMPLE -STRIP

farce, CONTACT Gild\ Gr0.71/t ED
1,,TOUT SOLDGL

CLUES
1. Pacify.
6. Acid.
8. Serpent.

11. The definite
12. Open, public.
13. Fit for use.
14. Religious act.
16. Fish.
19. Violent noise.
20. Understanding.
22. It is.
24. Tug.
26. Matched.
29. Exercises.
32. At home.
33. Employs.
35. On high.
36. Sphere of influence.
40. Total.
41. To feel pain.
42. Seat.
43, Conveyance.
44. Colour.
46. Scriptural pronoun.
47. Myself.
48. Recess.
52. Animal.
57. Exists.
58, Cultivate.
59. Custom.
62. Conclusion.
65. Persons.
66. Widely, expansively.
68. Lover of own land.
69. Pulls along.

ONE ENTRY
FOR EVERY
1/- SPENT

ACROSS.

article.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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The esearch
behind the finest

Valve
behind a wire wound
Anode 1.1esistance

When one research organisation controls
several products, it follows that the same
standard of efficiency must be applicable
to each product marketed. The costly
patient research which has resulted in the
finest valve, lies behind THE MULLARD
WIRE WOUND ANODE RESISTANCE,
and it is placed.on the market with the
certain knowledge that its efficiency is
the efficiency of the finest valve.
A resistance wound on a textile fibre core
perfectly covered, and interlayed with the same
material, ensuring the elimination of all self -
capacity, and als that the tine metallic wire is
rendered absolutely free from every particle of
mechanical shock.
The temperature co -efficient is negligible,
since the resistance is not set in wax but
only covered with a thin layer of Wax to
allow a perfect dissipation of heat.
Mullard EVER -REST Wire Wound

Anode Resistance (80,000 and
100,000 ohms) ... 5' -

Complete with Holder 6/6
Other values to spectncat ion.

Mullard Grid Leaks and Condensers,
Type Grid B 0.5 to 5.0 megohms ... 2 /6
Type Grid B combined with .0003 mid.

Condenser Type aq.A... ... 5/ -
Type hiA. Condenser .0001 to .0009 mfd. 2 /6
Type MB Condenser .001 to .01 mfd. ... 3/ -

Leaflet MC. free on request.

Mullard
EvER-R6sT

WIRE WOUND ANODE REIMAIICE
The MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE Co., Ld.
Mullard House, Denmark St., London, W.C.2.

FIRST
IN EUROPE

RADIO PRESS TRIUMPH

IN INTERNATIONAL

COMPETITION IN NEW YORK

' WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR "

READER TO GIVE

FULL CONSTRUCTIONAL

DETAILS NEXT MONTH.

A specially interesting feature of the
great annual Radio World's Fair at New
Madison Square Garden, New York, was
the international competition for home=
constructed sets of all types. The prin.
cipal class, and the only one in which
Radio Press readers entered, was the
multivalve (3 or more valves) category.

Entries were invited from all over the
globe, and many sets were sent in by
British amateurs, a truly international
contest of setrbuilders resulting. The
awards were made on a basis of " work,
manship, appearance, volume, distance,
selectivity and tone," a body of leading
American experts, headed by Dr. Alfred
Goldsmith, being the judges.

The result has proved to be a triumph
for Radio Press readers, and also for
Radio Press designs. The third prize in
the multi=valve class in the senior cont
petition was won by a set using
the " Elstree Six " circuit, entered by
Mr. H. E. Hassall, of 40, Norfolk Street,
Strand, London, while in the junior
equivalent competition a " Mewflex "
receiver (described in " Modern Wire,
less "), entered by a thirteenlearold
British competitor, J. A. E. Black, of
Mill Hill School, won -the second prize.
This set also won a special cup for
general fine workmanship.

These Radio Press readers head the list
of the British multi -valve entrants in
the international competition - another
triumph for Elstree, whose circuit and
complete design respectively were used.

Mr. Hassall, who thus holds the Euro=
peas championship, will describe his six=
valve set in the next issue of " The Wire=
less Constructor." While using a similar
circuit to that of the " Elstree Six," the
design is quite different ; screened coils
are used and the set is much smaller.

tfiC11--11701KIIIE
Loudspeaker

THIS
loudspeak-

er is designed
on quite new and
original acoustic
lines. It is possible
on this. to get the
lowest bass notes
and as well the
highest treble notes
in a perfect form of
reproduction.

For distinction of
design and con-
struction it stands
alone. The attrac-
tive cabinet har-
monise with any'
furniture.
Over four feet of
curving flute lies in
the Touchtone
Cabinet to preserve
the overtones of
perfect rendering.

Price in Oak .
Maliggany

Z6-6-0
Z7-0-0

Write for full illustrated leaflet 141
giving all particulars.

LONDON :

25, Victoria
St., S.W.'.

Newcastle -
on -Tyne:
Tangent
11 ouse,
Blackett St.

GENT & CO. Ltd., Faraday Works,
LEICESTER.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTER. :19
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Don't throw
your Fountain
Pen away every
time it runs dry!

No fountain pen user would think of throw-
ing his pen away whenever it ran dry.

Yet that is exactly what thousands of wireless
users are continually do-
ing - whenever their
H.T. Dry Battery " runs
out - they are obliged to
scrap it and buy a new
one. But those who
have discovered Oldham
are more fortunate ; they
just charge their H.T.
Accumulators whenever
they run down (four
times a year) and forget
them ! Thus has the Oldham High Tension
Accumulator solved the vexed question of
H.T. Supply. There are so many improve-
ments embodied in this latest Oldham triumph
that it is difficult to imagine
anyone ignoring it for one
of different make. The re-
finements which the Oldham
includes have long been
eagerly looked for by all who
deplored the inefficiency of the

November, 1926

The Accumulator is always neat and tidy -fit
to take its place in any room. Acid can't be
spilt, and when it needs recharging a convenient
carrying handle is available. Each of its big
capacity cells is a miniature Oldham accumulator
capable of holding its charge for months on end.
Each plate is made under the same Special
Activation Process which has made the name
Oldham famous throughout the world.

WhicFi do you prefer-the ordinary dry H.T.
Battery with its conseqeunt noises and crack-
lings-after some of the cells have become weak

-its distortion, lack of
volume and constant
expense for renewals ;
or the Oldham H.T.
Accumulator which
will give a new lease
of life to your set, more
volume, greater sensi-

tivity, and the utmost
economy in operation ?
Once a man chooses
this Oldham he never

goes back to expensive dry batteries.

Ask your
handsome.

10d. per volt
60volts E2 10 0, 100 volts £4 3 4
80volts £3 6 8, 120 volts £5 0 0

Complete vvith lid and handles
Solid Oak Base, 3/6 extra.

old dry battery. Think what
it means to have an Accumulator which gives
the many following advantages :

A glance at the illustration will show it is built
on the unit system-like an expanding bookcase.
You can start with, say, 60 volts, and then add
to it in 20 volt units as the need arises ; 80,
100, 120 volts-just as you will.

dealer to show you one of these
H.T. Accumulators - don't be

put off with a sutstitute.
Nothing can take its place
for none other can give

you the same steady flow
of power the same freedom
from sulphation and the
same generous length of
service.

OLDHAM & SON, Ltd., Head Office & Works:
Denton, MANCHESTER.
Lend >n Offic,: a -d Sery cc Depot : 6, Ec-leston Place,
S.W.1. (Phone: ict. 0286).

Special Activation Process

40 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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REMARKABLE SUCCESS
OF THE

ELSTREE "SOLODYNE"

Press Opinions of a Radio Press Star
THOSE who were able to

visit the National
Radio Exhibition at

Olympia this year will need
no introduction to the Elstree
" Solodyne." Our readers,
too, will remember that in
the last issue of THE WIRE-
LESS CONSTRUCTOR it was an-
nounced that Radio Press,
Limited, would at an early
date commence to give de-
monstrations of the " Solo -
dyne " and possibly of other
Radio Press Star Sets.

Full constructional details
of the " Solodyne " were
published in the September
issue of Modern Wireless. It
possesses only .one tuning
control, though two stages of
tuned high -frequency amplifi-
cation are used, and fifty
stations have been received
on the loud -speaker with its
aid.

Press Demonstration
In accordance with the

policy of. Radio Press, Limi-
ted, quoted above, a demon-
stration was given on
August 31 last to a gathering
of Press representatives at
the Radio Press Elstree
Laboratories. Among those
present were representatives
of the following :-Morning
Post, Daily Express, Daily
Telegraph, The Scotsman and
Dispatch., Daily News, the
Press Association and the
Exchange Telegraph Com-
pany.

Simple Tuning
Mr. J. H. Reyner, who was

in charge of the demonstra-
tion, explained to the visitors
some of the difficulties which
had to be overcome in de-
signing the " Solodyne."
Subsequently -the set was con-
nected up, and numerous
British and Continental sta-
tions were tuned in, the loud-
speaker being employed
throughout. It is significant
also that the aerial system
with which the set was used

PRESS OPINIONS
MORNING POST

" A set that in actual test has received 50 Continental
stations by merely turning one knob instead of endless fiddling
with two or more controls."

DAILY NEWS'
"Universal reception made easy. . . List night I

picked up a dozen stations in as many seconds by turning
the dial a few fractions of an inch. Frankfurt, Munster,
Bournemouth, San Sebastian, London, Cassel and Dresden
tumbled over each other as I turned the dial slowly round."

DAILY EXPRESS
" A wireless receiver which is the last word in simplicity."
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One dial-fifty stations on the loud -speaker. The
remarkable achievement of the  Solodyne."

DAILY TELEGRAPH
" A remarkable wireless receiving set with an all -Europe

range controlled by a single dial was demonstrated to a
party of Press representatives at a demonstration at Elstree
last night. . . . It is a five -valve set, and simply by the
manipulation of this one dial I heard at least a dozen Conti-
nental stations as well as the main British Stations. . . .
The problem of simple control has thus been, practically
solved, and, moreover, the set is so constructed that it can be
made up by any amateur from components obtainable on
the ordinary market."

Set
was a small one of no great
height, approximating to the
type of aerial system avail-
able to the average listener.

When the capabilities of
the " Solodyne "  had been
demonstrated in this way, the
Press representatives were
then invited to handle the set
themselves, and to see how
simple an operation is the
tuning of it. We give on this
page some of the opinions
published subsequently.

Choosing Your Star Set
A number of queries have

been received from readers,
who ask which is the better
of the two sets, the " Elstree
Six " or the " Solodyne,"
and which we recommend
them to construct. They
hesitate to begin building
one or other of these Radio
Press Star Sets, because
they have an idea that one
design must be superior to
the other.
Each Set the Best in its

Class
The answer to these

queries is that neither set is
superior to the other, and
that each is a Radio Press
Star Set and is the best in
its class.

The " Elstree Six " has
three stages of high -fre-
quency amplification, while
the Solodyne " uses two,
so that the former set may
be expected to giVe longer
range.. The Solodyne,"
which uses screened coils,
has one control, as against
four on the " Elstree Six."
Alterations in the degree of
sensitivity and selectivity
obtainable with the " Elstree
Six " may be affected by the
employment of different
anode coils.

Numerous other examples
could be taken, and it
remains to say that indi-
vidual preference can be the
only deciding factor in deter-
mining the choice of one set
or the other
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EST FROM THE "NIGHT HAWK"
Dial Readings for Long -Wave Stations

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
PrHE " Night Hawk;" which
X

tlio'n-
sands of readers have already
had the opportunity of inspect-

ing at the National Wireless Exhibi-
tion at Olympia, is now being built in
very large numbers all ovei- the
country. Since the article on this
Radio Press Star Set was written for
hest month's WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,
Many further tests have been carried
out, which fully justify the claims
made for the receiver that it will give
long-distance reception for everyone.
Full constructional details were given
in the last issue, and the article in
question, together with the free blue
print, will have enabled all who so
desire to proceed with the work. I
will therefore assume that you have,
completed building the receiver from
the particulars given, and are anxious
to get the best from it in adjustment
and manipulation.

Filament Circuit
Assuming that you have connected

up all wires, and are ready to attach
the flexible leads, I would suggest that
first of all you connect up positive and
negative L.T. leads to your aceumu-
laCor. As many modern valves such
as the Cossor Point One, give no
visible glow to show that the valve is
alight, it is of no use trying to see
whether your L.T. circuit is correct by
plugging in . the -.valves and seeing
Whether the filament lights up. For
this reason if you happen to have
handy any valve which shows a visible
glow, it is as well to use it for the
preliminary test, although, of course,
this is not essential. Switch on the
current, if you hate such -a -valve; and

plug it into each socket successively,
having -made. sure first of all that your
filament resistances are adjusted to
allow a flow of current through the
valves.

High Tension and Grid Bias
When you are sure that the filament

circuit is working and that the on -and -
off switch operates satisfactorily set the
reaction condenser at zero, carefully
unscrew the neutralising condensers

LONG - WAVE STATIONS

The dial readings for long -wave stations
heard on the loud -speaker with the
" Night r awk " are as follows:

Station
Hilversum
Kcenigswusterhausen
Daventry
Radio Paris

Degrees
45
SO

135
146

The above dial readings apply to the
second and third dials. The first (aerial
circuit) dial may give slightly different

readings.

to the minimum position (in the case
of the McMichael condensers this will
mean that the knob will be screwed
upwards as far as it will go), and if
you are using 2 -volt valves, set the fila-
ment- resistances as far as they will go
in the " on " position. Connect up
the high-tension negative and two posi-
tives, together with grid bias as sug-
gested by the valve maker for the
anode voltage in use. The actual posi-
tion for the leads will be found on
page 1051 of the October issue, under

the heading " Wiring in Words." Do
not connect the aerial and earth for a
moment.

Preliminary Tests
On switching ou and slightly tapping

the detector valte with your finger
nail, you will probably hear a slight
sound in the loud -speaker which will
indicate to you that the batteries are
properly connected, up and the valves
are functioning. If you have pre-
viously made a set you will know what
I mean when I say that set will sound
" live." Now set the three condensers
at about 5 or 6 degrees in the case
of the second and third dial and swing
the first dial backwards and forwards.
You will probably find that, on reach-
ing a certain position, you will hear a
rushing noise, indicating oscillation,
and the set will pass in and out of
oscillation with a click as you turn
any one of the dials.

Neutralising
Now, if you have not already done

so, try setting the high-tension voltage
at, say, 100 or 120, if you have bat-
teries which reach this. figure, for
H.T. +2 and about 60 or 70 for
H.T. +1. Turn the two neutralising
condensers about half -way towards
the lowest position, and try swinging
the condensers again. You should find
a point on the two neutralising con-
densers where you are just off oscilla-
tion at a point where previously the
set would have been oscillating. Now
place the condensers at about half -way
towards their upper reading, say at
90 for a 180 degrees dial, and repeat
the process again, leaving the neu-
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GETTING THE BEST FROM THE "NIGHT HAWK"
-continued

tralising condensers in position as
before, but trying to see whether you
can make the set oscillate by manipu-
lating the dials. Probably you will
find that the set wilt also be stable at
this position. Repeat the process once
more on the upper range, and you will
probably find the set is stable all
through. If, however, you find it is
not so, slight readjustment of the
neutralising condensers will soon put
you right. Generally, about half -way
down will be found correct.

Reaction Control
Now try the effect of the reaction

condenser. You will find it will bring

MATCHED DIAL READINGS

D/AL READ/NG
51/GHTLY DIFFERENT

II
cally. When you have found your
local station, make a note on a sheet
of paper of the readings of all three
dials, and then gradually proceed to
find others. After about half an hour's
work on this set, you will find the
amazing sensitivity which it pos-
sesses.

If you desire to give the set every
refinement, then you may care to buy
ne of the excellent vernier dials now

available. Although not essential to
the set, many people will find them
very useful owing to the sharp tuning.

1

If you purchase one of the types of
dial in which you can make a. note of
readingp, I suggest that you mark the

NON-RAD/AT/NG
REACTION CONTROL

FILAMENT SrifITCNI
The operation of the " Night Hawk" is rendered simpk by the small
number of controls to be handled. A single switch sets all the valves

on or off.
the set smoothly in and out of oscilla-
tion without what is called " back-
lash." Backlash means roughly that
if on turning the dial oscillation
begins at, say, 60 degrees, on turning

*back the dial the set will not pass out
of oscillation again until you have gone
much below the 69 point: When reac-
tion is correctly 'designed in such a
set as this, the set should pass smoothly
in and out of oscillation without any
backlash.

Matched Dials
You may now connect the aerial and

earth. Do not be disappointed if you
hear no station, even your local
station, for the first few minutes, for
the set is extraordinarily sharp in
tuning, almost as sharp, in fact, as
a superheterodyne. You will probably
find that the second and third dials
read the same for a given wavelength,
while the first dial may vary slightly,
although in many cases you will find
that all three dials will read identi-

positions lightly in pencil. Later,
when you have recorded a good
number, you may care to remove the
dial and carefully ink them in, thus
'making a really neat job.

Series Condenser
Whether or not you find it best to

'use the series condenser in the aerial
circuit as shown in the last issue,
depends entirely on your own aerial.
In any case, whatever aerial you use
try shorting this condenser with a
coin, as indicated last month. On my
own aerial I found, it better to short
;the condenser, while others have
found it very helpful to keep it in
series.

Long Waves
Although the number of stations,

that can be picked up with one set of
coils is very large, some people may
prefer also to get, Radio Paris,
Daventry, Hilversum, and Koenigswus-
terhausen on the long range. Messrs.

The latest ill
fads htlu#s

LOTUS JACK
SWITCHES

This push-pull switch
is designed to occupy
the minimum space,
being only It in.
deep. Of the finest
Bakelite, it has nickel
silver springs and con-
tacts of pure silver.
Soldering contacts can
be made to suit any
wiring.

PRICES
No. 9 as illus-

trated ..
Others from /9

LOTUS JACK
Designed to take up the
least space, the depth
back of panel being I
in, Made from best
Bakelite mouldingswith
nickel silver springs and
pure silver contacts.
One -hole fixing. Solder-
ing contacts can be
brought into any posi-
tion.

PRICES :
No, 3 as illus-

trated 2/6
Others from 2/- to 3/.

LOTUS JACK
PLUGS

Designed for use with
Lotus Jacks. Made
from best Bakelite
mouldings and nickel -
plated brass. To fix,
the wires are placed in
slots and gripped in
position by a turn of the
screw cams.

A spacing sleeve sup-
plied with each Plug
makes it adaptable for
any make of Jack.

PRICE 2/.

From all
Radio Dealers..

iniriurs
4ACKS-SWIICHESPWGS:

Garnett, Whiteley & Co.,Ltd.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., LIVERPOOL

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 43
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EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908

TWO NEW SETS
THE BRANDESET II
The new Brandes 2 -valve set is designed
for ease of operation, real compactness,
and thoroughly efficient loud speaker
work. It is simple to operate, and will
bring most excellent results from local
broadcast stations, and the high power
station. It will give good loud speaker
results during long range work, depending,
of course, on the efficiency of your aerial
and earth. It is of the same
excellent quality of all
Brandes'producti and E6 10
is reasonably priced

(Exclusive of Marconi Royalty and
Accessories)

THE BRANDESET III
Like the 2 -valve set, the new Brandes
3 -valve receiver is designed for ease of
operation, marvellous compactness and
guaranteed efficiency. If loud -speaker
results of great purity and volume are
expected from a number of outlying
stations, its performance in this direction
is unequalled. Both sets have but three
controls on the panel, and can easily be
operated by a novice. The 3 -valve set
has, of course, a greater range, but

other respects its

10characteristics are as E8the 2 - valve set
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalty and

Accessories)

Brandes
From any reputable Dealer.

BRA IDES LIMITED, 296 REGENT ST., LONDON, W. h.
73 Service Advertising

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE

GETTING THE BEST FROM THE
"NIGHT HAWK "-continued

Lissens have now prepared excellent
long -wave binocular coils for this set,
and, having had .an. opportunity of
trying them thoroughly, I can recom.
mend them for use.

They, toot are very sharp in tuning,
and there is not the slightest inter-
ference on the Daventry wavelength
from Radio Paris, or on the Radio
Paris wavelength from Daventry.
Actual readings on my own set of
coils are given in the table accom-
panying this article.

Stable Neutralisation
It is interesting to note that once

the neutralising condensers have been
set for the short waves, they do not
need touching when the longer wave
coils are plugged' in. This means, of
course, that once you have adjusted
the set on the neutralising condensers,
you do not need to touch it again;
nor, for that matter, need the lid be
opened, and all you have to do when
starting to listen in the evening, or
during the day, for that matter, is
to pull opt the on -and -off switch, and
set your dials at the station you want
to hear.

Daylight Reception
Of course, your night range will be

far greater than the daytime range,
as is the case with all receivers, but
full loud -speaker strength in daylight
is obtainable from Radio Paris;
Daventry, Koenigswusterhausen, and
Hilversum, as well, of course, as from
a number of British stations, depend-
ing on your exact location. I am
writing this in the morning, and  I
have just been listening to the
morning news transmission from Hil-
versum. Although the set is working
upstairs in my laboratory, it is clearly
audible in the dining room. An hour
ago I listened to both 5XX and
Radio Paris in the same way, finding
that there was not the slightest
interference from either of them when
listening to the other.

Note Your Readings
To give a complete list of stations

audible on the loud -speaker after
dark is an impossible task, owing
to the fact that so many are
now working, and, relatively, so
few announce themselves, either com-
prehensively or regularly. The
best thing to do is to keep a notebook,
and every time you hear a station
make a note of its readings, and, if
you can, some kind of note which will
help you to identify it again.

Readers' results from the " Night
Hawk " will always be welcome, as
everyone is interested in what other
people get, particularly when they find
that the reader who is writing about
the subject is situated in their own
locality.

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.:
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H.T.
SUPPLY

UNIT

Lancashire Agent :
Alexander

Sclenders,
1B, Cooper Street,

Manchester.

Glasgow Agent :
C. G. Tideman,

47, Carrick Steed,
C.2, Glasgow.

i86-6

Supplies direct from A. C. mains all the

high tension current needed by any wireless
receiver. Weak signals are brought up

clearly against a background of dead silence.

Arranged to give 3 output voltages of 40,

80 and 120 volts. Embodying double -wave

valve rectifier £6 16s. (exclusive of valves).

A IT
COMPOA/ TS
WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, High Road, Tottenham,

LONDON. N.I7.
Telephone: Tottenham 3532. Telegrams:
Inland, " Writisteea. Tottlane, London."

Foreign, " Wrileyea, London."

Second and third prizes in American
Amateur Competition won by users
of Copex Copper Coil Screens and
COPEX "O.C." COILS

In the recent American Amateur
Competition the Third Prize was
awarded to a set using Copex
" 0.C." Coils and Copper
Shields. This was the highest
award given to any European
entry. Also Second Prize awarded
to the " Mewflex " (section for
entrants under 16 years of age)
using. Copex Copper Shields and
Copex Coils.
The principal advantages of Copex
" 0.C." Coils over all other
screened coils are :

a. Oscillation is rendered perfectly
under control.

2. High Amplification. These
factors are due to an improved
and patented method of con-
struction.

Here are the prices of Copex Coils.
Copex Copper & Screen

and 6 -pin base ... I a/
Copex " 0 .C." Type Split

Secondary Transformer 10/6

COPEx..

Full details of Copex Coils
and Screens appear in the
Copex FolderW.R. Send a 2d.
stamp for a copy to -day.

Patentees and Solt: M an ataet are, s -

PET 0 -SCOTT Co., Ltd., 77, City Rd., E.C.1
Branches at 62, High Holborn, W.C.1, Walthamstow, Plymouth & Liverpool.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Increased
Electronic emission.

dength offilament
-,about hoice that
in the mat typc.

DON'T EXPERIMENT-FIT COPEX!
P.S 5822.

In replying to advertisers, please sue

S .S .2A ., H.F. and L.F.
D.E., 1.8 volts,  r
amp., H.F.,
and Detector - - 14/ -

S.S .10.
D.E., 2 volts,,  r 5
amp., Power Ampli-
fier - - - - 18/6

S .g .7 .
D.E., 3.7 volts,  I
amp., Power Ampli-
fier - . . - - 18/6

S.S.8.
D.E., 3-4 volts, I
amp., General Pur-
pose 14/ -
These Prices do not apply in the

Irish Free .Sloe.

Comparative -Diagram
SEX -SIXTY

I I

ORDINARY

SEEING is believing. It is
obvious from the construction
of the Six -Sixty Duo -

Triangular system of suspension
that the length of filament em-
ployed is almost twice that in the
usual type of design, represented
by broken lines. Now this in-
creased length of filament must
result in a corresponding increase
in electronic emission, and if in
turn all this valuable electron
stream is utilised, then greater
efficiency must ensue.

In the early days of the radio valve,
the length of filament in the obi type
of cylindrical construction may have
been relatively great, but a very large
proportion of the electron stream was
lost. The design of the new Six -Sixty
Point One Valves is such that the entire
filament-supported at each corner
of both triangles-is wholly enclosed
withinthe grid and anode, and therefore
all the electron stream is utilised.

Then, too, the stability and perfect
alignment resulting from the additional
supports render it unnecessary to
assemble the filament in tension, and
ensure a constancy of perfect reception.

And, remember, the special Six -Sixty
filament itself is wonderfully economi-
cal. Its current consumption is barely
i amp., and when operating at the
rated voltage there is absolutely no
sign of " glow."

The new Six -Sixty Point One Valves
--embodying all the advantages of
Duo -Triangular Filament Suspension-.
are suitable for operation in all stages
of a receiver, whether the L.T. supply
be 2, 4 or 6 volts.

After exacting and exhaustive tests,
Messrs. A. J. Stevens (1914) Ltd., have
decided to standardise SIX -SIXTY valves
in their famous " Symphony" Range of

Receivers.
Descriptive leaflet S.S.9-26, with particulars

of complete range, free on application.

SIX -SIXTY VALVES
Better IN Six Times%Sixty

The Electron CO., Ltd., Triumph House, 189, Regent Street, London, WI. 2.A.

ntion Tim WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 45
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CAXTON 4 -VALVE CABINET
Made for Sets "All Concert Receiver,"
"Fieldless Coil Three Valve Set."
"Any Valve Low Frequency Amplifier."
Special Cabinets made to customer's measurements.

Prices °noted.

Cash with Order. Fumed Oak
Dark or Jacobean Oak
Real Mahogany ...   

£1 5 0

El 10 0

El 14 0
Detachable 7" deep Base Board to mount 16" by 8" panel to slide out of Cabinet front.

The two beaded front doors as illustrated. placed 2 ins. in front
of the enclosed panel at 14- extra.

Ebonite or Radion Panels Supplied and perfectly Fitted
at low extra cost.

All Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass hard surface
that cannot be soiled or scratched. SENT FREE.-Catalogue
of standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes and woods.

Packed and delivered free in U.K. No. C2

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO.,Market Harborough

GAMBREll
Low Frequency Transformers
were designed to reduce to a minimum
self -capacity and other defects which
cause distortion.
They give you a great degree of amplifi-
cation as well as constant amplification
over a wide band of frequencies resulting
in ample volume with perfect reproduction.

PRICES:
Stage 1, Ratio 31 to 1.
Stage 2, Ratio 5 to 1.

25/6 Each.

NEUTROVERNIA
CONDENSER

Only six complete revo-
lutions of the Control
Knob take you through
the wide capacity range

of approximately 2 to 38 micro micro -farads- Each revolution repre-
sents approximately 6 in. mfds. Highly commented upon by leading
Radio publications and used in
many famous designs of sets.

L.P.
Transformer.

Price 5/6 Each.
GAMBRELL "EFFICIENCY" COILS.

Our Standard Coils are now supplied CENTRE TAPPED at an
extra cost of 6d. each.
AT OLYMPIA we distributed thousands of our new illustrated
folders; if you were not there send for particulars of Sets-
Wavemeters-or Components that interest you. Mention the
" Wireless Constructor."

GAMBRELL BROS., LTD.,
76, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

November, 1926

Selling at the rate of
a quarter of a million per month in the U.S.A.

HYDRA
CONDENSERS

Tested on 500 volts.
Capacity Idfd. D.C. A.C.
.00011 to .5515
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1/6 ..
.016 up to .10 1/9 ..

.10 1/9 .. 2/.
.25 and .50 2/3 .. 2/6

1' 2/9 .. 3/3
2. .. 5/9 .. 4/3
2' 5/6
4/

Obtainable from your dealer, or direct from

LOUIS HOLZMAN
109 KINGSWAY LONDON, W.C.2

Makes short circuit
impossible

THE

"Peerless" JUNIOR
Rheostat

An OFF position is provided, while definite
stops make short circuit impossible. Resist-
ance element is immune from damage. Will
safely carry current of two valves.

one -hole fixing. Three types :

Com-
plete with nickelled dial and

Size 1 f" diameter, If high, 6,15
or 30 ohms. Retail Price only

From all dealers or direct

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO Co. Ltd.
22 CAMPBELL ROAD, BEDFORD

ULTRA LOW LOSS
Straight Line Frequency

Condenser.
Cone Bearings, Braced Vanes, Positive

Collector. A Real Precision job.
Condenser only .0003µF.-.0005µF. 9' -
Condenser with plain Did in/6

Standard I" Dia. Shaft. AV
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE
of COMPLETE FORMO RANGE
THE FORMO COMPANY,
Crown Works, Cricklewood, N.W.2.

'Phone Hamp. 1787.
Manchester. Mr. J. B. Levee. 23, Hartley

Street, Levenshulme.
'Phone : Heaton Moor 475.
See page 50 for Formo

Transformer.

DIDIDIDIDIMMDICADIDIDIDICADEAMMMDIMDIMMMDIMMEADIMMDIDIMDIMM

Pares dd.
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se outside London H
M CALL IN AND SEE US. M
DI DI

RA

DI PARTS
ECA

ELSTREE SIX ;FOR
EA

SOLODYNE DI
H
Ejl and all other POPULAR CIRCUITS. EA
KA

E.,1
Do not fail to write for it-it is sure to be in stock. 15

DiMSEND FOR LIST NOW.
PA

f.c.i] 60 Volt SURE LIFE BATTERIES . 7/6 Guaranteed i7
Kil 100 .. 12/6 and Post Free EA
DI 9 ,, GRID BIAS - - - 1/- over 51- I5in All makes of Valves in Stock.
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ANOTHER RADIO PRESS SUCCESS
Blue Riband of the Ether

Won at Amsterdam

"ELSTREE SIX" WINS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

AMATEURS of all nationalities
were invited to submit wireless
apparatus constructed by them-

selves for competition at the Inter-
national Radio -Amateur Festival,
held in Amsterdam between Septem-
ber 18 and 26. The aim of the
Amsterdam Radio Society, organisers
of the Festival, was to encourage the
spirit of goodwill between Dutch

radio amateurs and their friendil in
all countries:

The result of- this international
competition,, open, to, the world', has
gained for a Radicb Press. reader and
a Radio Press- design. the first place.
The gold medal( of the competition,
the highest distinction possible, has
been awarded to an " Elstree Six "
set, entered by Mr. R. W. Emerson,
of 3, St. Ann's Terrace, St. John's

Wood, London, N.W.8. Mr. Eimer,
son is interested in the construction
of wireless sets purely as a hobby,
being engaged in the fur business.

The " Elstree Six " entered for
competition was identical in layout
and construction with the original
" Elstree Six," the Radio Press Star
Set, of which a full description was
published in the June issue of Modern
Wireless.

EFFRVENT

STRONG

LOW -LOSS

Use these Coils in
the TRIX

COIL HOLDER.

ERIC 1. LEVER, 35, Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.1.
Phone : Cl rk. 3014/5. And at Birmingham, L'yerpool, Glasgow, etc.

BECAUSE the', coil is wound
with a. low capacity spaced
winding under Burndept Patent
No. 108240.

BECAUSE the coil is supported
by a best quality ebonite ring,
and will not lose its shape when
pulled out of the holder.

FINALLY because It), mounted
on the TRIX low -loss coil
mount.

PRICES:
From 2,3 (No. 35)

to 4/6 (No. 250)

FINSTON
Poratone Valve Holder
The name of this valve holder
agrees with the quality of
reproduction secured when
using them in your set.
They eliminate all valve noises
and absorb vibration interferences.

AN IDEAL HOLDER FOR PER-
FECTLY PURE RECEPTION.

Price 2/. each
(see Illustration).

Obtainable from all good dealers. Write
for Complete Folder of all our Components.

FINSTON MFG. CO., LTD.,
Horseferry Road, London, S.W.15.

44--...
Non -rotating insulated en-

graved top.

Highly finished screw -action
Bakelite -insulated head.

Shielded metal clamping faces.

Smooth stem, ensuring that
strands of connecting wire
will not bind up with thread.

Cross -hole for connections,
flush with clamping face.

Highly finished Bake! ite -
insulated collar.

Standard 2 B.A. stem with
nut.

Transverse slot with clamping
nut, eliminating soldering.

Patent No. 245921.
Registered Design No. 715424.

The Belling -Lee Terminal,
made with 28 different engravings.

Standard Model (Bakelite -insulated) (Type B)... ... 9d. each.
Popular Model (now -insulated) (Type M) . 6d. each.
If you cannot get these at your dealer's, send your order to us

enclosing his name and address.
Illustrated Catalogue free on request.

BELLING -LEE
PAN E L FITTIN GS

BELLING & LEE, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex. E.P.S.13

Parrs Ad
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ELJTR131)\i
IRELESS CRYSTAL')

I MARX

CONCERT TESTED
I Na GUARANTEED
4 CATS WHISKER Au

s. DIRECTIONS ENCLOSE

1/6

Fit Neutron and
Detect the Difference
in volume, range and purity.

12/6

Advertisement of
Neutron Ltd., London

LAZtifet.V.- &ZAW/21010,4:::, `

TRADE MARK

BRING IN MORE STATIONS
ELIMINATE INTERFERENCE

Cut through local programmes by
using NEUTRON VALVES

NEUTRON DULL EMITTER VALVES.
If you want to tune in those distant stations use Neutron D.E.
Valves. Extraordinary filament emission unequalled for
Crystal clarity of reproduction-absolutely Non-microphonic.

BRITISH MADE. FULLY GUARANTEED.
4 volt. H.F. '06 amps. 2 volt. H.F. 0.2 amps.

).1
POWER VALVE, 5-6 volt. 15'6 each.

km. tP each4 L.F. '06 2 L.F. 02 f
FOR LOUDEST RECEPTION

1 he most sensitive series of PERM kNENT DETECTORS
MAGN M or CRYSTASTAT For panel mounting.
PANTECTOR, one hole fixing, under panel.

These Detectors are guaranteed and test,' on actual Broadcast
130 miles from 5XX.

THE NEUTRON H.T. BATTERY.
Full 60 Volt. BRITISH MADE, Long Life
Note new price

(Scaled with special plugs to avoid tampering.)

A WONDERFUL NEW INVENTION.
NEUTRON CHEMICAL EARTH.

Signal streng h increased by >1.I'/o
Simply dissolve in hot water and pour into 9 /6
earth tube or around your earth connection. la/

Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland:
NEUTRON DISTRIBUTORS, 144, Theobald's Road, London, W.C.1.

All Export enquiries for Continent and Australasia to:
Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., 2 & 4, Bucknall Street, Oxford Street, W.1.
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walt-r Ira

AN ALL -ENCLOSED
CRYSTAL SET

A simply -constructed crystal set which will give reception of a station on the lower wavelength range or Daventry
without change of coils. Selectivity is provided for by means of aerial and crystal tappings.

THERE is a certain attraction,
both in elaborate and in simple
sets, in being, able to make every

necessary adjustment of the set by
means of controls on the panel. It is
sometimes annoying, for example; to
be compelled to open the cabinet, or
even temporarily to remove the set
front it, in- order to insert or withdraw
a coil.

Simplicity
In, the crystal set to be described

here; simplicity has been, aimed at,
consistent with adequate provision for
adapting the set to suit different

ti
C 7
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-000/

/0

20
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3
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Fig. 1. - The tuning condenser, C2, is
placed in parallel with both coils, the
loading coil being short-circuited when

not required.

aerials, while at the same time all the
controls are placed on the panel. The
theoretical circuit diagram is given in
Fig.. t, and reference to this will show
that tapping points are provided on
the tuning coil, L which is of a.
suitable sine for the lower broadcast
range of wavelengths.

Tappings
By means of plugs and sockets the

connections to the aerial and to the
crystal detector may _be brought to the
tappings on the Boil found by experi-
ment to give the best results. In addi-

tion, a: series condenser is fitted, which
may he included in the aerial circuit
if necessary.

The leading coil for the reception of
Daventry is housed inside the cabinet,
and is left permanently in its socket,
the change from long to short waves
or vice versa being effected, by means
of a switch on the panel.

The list of components required for
the construction of the set is given in
the accompanying table. This list is
intended as a guide for the con-
structor, and it is recommended that
if any departures from it be made, the
constructor ensures that lie obtains
only components of good quality.

Winding the Coil
The first constructional operation to

be carried out is that of winding the
tuning coil, L, in the circuit diagram.
This is a raightforward matter, the
only point worthy of special note
being the method of securing the
tappings'.

Begin, by drilling two small holes in
the- former close together at one end_
Pass the end of the No. 26 S.W.G..

Note the r ig id
wires from t h e
Clix sockets to the
tappings o n the

coil.

* * *

wire through these, so that it is quite
secure, and commence winding the first
turn about t inch from the end of the

former. Wind on ten turns and then,
holding the former and- the winding

BUILD THIS SET WITH
One ebonite panel, 8 in. by 6 in. by

r, or in.
One cabinet to suit, and baseboard

7 in. deep (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.)
One square law low loss variable

condenser .0005 (Ormond).
One fixed condenser .0001, type 600A.

(Dubilier.)
One permanent crystal detector.

(Brownie Wireless, Ltd.)
One baseboard mounting coil socket.

(Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd.)
One panel mounting single -pole

change -over switch. (A. F. Bulgin & Co.)
One octagonal ribbed ebonite coil

former, 3 in. diameter by 3 in. long.
(Redfern's Rubber Work; Ltd.)

One Daventry loading coil No. 150.
Four Clix sockets and two Clix plugs.

(Autoveyors.)
Four terminals.
Glazite, a short length of flex, and about

16 yards of No. 26 s.w.g. d.c.c. wire.
Radio Press panel transfers.

to prevent the latter coining loose,
drill a small hole through the base of
one of the ridges on the former.
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An All -Enclosed Crystal Set-continued
Bend the wire back on itself 2 inches
from this hole, and pass the end of
the loop so formed through the hole in
the direction of winding. Pull the last
turn wound quite tight before con-
tinuing to wind the coil.

Tappings are made in this way at
the 10th, 20th and 30th turns, the
winding being then continued till 50
turns have been wound, the end of the
wire being secured in a similar manner
to the start of the winding.

As will be seen from the wiring
diagram, the tappings are spaced
round the former, so that they shall
not come too close together. This
arrangement makes it possible for the
stiff wire leads to the tappings to be
well separated, and also makes it easy
to fix these leads in position.

The Panel
The next operation' is to drill the

necessary holes in the panel. If the
components listed elsewhere are used,
the drilling diagram (Fig. 2) will
supply the required dimensions. When
the holes have been drilled, the base-
board and panel should be placed in
their proper positions in the cabinet
and the four woodscrews inserted along
the base of the panel to secure it to
the baseboard. Since the panel is

small and does not carry any 'great
weight, no panel brackets are used.
The screws which hold the panel to

Ine
sit

Fig.
8"

the baseboard should therefore be long
enough to project into the latter for,
at least half an inch.

af

Riot/4

1%4-)±(-3/4-,
_ )

2.-The dimensions for laying out the panel may be taken from
this diagram. Blueprint No. 1068A is also obtainable.

NT"
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The L & P Indicating Dial
The whole wifeless world knows that the L & P Uni-
versal Coil Holder gives the finest control of coupling
ever achieved.
Thanks to the new L & P Indicating Dial you can now
keep a record of the exact degree of coupling between the
two coils, from 0 to 90°. The dial is easily fitted to any
L & P Coil Holder-without even the need of drilling a
hole. It is an accurate scientific instrument, beautifully
made, and working without a trace of backlash.

L & P Indicating Dial . 5/6 each
The L & P Universal Two -Coil Holder

is a marvel of value at,Ss. 6d.
FROM GOOD DEALERS EVERYWHERE.

Manufacturers:
LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO CO. LTD.,

COLNE, LANCS.
Telephone: 94. Telegrams: "Reception." ""gl

FINSTON
Filament Resistances.
Well d signed and constructed.
Supplied for use with any type of
valve. Clearly engraved dials.
Bakelite mouldings and Knob with
combined pointer, Terminals and
Soldering Tags, complete.

Prices :
7 ohms, 2/3; 15 and 30 ohms,
2/6 each Dual, 6 and 30 ohms, 3/3
Smooth in Action. Low in Price.
Obtainable from most Dealers. Illu5trated
Leaflet of all Finsion Components Free.

FINSTON MFG. CO., LTD.,
45, Horseferry Road, London. S.W.1

-71111=1 1,4a111111311,111,
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A MONUMENT IN THE
MARCH OF PROGRESS.

The FORMO SHROUDED Trans..
former is the universal favourite.

10/6 Made in Ratios 1-1,1-2,1-3 1-4 & 1-5
1-3 & I-5/or 1st & 2n4 Stages.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND DESCRIPTIVE
LITERATURE OF COMPLETE FORMO RANGE.

THE FORMO COMPANY,
CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWCOD, N.W.2

'Phone : Hamp. 1787.
Manchester: Mr. J. B. Levee, 23. Hartley St,
Levenshulme. 'Phone: Heaton Moor, 475.
Moe ono 46 for Formo
13.L.1. condenser.

-.18111111111111111111
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USE A CONDENSER
THAT DELIVERS ALL ITS
STORED. UP ENERGY

Use LISSEN FIXED MICA CONDEN-
SERS-made with scrupulous care-accurate
to 5 per cent. -THEY NEVER LEAK-
THEY NEVER VARY-THEY DELIVER'
ALL THEIR STORED -UP ENERGY,
ALL THE TIME.
Capacities '0001 to '001. 1/- each t (reduced

002 to '006. 1/6 I price)
(One pair grid leak clips included free with

each '0003 and '0002 capacity.)

LEAVING GRID - LEAKS
ON OUR FACTORY ROOF

TO TEST THEM

A case of LISSEN FIXED GRID LEAKS
were !eft on the roof of the LISSEN Factory
-they were soaked by rain, they were baked
by the sun-then they were handed over to
the LISSEN research department and care-
fullytested-in every grid leak the resistance
wascfound unvaried and true to the marked
value.
All capacities, previously 118, now 1/- each

DOUBLE PURPOSE
VALVE HOLDER

Bend back springs for baseboard mounting-
or put through panel for panel mounting-
low loss, low capacity, meaning clearer,
better signals.
LISSEN VALVE HOLDER, previously 1/8,

now 1, - each.

REAL RADIO SWITCHES
There is a LISSEN switch for every switch-
ing need. Your dealer has them all, or, if.
any difficulty, send direct.

Previously. Now.
LISSEN 2 -way switch

Series -parallel
switch 379 ... 2:6

FIB Double Pole
Double Throw 4/- 2/6

Key Switch ... 2/6 .. 1,6

PARTS THAT PULL
TOGETHER

When you are equipped with LISSEN Parts
every vital part is pulling strongly with eadi
other, and then you have a receiver which is
the best you cart ever get.

Important to the
trade!

Retailers who have not already been
notified of our new direct -from -
factory -to -dealer distributing policy
should in their own interests com-
municate with us without delay. All
orders must now be sent to us at
Richmond, and not to usual factor.

A Revolution in
Transformer Value
powerful amplifiers now within the

reach of all.

Everybody will be wanting to buy this new LISSEN L.F. Trans,
former. There will be LISSEN home -built amplifiers everywhere,

,; and home -built LISSENOLA loud speakers, too, because everybody
can now possess themselves of a powerful. LISSEN loud speaker
combination that will equal anything you ever heard, and at a price
within the reach of all. Telephones can be discarded by everybody
and radio made to yield much greater enjoyment in consequence.

' By ourselves distributing direct to the retail trade from factory we
cut out all wholesale profits. This new policy has been a deciding
factor in enabling us to sell this new Lissen part at a remarkable low
price.
There is no longer any need for you to pay higher for a first -grade
transformer. So good is this new one that we have unhesitatingly
withdrawn all our old previous high-priced models in its favour.
Compare it against any for tone, purity, and power-it amplifies
every note, every harmonic, and every overtone.
You can get it at your dealer's, or direct from factory if you have any
difficulty. If you are not satisfied with it after test take it back to
your dealer's or send it hack to us. You will find it suits every set and
every valve you will want to use.
Amplifies fully every note-every harmonic-every overtone.

Turns ratio 3 to I.
Resistance ratio 4 to I.

Build a better Amplifier !
Price 8/6 -and guaranteed for

12 months.
Include no postage if you send for it direct, put please send dealer's

name and address.

This week -end
build your own
loud speaker !
First of all go to your dealer and
satisfy yourself that the " Lis-
senola," costing only 13, 6, really
is fully equal in power and tone
to any loud speaker on the market.
Ask your Dealer to put on the
best loud speaker he has in
stock-then use the same horn
on the "Lissenola," and see if
you can notice any difference.
When you get the Lissenola "*
home you can build a horn yourself
for a few pence, providing you with
a powerful instrument which will
compare with any expensive loud
speaker you have ever heard. Or, if
you prefer a cone -principle diaphragm
-very simply made-you should get
a Lissen Reed as well (1/- extra). If
you have never heard a " Lissenola "
there's a surprise in store for you.

*These diagrams and instructions will
be sent post free to any address on
receipt of 6d. in stamps. Send to -day.

Before buying ask your
dealer to demonstrate

the " LISSENOLA."

LISSEN LIMITED
Lissenium Works,

26-30, Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey.
Managing Director T. N. COLE.

There is a
LISSEN part
for every
radio need.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 51
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Say "Seven"

and

Save Money
THE NEW No. 7 RECUPERATING AGENT IN THE
HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES GIVES YOU BETTER

AND LONGER SERVICE.

To -day you demand more from your H.T. Battery in
long and frequent usage and a Battery which possesses
the power of recuperation to the greatest degree is
absolutely necessary.
To -day you also have the opportunity of buying at a
competitive price Dry Batteries which have always sold
on quality-not on price-

Hellesen Batteries
at

Hunt's New Prices
represent the best value on the market to -day.

60 volt " WIRIN " 12,6 99 volt " WIRUP " 21!-.
Postage extra.

All types, voltages, etc., in Double and Treble
Capacities, Dry Batteries for Low Tension

Hand and Pocket Lamps.

With quadruple insulation and sealed cover the
GENUINE HELLESEN is the GENUINE ARTICLE.

From all Radio, Electrical and General Stores,
Harrods', Selfridge's, Barker's, Whiteley's, etc.,
or direct from:

A. H. HUNT (DEPT. lb) CROYDON. SURREY
Write for Leaflet 155a

it 1,

WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
Quality guaranteed by over 50 years
electrical manufacturing experience.

The

SILVERVOX
The " Silvervox " Loud -speaker
will reproduce both speech and
music without the loss of its
original tone and quality. COns
wound to either 120 or 2,000 ohms.
The tone arm is a heavy aluminium
casting, Total height 20 inches:
Size of trumpet 12 t inches diameter.

Price £3:0:0 each.

B. 599.

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT
ONE HOLE FIXING.

Circular pattern, on ebonite former, com-
plete with knob, pointer, black celluloid
scale engraved in white, and two terminals
for connections. The resistance wire is
wound on an insulating rod, thereby giving
a perfectly smooth adjustment. B.6 99-
Wo and to approximately 5 ohms resistance.

Price 3/- each.
B. 600 - Wound to approximately 3o
ohms resistance.

Price 5/6 each.

B. 570.

10 -WAY INDUCTANCE OR
CAPACITY SWITCH.

(Patent 226245.)
This switch is of the under panel mounting
type, and is fitted to the panel by means of
the two countersunk head screws supplied.
It enables the experimenter to build up
large capacities, and is an invaluable
addition to any set.

Price 5/8 each.

AN AID TO ENTHUSIASTS.
We have prepared a logging chart for recording
wavelengths, condenser settings, etc., of those
stations which require careful calibration to tune
in. A copy of this chart, printed on stiff card
with hanger, can be obtained free of charge at any
of our Branches or from any high-class dealer.

MAKERS :

THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY,
106, Cannon St., London, E.C.4. Works : Silvertown, E.16.
BELFAST.
BIRMINGHAM.
BRISTOL.
CARDIFF.

DUBLIN.
GLASGOW.
LEEDS.
LIVERPOOL,
LONDON.

MANCHESTER.
NBwcAsTLE-oN-TYNE.
PORTSMOUTH.
SHEFFIELD.

02 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.;
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An All Enclosed Crystal Set-continued
Mounting Components

The components may now be
mounted on the panel. In fixing the

board by means of a wooden cross-
piece at the lower end of the former.
A strip of wood about !, in. thick is
required, cut to ,fit inside the end of

DETECT0/40

C2

.0005

'PHONES
11..113

rTOP LINE OF BASEBOARD

1027014 EDGE Of PANEL

IDEIel
E -

LC.
SOCKET

000/ A
19'

e

60TORNS

20roms

BASEBOARD:- 85(7X 3/8

SHORT 32
7.\)

4
r -N5

/OrupAs

single -pole switch, the centre clip
carrying the switch blade should be
secured first. Then the other two
clips should be placed in position, the
blade being inserted into each in turn
as the nuts are, tightened, to ensure
correct alignment of the clips.

The variable condenser should be
mounted last of the components on
the panel, and it will render the
operation of wiring easier if the wires
from the telephone terminals to the
crystal detector and the earth terminal
are soldered in position before the
variable condenser is mounted.

In. the set illustrated: here the fixed
condenser, C, in the circuit diagram,
is secured to the panel by means of
two 6B.A. bolts in " blind " holes
tapped in the panel. If preferred;
clearance holes may be drilled in the
panel and countersunk bolts passed
through it with nuts at the back to
hold: the condenser.

Fixing the Coil
The tapped coil is fixed on the base -

ea
ca OA

Fig. 3.-Note that
s tiff wire leads
connect the tap-
pings on the coil
Li to the Clix
sockets. B lue-
print No.1068B.

the former. It is secured by two
screws through the walls of the former,
two other screws fixing the crosspiece
to the baseboard.

The coil has here
been removed to
show the dispo-
sition of the

wiring.

9A *

The position for the socket for the -
loading coil should be marked with the
correct size of coil in the socket, to

ensure that it clears the variable con-
denser and the back of the cabinet.

Wiring
The wiring of the set should pre-

sent no difficulties if the wiring, dia-

WIRING IN WORDS
All directions are given as viewing the set from.

the back.
Join earth terminal to right telephone

terminal, also to centre of knife switch, thence
to moving vanes of variable condenser C2
and to one terminal of loading coil socket.

Join remaining telephone terminal to left
terminal of crystal detector.

Join remaining terminal of loading coil
socket to top of knife switch, and also to lower
end of coil Ll.

Join bottom Clix socket (No. 5) to 30 -turn
tapping on coil Ll.

Join No. 4 Clix socket to 20 -turn tapping
on coil

Join No. 3 Clix socket to 10 -turn tapping on
coil Ll.

Join fixed vanes of variable condenser C2
to No. 2 Clix socket, to top end of coil Ll,
and to one side of fixed condenser CI:

Join remaining side of condenser Cl to top
Clix socket (No. 1).

Join ilex leads to remaining terminal of
crystal detector and to aerial terminal, fitting
the free ends with Clix plugs.

gram (Fig. 3) and the special wiring
instructions are followed. The
tappings on the coil are soldered to
short lengths of Glazite, themselves
soldered to the Clix sockets, this
making for rigidity of these connec-
tions. The insulation is removed from
the tapping loops and the bared loops-
are twisted round the ends of the rigid
wires before soldering.

It should be noted that one of the
Clix plugs should be fixed to the flex
lead by gripping the latter under the
nut below the insulating bush. One
or other of the plugs should be treated:
in.- this way; since if both were
attached with the lead down the centre
it would be impossible to insert the
aerial- and crystal plugs in the same
tapping socket.

(Concluded on p. 54.)
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CABINETS of QUALITY
Wireless Cabinets made of prime quality
material. All sizes in stock for Radio Press
Sets. Specials made to order.
Vertical type with hinged lid moulded top and
base; complete with baseboard.
Sise-inside measarements. 6" PLY. OAR. MAROO.
X2' X 8" X 8" Price 13 0 15.6 18 0
16" x 8" x 8" Price 16,S 19,6 22,6

Carriage Paid.
Wood supplied cut, planed, and moulded
ready to assemble. Estimates free.

J. W. WALKER, Cabinet Maker,
9, Manor Park Parade, High Rd., Lee, S.E.13

irigitITai I

ikP C0,246.Gt.ListerSt.,Birminthani.

All communications regarding
advertisements should be
addressed to :

The Advertisement Manager,

" WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,"

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2

Telephone: City 9911.

AN ALL -ENCLOSED CRYSTAL
SET-concluded from page 53

Results
Tested on a low aerial of average

length in the London N.W. district,
at a distance of about one mile from
the 2L0 aerial, the set gave signals of
excellent strength from the London
station, with aerial plug in socket
No. 1 and the crystal plug in socket
No. 2. With these settings tuning was
distinctly flat. The best results as far
as selectivity was concerned were
obtained with both aerial and crystal
plugs in socket No. 5, and there was
little noticeable reduction in signal
strength. With this adjustment 2L0
could be tuned out within a few
degrees of the tuning condenser on
either side of a point of marked
maximum signal strength.

Daventry
While in the locality mentioned

Daventry could not be picked up on
thb crystal set alone, the addition of
an amplifier made possible the testing
of the change -over switch. It was
found that the change from long to
short waves could be accomplished in
a moment and with a minimum of
trouble.

The approximate cost of the components
required for building this set is £2.

A HOME FOR YOUR WIRELESS SET
OUR STANDARD

CABINETS
are DUSTPROOF
and house the whole
apparatus, leaving no
parts to be interfered
with. All you do is
UNLOCK and TUNE IN.
Made on mass produc-
tion lines, hence the
low price. Provision
is made to take panels
from 16 X 7 up to 30X From VI -1518 in. , Write to -day for descrip.
Carriage paid and packed free tive pamphlet and sugges-

England and Wales. Cons for adapt,ng your
receiver or panel in ourMoney returned If not Standard Cabinets.

satisfied. Immediate Delivery.

MAKERIIVIPORT Co. Dept. 20, Melvin Chambers,
50a, Lord St., LIVERPOOL.

ACCUMULATORS
ON EASY PAYMENTS

High Tension Accumulators built up from 20 Volt
sections (l5/- each). Example: 60 Volt H.T. 45/ -
CASH or 12/6 DOWN and 6 monthly payments of
6/-. Carriage Paid. Satisfaction or money back.

Write for Lists to DEPT. 13,
COVENTRY DIRECT SUPPLIES
LIMITED, 23. Warwick Row.

COVENTRY.
Any Wireless Goods supplied

on easy payments.
11111111141111M11111

OMPONENT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES

Send for Bargain Price List.
EVERYTHING REDUCED.

Laurie Sr McConnal T d., ritzro Street, Cambridge

, k
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CONSTRUCTORS are giving this
handsome new model a most
enthusiastic welcome because of (1)

Its absolute freedom from whip. (2)
Independent adjustment of each Con-
denser by novel means, completely
eliminating hand capacity.

i 9

OTHER attractive features are-each
Condenser electrically separated.
Anti -capacity plate supplied. Opera-

tion of all three condensers as " silky "
as if only one was used. Whole instru-
ment perfectly rigid. Supplied ready for
immediate fitting. Construction and finish
are well up to the fine Cyldon standard.

Send for particulars of the Cyldon WAVEMETER-it Identifies unknown
stations and makes searching and testing out simplicity itself.

Cyldon TEMPRYTES
The best means of valve control. British -
Made and delivered from stock immediately.
Can be supplied in correct resistance for
any Valve. State resistance (ohms) re-
quired, when buying, or be sure to give
name of Valve and voltage of Accumulator
supplying current to the Valve.
Cyldon Temprytes ... each 2/6
Holder mountings ... each 1/6--

L

The

(pronounced SIL-DON)

TRIPLE GANG
CONDENSER

for use in the New
Five - Valve Elstree

"SOLODYNE"
Price £3 . 10 . 0 (Without Dial)
Get full particulars of all Cyldon Products from
your dealer or write direct to the makers.
Other Cyldon Condensers comprise Square Law,
Square Law Dual Pattern, and the S.L.F. 4 in.
Knob Dial, supplied free with Square Law and
Dual Models, and 2s. extra with S.L.F. or Triple
Gang.

SYDNEY S. BIRD
& SONS,

"Cyldon" Works, Sarnesfield Road,
ENFIELD TOWN, MIDDLESEX.

Telephone : Enfield 0672.

64 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.:
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THE FAMOUS VIOLINIST OF THE
PICCADILLY HOTEL

There are models of " HART "
BATTERIES for all wireless
circuits. Write to -day to
Department W.C.3 for illus-
trated leaflets and full particulars.

HA T
THE BATTERY OF QUALITY

HART ACCUMULATOR CO.LTD, STRATFORD LONDON E.15

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
Goodall Ad.
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EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908

OLD FRIENDS

neutral brown finish, padded
base.

THE
BRAND OLA

Greater volume with minimum current
input. Large diaphragm gives fullness to
upper and lower registers.
Walnut plinth, electro-plated
fittings. Reduced from ninety
shillings.

THE
T AB L E- TALKER
Material used in the construction of goose-
neck horn eliminates metallic harshness.
Adjustable. Height 18 ins., 30

THE AUDIO
TRANSFORMERS

Ratio x to S. High amplification of
applied voltage, together with straight
line amplification frequency
curve. Also and stage, x-3. 17/6
1-3 (Black case). x-3 (Brown
case).

MATCHED TONE
HEADPHONES

The synchronised effort of both receivers
discovers greater sensitivity 20/.and volume and truer tone.
Light, comfortable and sturdy

Brandes
From any reputable Dealer.

BRANDES LIMITED, 296 REGENT ST., LONDON, W.i

0063cS9C30433f;90e00230We

a SAFETY FOR YOUR 4
61, VALVES

OCZ'Oooe eocr,7of3,e&snekze
THE modern valve holder, as con-

trasted with the four separate
sockets which were common' in the
past, is designed in such a way that
it is difficult to insert a valve incor-
rectly and- burn out the filament, by
an accidental connection across the
high-tension supply. It is, of course,
wisest always to disconnect the high-
tension battery when moving valves
in a receiver, but this is not abso-

Fig. 1.-This method of inserting a
valve in its holder will prevent damage

to the filament.

lutely necessary if the valves are
inserted with due care.

The right way to put a valve in its
holder is to grasp the bulb in the
hand with the forefinger on the anode
leg. The valve is then held at an
angle as it is placed in the holder, as
indicated in Fig. 1. The tip of the
anode leg is inserted in its socket first
of all. Then the valve is brought over
" level " with the top of the holder,
when the remaining legs will drop
naturally and easily into their sockets.

N the handling of wireless com-
l. ?clients generally it is not
unusual for familiarity to breed, if
not contempt, at least a. certain
amount of carelessness. Coils of the
standard plug-in type, for instance,
should always be gripped by the plug
portion when inserted in or withdrawn
from a holder. Care is also needed
in handling low -1438s coils on " skele-
ton " formers, since ebonite is
notoriously brittle stuff. A skeleton
cylindrical former, for example,
should preferably be grasped by the
ends, if not too long for the span of
the hand. Too firm' a grip round
an interchangeable coil of this
type may displace the winding or may
even break the former, especially if
the coil is tight in its mount and
tends to come away rather suddenly
when withdrawn.

Under the heading "An Improyement Worth
74 Trying," on page 1054 of the October issue of

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, the description of
the diagram should read-" The ebonite strip

. . is screwed to the inside of the cabinet."

56 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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SECTION OF
OUST COVER

ROTOR TERMINAL

ADJUSTING NUT

KNOB AND DIAL

FIXED WITH GRUB SCREWS KNOB & 4° DIAL

BEAUTIFULLY

FINISHED

.41

*,(45frOY
MI MI -

1

, [-X

FRICTION CUP

rui Mra- fig

PATENT APPLIED FOR

HAND CAPACITY

SHIELD

STATOR

TERMINAL

SELF CENTERING
BALL RACE

'A° QUALITY

EBONITE BUSHES

FRICTION DISCS

THRUST BALL

RACE

ADJUSTING
SPRING

The New Ormond S.L.F. Condenser Dial
is marked to enable you to pick up any station with
the minimum of trouble and without any unneces-
sary calculations. Precise tuning adjustments
with noiseless operation are ensured by the general
sound construction of this newest ORMOND S.L.F.
CONDENSER. The famous ORMOND StOW
MOTION FRICTION DRIVE (RATIO 55-1) is
incorporated, and special ball bearings give liquid -

Prices :-With 4in. Bakelite
Knob-

'oo5 microfarad 20/-
.00035 19/6
'00025 19/ -

(RATIO 55-1.)

Obtainable from all dealers

like movement to every turn of the Knob. This
world-famous ORMOND component is easy to
mount, having one and three holes for fixing, with
both terminals and soldering tags for connections.

Ask any dealer to show you this new ORMOND
S.L.F. CONDENSER. It is by far the best con-
denser to use under the new " Geneva Plan."

4,1

0,t4EE4

CN

12.1,,t,,,d ) Q.
0(6 .1%

Made Mar*

\9

gig

199-205, PENTONVILLE RD.
Telephone t Clerhenwell 9344-5-6.

FACTORIES: WHISKIN STREET AND H
Continental Agents: Messrs. PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN Ltd.,

Prices:-With Dual
Indicator Dial-

'0005 microfarad 21/6
'00035 21/-
00025 ... 20,6

(RATIO 55-1.)

Obtainable from all dealers.

, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1
Telegrams : " Ormondengi, Kincross."

ARDWICK STREET, CLERKENWELL, E.C.I
"Phonos House," 2 and 4, Dilation Street, New Oxford Street, W.C.1

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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Modern Superheterodyne Practice
WHILE the modern developments

in high -frequency amplification
have naturally brought before

the attention of the public the .great
merits of neutralised " straight " and
reflex circuits in properly designed re-
ceivers, the superheterodyne must still
rank high in the estimation of many
enthusiasts.

Screened Coils
The application of modern methods

to the design of a superheterodyne
is admirably exemplified in the
" Screened - Coil Superheterodyne,"
described in the October issue of
Modern Wireless, by Mr. -G. P. Ken-
dall. This receiver, which employs
eight valves, makes use of the now
well-known screening cases, which
have been developed by Mr. J. H.
Reyner. These cases are used in con-
junction with the oscillator coupler

and the intermediate frequency trans-
formers, with the result that inter-
action between the various darts of
the circuit is effectively eliminated.
Furthermore, a notable freedom from
direct pick-up of long -wave inter-
ference is achieed.

Radio Press Star Sets
In the same issue of Modern Wire-

less will be found full operating de-
tails for the Elstree " Solodyne " and
the " Mewflex," the two Radio Press -
Star Sets, of which complete construc-
tional articles appeared in the pre-
vious issue of Modern Wireless. The
Elstree " Solodyne " attracted very
considerable attention -at the Exhibi-
tion at Olympia, a fact which is not
surprising when it is realised that this
receiver has to its credit the loud-
speaker reception of fifty broadcasting
stations, and that one dial controls
all the tuning of the receiver.

The "Mewflex "
With the " Mewflex " forty sta-

tions have been recorded on the loud-
speaker. This set uses a three -valve
neutralised reflex circuit, and incor-
porates the recently developed methods
of reflexing which ensure complete sta-
bility of the receiver.

" The Design. of Loud -speaker
Horns " is the title of a most informa-
tive article by Captain H. J. Round,
providing much useful data for the
practical experimenter.

FREE GIFT WITH "WIRELESS"
With the issue of Wireless, the One -

Word Weekly, dated October 23, which
appears on October 19, a Free Gift
Booklet is presented to all readers.
You will be wise to secure your copy
of this issue as early as possible.

RADIO
PRESS
S TAR
S ETS
supplied as finished Receivers or in
parts ready for home assembly.

CI Every finished Receiver sold
by us bears the signature of

Capt. W. R. T1NGEY (late of
Radio Press Research Laboratories).

This is our charge for assembling, wiring, _C5
testing and guaranteeing any Radio Press Set. 01-,

(Any Set installed free within 5o miles of any one of our Branches.)

THE NIGHT HAWK.
£ s. (1.

Finished instrument aerial tested and guaranteed 19 16 CI

Set of Keystone tieldless coils 25000.1 metres
complete with bases .. 2 2 0

Other parts required to complete set
"Red Triangle" Ebonite Panel, matted and

drilled 0 S 6
Polished Mahogany Cabinet with fall front.. .. 3 0 0

THE ELSTREE SOLODYNE.
(illustrated above).

S £
Finished instrument aerial tested and guaranteed .. 24
Set of Copex Screened Coils, .250/550 metros .. 3 11
Other parts required to complete the set .. .. 10 17
` Red Triangle " Panel matted and drilled .. 0 11
Mahoganite Panel drilled., .. 0 18 6
Polished Mahogany Cabinet as described .. .. 4 5

s.d.
5

6

MARCONI ROYALTIES.
igIn all cases where a finished receiver or a complete set of
parts is orglered, Marconi Royalties at the rate of 12'6 per
valve holder are payable, and must be added to the

prices quoted.

TRY THE ELSTREE SIX
-with Screened Coils -

3 ou 'II be delighted with the amazing results.
e. d.

32 5 8Finished instrument serial tested and guaranteed ..
Set of Copes Screened Coils 250/550 Metres with.

diaiirain of connections .. .. .. 5 0 0
Other parts repaired to complete the set .. 18 5 Et

Polished Mahogany Cabinet with drilled panel and
baseboard .. .. .. .. .. 8 0 0

Send for a copy of the Pilot Manual, which contains fall
details of a number of Radio Press sets. Much
csetul advice on assembling, wiring, testing, etc.,
is also given. Post free, LI

PETO-SCOTT CO.. LTD..
77, City Road, LONDON, E.C.1.
BRANCHES : 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

Walthamstow : 230, Wood Street.
Plymouth : 4, Bank of England Plate.
Liverpool : 4. Manchester Street.

EX
PPE it

SHIELD E C°1

Copied by
many
equalled
by none !

The chief advantages of the
Coles Copper Coil Screen and
Base over the imitations now
on the market are as follow:-

(1) High y rode copper is used for the screen-other metals
cannot givuthe same degree of efficiency.
(2) Copex Screens are sprung on to the copper base, thus
ensuring perfect electrical contact.
(3) Copes Shrouds maybe revolved on the base, thus giving
a self-cleaning contact.
(4) Copex Screens are mounted on bases rut from best
mutlity ebonite and highly polished.
(5) In appearance alone, Copes Coil Screens excel all others.
The highly polished and lacquered copper screen is outer.
nishab/e.
(6) All Copes Coils and Transformers are matched within
1 maize, each coil being checked' several times during
the process of manufacture against a quarto oscillator
the ...curacy of which is well known.
Copex Copper Shroud and Interchangeable 6 -pin 15/

base (Patent applied for)
Interchangeable Coils and Transformers (usual Prices).

INTERCHANGEABLE COILS.
B.B.C. 5XX
200/500 1,000/2,000
metres. sorters.

Tapped Primary Aerial Coils .. 61- each 61- each.
H.F. Transformers (Split Primary

and reaction) .. 10/- 10/- 
Split Secondary H.F. Transfor-

mers
Reinartz Transformers .. 10/- ((

STOP PRESS
14,-,,

This Month's Set :

THE "SPANSPACE THREE."
Finished instrument, aerial tested and £ s. d.

guaranteed - - - - - 13 16 6
Complete Kit of Components - - 6 16 6
 Red Triangle " Panel, matted and drilled 0 10 0
Polished Mahogany Cabinet with baseboard 1 10 0

All the parts for the Midget Reflex Set described in the
Gift envelope given igith this issue are now available.
Write for prices.

gril SEE OUR IMPORTANT
19 ANNOUNCEMENT ON

PAGE 45.
P.S. 5822

58 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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TESTIMONIALS :
prom R. Barker, Esq., Ivy -
bridge, Stanley, near Wake-
field, Yorks.: -

24M September, 1926.
" When passing through

London last Saturday, I called
at your shop and bought one
of your " KAY RAY " L.F.
Transformers. On placing it
against two British Models.
one at 25/- and the other at
17/6, I am glad to report an
Increase in volume-moreover.
the tone is equally pure.

" On showing the Transformer
to friends, I am pleased to say
that they were delighted and
are going to put them in their
own Sets. I herewith enclose
you order for two 5-I ratio.

" In closing, I would like to
congratulate you on your Es.
tablishment. I have seen many
Northern Wireless Shops, but
none ouch as you. ; none with
such stock, Bargains, or ser-
vice. I can assure you that all
our further orders will go to
Baymonds.

" (Signed) R, BARKER."

From 1. M. Haines, M.I.E.E.,
33, Retreat Place, Hackney, E.%

2415 September, 1926.
/ have two of your .0005

Low Loss S.L.F. at present
giving excellent results. I put
them in my Set in place of two
condensers of a very reputable
Maker and increased the
selectivity 100 per cent.

" You may use this testi-
monial (entirely unsolicited) as
you wish.

" (Signed) 3. M. HAINES."

382, Cranbrook Road,
Ilford, Essex.

"Messrs. Raymond,
" I am writing to let you know

the wonderful change your
new type condenser has made
In my one valve Straight get.

"On Sunday evening (with
2L0 working) I was SUCCeSS.
Int in receiving Radio Berne,
Dublin, Hamburg and Newcastle
at excellent 'phone strength.
All these AARns had pre-
viously passed me by.

" I can only say that if there
la a 100 per cent. condenser on
the market, yours is IT.

" HARRY L. PROCKTER."

29, Barrington Road,
Brixton, S.W.9.

3010 September, 1926.
' May I be allowed to con-

gratulate you on the wonderful
2 valve set which you are
selling for £4 19s, 6d. complete.

" I was fortunate enough to
pnrchese one of these seta this
week, and after very thorough
tests it has proved to be per -
feet in every detail, giving
very fine clear results, and I
shall be only too pleased to
recommend this set to all my
friends.

" Yours faithfully,
"JOHN F. DREW."

TRIPLE GANG CONDENSERS
CLYDON .. 70/ -

Dial extra.

LISSEN
ALL LISSEN GOODS NETT

PRICES.
West -End Distributor.

Postage extra.
Lissenols, 13/6. L.F. Trans-
former, 8/6. 36 ohm Rheostat,
2/8. H.F. cr L.F. Choke. 10/-.
Fieldiess Coils, 10/-. Grid
Leaks, F., 1/-. Ditto Variable,
2/6. Centre Tapped Coils, 50,
6/-; 60, 6/4; 75, 6/4; 150,
Sif ; 200, 9/5 ; 50 (No. 2), 9/9.

All Parts Available.

BEFORE YOU PURCHASE
ELSEWHERE

CALL AND LET ME QUOTE
YOU.

SPECIAL PRICES given over
the counter for Bets or parts
of various circuits. Any parts
you have no use for enter-
tained In exchange or par.
chased. Goods may be brought
without obligation either etde.
Si you purchase new British
valves I will buy a burnt -
out one for each valve you take.
This does not apply to Puratcne.
Right reserved to cancel this
fist without notice.

Place of Payment -
27, LISLE STREET,

W.C.2.

Sets for the Million.

Sets complete with the follow-
ing accessories :-
Long distance 2 -valve L.P. and
Detector Receiver in handsome
polished cabinet ; includes set
as shown, 1 power, 1.06 D.E.
valves, tuning coils, H.T. 100
volt, L.T. 3, Aerial Equipment,
H.T. and L.T. Leads, 2 pairs of
4,000 ohms 'phones, or LOUD
SPEAKER (Marconi Tax Paid).

£4 19s. 6d.
Also new circuit specially
adapted for use with indoor
aerials.
Specification as above, £5 105 -
Carriage and Packing, 5/- set.

WONDERFUL 3 -VALVE SETS.
In handsome American cabinet
Royalty paid, all complete, in-
cluding Aerial, Coils, Batteries,
grand Loud Speaker, Valves .06
1 Power, ready to fix, E8 18s.6d.
Everything of the very beat.
Carriage, 7/6 extra.

SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE
FOR PARTICULARS OF DE-
FERRED PAYMENT SCHEME.

RADIO MICRO VALVES.
.06, 3 v., 6/11 , .25, 2 v., 6/11;
Power .3, 8/6 ; Power .1, 9/11.
(Power are 3-4 volts.) Phillips
4 Electrode. 4 pin for Unidyno,
8/11. Post, 6d. each.

ADICO BATTERIES (H.T.),
Highest award. Trade Test,
60 volt, 8/11; 100 volt, 13/11.
Not sent by poet. The 100
volt is specially suitable for
Loud Speaker work. This
brand personally recommended.

MARCONIPHONE.-Auto Series
Par. Variometer, 10/-, Sterling
Non Pong V.H., 2/9. Velvact
Potentiometer, 9/-. Ideal L.F.
Transformers, 25/-. (2-7-1, 4.1,
6-1, 8-1). Ideal Junior L.F.,
18/6. Var. Res. 40.000 ohms,
8/8; H.F. Choke up to 4,000
metres, 10/6; Sterling Baby
L.S.,50/-. Sterling Dinkle, 30/-.
" Miniloss " S.L.V. Condenser.
.00025, 21./.. .0005, 24/-;
.001, 30/,

"J.B."-All lines stocked.
S.L.F. (Brass), .0005,
11/6; .00035, 10/6; post,
6d. set.

WATMEL PRODUCTS.
.0002 or .0003 and Grid Leak,
2/6, Fixed Condenser, all caps,
2/-. Variable G.L., 2/6 (3 to 5
meg.) Anode, 50,000 to 100,000,
3/6. Ditto, 10,000 to 75,000,
3/0. Auto Choke L.F. Coupling,
18/6. Post extras

COIL STANDS.-Lotus 2 -way,
7/-; 3 -way, 10/8; (extension
handles extra). Polar 2 -way,
6/-; 3 -way, 9/6, Sterling
Triple, 21/-. Kay Ray, geared
2 -way, 8/11 ; 3 -way, geared,
6/11.

WEST END DEPOT FOR
" MAGNUM " (Borne Jones).

" SUPER " ONE VALVE SET
works loud speaker fine; do'
monstration free : Set, Meted'
ing Tax, 49/6. Complete with
valve, batteries, coils, aerial,
Loud speaker. 79/6. Carriage,
5/-.

STAR COILS.
Mounted centre tapped.

25. 35, 1/6 ea. 50, 1/9; 75,
2/-; 100, 0/5; 150. 2/9 ;
200, 250, 300, 3/- ea.; 400,
3/3 ; 600, 3/6. " T " (Reinert.
Circuit). B.B.O. 2/6; 6XN.
3/3. Other sires stocked.
INDUCTANCE COILS. All wave
lengths. /LF. CHOKE COIL,
8/3. Post Extra.

BORNE JONES (MAGNUM)
Screened coils, as delivered.
Baseboard, N. Condensers, 5/ -
Twin Square Law Variable, 22/6
"MAGNUM " WEST - END

DEPOT.

Kilift!M
WONDERFUL VALUE IN

STRAIGHT LINE
FREQUENCY

CONDENSERS
LATEST

MODEL NOW
READY.

WITH FMB AND DIAL.
Post 6d. Set.

.0005, .0003 ..7/11 each

THE CONDENSER
OF THE FUTURE.

S.L.F.

LOW LOSS, including
knob and dial as sketch.

Brass Vanes, Centre Rotor.
.0003, 6/11 .. .0005, 7/11.
Vernier 1/- extra. Post 6d. Set.'

SPECIALS
(ALL POST EXTRA).

SCREENED COILS
with base, by Burne-Jones,
Magnum, and Lewcoa. All
Orders In Rotation.

GRAHAM-FARISH,
WEST END DISTRIBUTOR
OF THEIR WONDERFUL

PRODUCTS.
Fired Condensers, 1/-, 1/8 ;
.0003 and Grid Leak, 2/- for
Series and parallel ; Grid Leaks,
1/3 each.

Sold on Money Back
Guarantee.

Detex Calibro Dials, 5,9 ; Dotes
Vermo Dtats, 4/8; Ecko H.T.
Units, 55/-; Igranic Tone
Control, 6/3; Star " T " Coils
for Reinartz,B.E.C., 2/6 ; 6 XX,
3/6 ; Ormond Neutralizing, 9/ -
(for Base or Panel).

AMPLION.
LARGE STOCKS OF LOUD

SPEAKERS.
38/-, 98/-. 68/,

ALL CABINET MODELS.
All attachments stocked.

BROWN'S
LOUD SPEAKERS.

Type H4, 30/-; Type 113, 80/.

CLAR,TONE.
The World's Beat, 50/- All

carriage extra.

RADIO MICRO "SAICIR,
52/6.

2,000 ohms.

PHILLIPS " TETRODE."
4 Electrode Valve, Double Grid,
for one valve Loud Speaker.
Sets. 8'11. Post 6d. ea.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS. --
Polar Standard, 10/6. Junior,
5/6 each, Bowyer -Lowe Popu-
lar, 10/8. Igranic, 24/-. 21/-.
lCollinson's Low Loss, 21/-
20/, Utility, 8/6,10/9. Vernier,
2/6 extra. Utility Low Loss,
stocked .0003 and .0005. J.B.
(Jackson Bros.), Square Law,
.001, 9/6 ; .0005, 9/-; .0003, 7/ -
with Vernier, 4/- each extra.
Geared, .0095, 15/. ; .0003.13/-,
Low Loss. 10/6, 9/-

R.I. Multi Ratio, L.F., 27/8;
Standard Model. 25/ -

FINE BRITISH VALVES;
Smash High Prices !I

PURATONE (RUBOR)
2 volt. .06 8/11
3-3'5 .06 .. 6/11

Post 1/- each

ACCUMULATORS. -2 v. 90,
7/11 ; 2 v. 60, 9/6 ; 2 v. 80.
12/6 ; 2 v. 100, 14/6; 4 v. 40,
13/11, 4 v. 60, 17/11 ; 4 v.
80, 26/6 : 6 v. 60, 26/6 ; 6 v.
80, 35/6. ALSO another good
make, 1/8 extra on each of
above. Post 1/ -

IN STOCK ALL NEWEST
MAKES OF VALVES.
We give you Immediate benefit
of makers' reductions in price.

VALVES,-Cosmos S.P.18
Red or. Green, 14/-. New Bine
Spot, 14/-. All Mullard, Edi-
swan, Osram, Marconi, Cossor
stocked. Bright D.E. and
Power, 8/-. 14/-, 18/6, 22/8,
24/6, 30/-, £2. Mallard P.5L4,
18/8 Do. P.M.3, 16/6. 1
burnt -ant valve taken in part
exchange for any of above.
Useable valve exchanged.
Offer subject to withdrawal
without notice.

FIXED CONDENSE'RS.-Dubl-
lier, .0001 2, 3, 4, 5, each 2/6.
.001, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6 each 3/-.
Grid Leak, 2/8. Edison Bell,
.001..0001, 2, 3, 4. 5, 1/-; .002,
3, 4, 5, 6, 1/6. .0003 and grid
leak, 2/, McMichael with clips,
.0001 to .0005 2/6 each. .001
to .006, 3/- each.

L.P. TRANSFORMERS.-Feu.
ranti A.F.3. 25/- ; A.F.4, 17/6 ;
Eureka Concert. 25/- ; 2nd Stage
21/- ; Baby let or 2nd. 15/-;
Reflex, 15/-. Forms shroxided,
10/6. Success (Black), 21/-.
Royal, 20/-. Ormond newest
model, 15/6. Wales' Supra,
10/6. Croix 5-1, 34, 4/6.
Marconi "Ideal," all stages,
25/- each. CAN.. 15/-. Pye,
22/6. Gambrel!, 2 stages, 25/6.
Ideal Junior, 18/6.

Grand Value in NON -MICRO -
PHONIC VALVE HOLDERS.
Board Mounting, 1/6.

SUNDRIES.
Newsy 2 -way geared coil.stant,
6/6, 4 point condenser, 17/6.
15/, " R.I." New Type Aerial
Tuner, 89/6. Gambrel] Nentro-
vernia, 5/8. Voltmeters D'ble
rdg., 7/3. H.F. Transformers,
ah w,,,kngths. Magnum, 7/-,
Stradia, 6/8, Bowyer -Lowe,
7/-. McMichael, 10/- (A. 7,
12/6), Var. Grid Leans Bretwcod
3/-, Watmel, 2/8, Anodes B.,
3/, W., 3/6.
LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW

This variable
Condenser is
simply marvel-
lous value. Itcannot be
equalled in
price orquality
.0005 t 4/11
.0003 5each.

Post 6d. Set.
VERNIER 1/- each extra.

RECOGNISED WEST END
DISTRIBUTOR

of the manufactures of Edison
Bell, Jackson's (IB) Polar,
Igranic, Peerless, Eureka,
Magnum, Burndept, Lotus,
Dubilier, Marconi, Dorwood,
Sterling, Success, B.T.H., Mc-
Michael, Lissen, Utility, R.I.,
Bowyer -Lowe, Forms, Brunet,
Ormond, Newey, P. and M.,
T.C.C., etc., etc.

ORDERS BY POST MUST BE
ACCOMPANIED BY SUFFI-
CIENT TO PAY POSTAL

CHARGES.

Ormond Products.
SQUARE LAW LOW -LOSS.
.0005, 9/6..0003, 8/8 (1/8 each
less no vernier). FRICTION
GEARED, .0005, 15/-; .0003,
14/6; 00025,13/6,. STRAIGHT
LINE FREQUENCY FRICTION
GEARED. .0005, 20/- ; .00035,
19/6. S.L.P. .0005, 12/- ; .00020,
11/. SQ. LAW LOW -LOSS
DUAL, .0005, for Elstree Six.
1611 each ORMOND FRIC-
TION DIAL, 10/8, FILAMENT
RHEOSTATS DUAL, 2/8; 6
ohms or 30 ohms, 2/-. POTEN-
TIOMETER, 400 ohms, 2/6,
L.F. SHROUDED, latest model,
17/6.
OUR NOTED ONE VALVE and
CRYSTAL SET, in solid polished
cabinet, complete with valves.
'phones, H.T.and L.T. Units,
Aerial Equipment, Daventry
Coil. Extraordinary value,
45/11. Carriage, 2/,
ASTOUNDING 2 Valve Am -
VALUE In L.F. plifier, 25/11.
Amplifiers in or COMPLETE
handsome with valves,
polished box, H.T. and L.T.

valve, 16/11. Units, 44/6.
Carriage, 1/6. Carriage, 2/.
EVERYTHING 'n Demand

Stocked for Wireless.

IGRANIC TRIPLE - HONEY-
COMB INDUCTANCE COILS,
30, 2/9 : 40, 2/9 ; 50. 2/9 ; 60.
3/- ; 75, 3/3 ; 100, 2/6 ; 150.
3/9: 200, 4/-; 250, 4/8; 500,
4/9; 400, 5/6; 500, 7/-; 750,
9/8; 1.250, 14/-; 1,100, 181-.
Unitnne Ap. F. Coupler, 250/
200 B.. 4/6. Micro Condenser,
.00004, 5/6. Dial, 1/- extra.
Vernier Balancing Do., 5/6
Indiagraph Vernier Knob and
Dial 7/8, Microvern, 8/6. "E"
Type L. F. Transformers. latest
shrouded model 3-1, 15/-;
6.1, 16/-. All parts available
stocked.

ASHLEY PLUGS AND JACKS.
-Fit panels d to thick, one
hole fixing. 5.0.0., 1/3 ; S.C.C.,
1/6; D.C.. 1/9; F.S.C.. 1/9;
F.D.C., 2/3: Phone Plugs, 1/8.
Post extra.
EXIDE H.T. ACCUMULATORS,
20 v., Unit, 15/- (not sent by
post).

H.T. BATTERIES.
EVEREADY 60 v., 12/6 ; 108 v.
21/-, L.T. 3 for D.E. Valves, 7/6,
SIEMENS H.T., 60 v., 12/6.
Hehessen's 60 v., 14/6, Various
1.5 D.E. Batteries, 1/6 to 2/8.
EBONITE-" Grade A," cut
while you wait, 3/16 at half-
penny per eq. inch. 1 tn. at
three farthings.

HEADPHONES
All 4.000 ohms.

N. & K. STANDARD PAT-
TERN 'PHONES. Superb Tone
4,000 ohms. Special Price,
7/11 pair. N. & K. GENUINE
New lightweights, 11/6. Extra
quality do., 13/8. DR.
NESPER, unapproachable
value, adjustable, 12/11.
TELEFUNKEN. Adjustable,
genuine. (20/- model).
limited number at 14/11.
" BRUNET," stood the
test of years, need no boost-
ing, 11/9, 12/11, 14/6. 3
models. ERICSSON EV CON-
TINENTAL, Mill as good as
ever, exquisite tone, sample
pair, 8/1.

BRITISH HEADPHONES.
BROWN'S FEATHERWEIGHT
20/-. BROWN'S A TYPE
(Reed), 30/-. B.T.H., 20/-.
STERLING, 20/-, WESTERN
ELECTRIC. 20/-. All makes
stocked.
CHOKES. --Cosmos H.F., 6/6
Lissen H.F. or L.P., 10/- each.
Success L.F. or H.F., 10/- each.
A.J.S., 15/-, with Unit, 20/.

WARNING.
SEE K. RAYMOND'S NAME
ON PREMISES. THIS WILL
ASSURE YOU GETTING THE

GOODS I ADVERTISE.
PLEASE ASK "IS THIS

RAYMOND'S P "

CALLER'S COLUMN
NOT SENT BY POST,

Switch Spade Terminals for
H.T., L.T., etc., 1/6 pair. Spade
tags, 6 a ld. Spade screws, 6 for
lid., Red or Black, 3d, pair.
ins. staples, 5 a Id. Ormond
screws and nuts, 2 a ld. Switch
arms and studs, 1/-, Nickel, 1/4.
Wander plugs, 24., 3d., 9d. pair.
Plug and socket, red and black,
3d. to 1/- pair. Twin Flex, red
and black, 12 yds., 1/6, Minia.
tore Silk, 6 yds., 8d. Ins, hooks
or egg insulators, 2 for lid.
Aerial wire, 7/22, 100 ft.. 1/11
Extra heavy weight, 21.
Stranded aerial, 100 ft. (49
strands), 1/3. mire, per

lb. reel, 20 g., 9d., 22 g., 10d..
24 g., 11d., 26 g., 1/-, 28 g.;471.
Tinned copper, 1/16 sq. Bus
bar., 12 ft., 8d. Empire tape,
12 yds., 6d. Earth 'Pubes,
Copper, good value, vu,
Climax, 2/3, 5/ -
SPECIAL OFFER In Oak,Ameri-
can Type, hinged lid, Cabinets,
with baseboard for 12 by 7
panels, 8 in. back to front, 9/6.
Also 12 by 9, 10/11; 16 by 8,
16/11.

INDOOR AERIALS.
(Total length, 100 ft.). Wire
4() Strands. Length, 12 ft.,
width, 41 in. Ebonite Insu-
lators, complete with rubber
rings, ready to fix up, 9/6.
VARIOMETERS FOR
Handsome Model, Ball Rotor,
Ebonite, Former wound Silk,
3/11. Our famous wound D.C.C.
Grand Value, 1/9. Both with
knob.
SWITCHES.-D.P.D.T. panel
1/-, S.P.D.T. panel, 9d. On
and off switch, 1/-. Double
Switch, 2/-. Tumbler, Ifs
Push and Pull, 1/.
CRYSTAL SETS. - Handsome
design, for local or Daventry
Station. Everything complete,
ready to fix up, 18/11.
Comprises Set, Coils, Head-
phones, Aerial Equipment.
BATTERY BOXES, 63-v.-
Metal, take 14 batteries, 3/6.
Fitted Clips, Battery Testers,
4d. Bullseye Bulbs. 3d., 6 for
1/3.
EBONITE PANELS 3/16.-For
Crystal Sets, 6 by 6,1/-; 7 by 5,
1/2 ; 8 by 6, 1/6 ; 9 by 6, 1/9.
BROWNIE NO. 2. - Latest
model, 10/6. Complete with
pair of high-class phones, 9,000
ohms, value 8/11. Aerial wire,

Daventry Coil, the lot,
18/11.
SUNDRIES. - Adhesive Tape
(black), 41d. Set of 8 drills
1/3. Bet of 5 Spanners, 6d.
Oct of Taps, 1/11. (0.B.A. 2.
4, 6 B.A.). Screwdrivers, 81.1,Soldering Irons, 8d. 2 13.A,
Rod, 21d. Wander Plugs, paii.
21d. Extra quality, pair, 41d.
and 8d. Valve windows, 80.
Basket Holders, 101d. Extra
quality, 1/-. D.P.D.T., on
china base, 1/. S.P.D.T. on
china base, 9d. and 1/,. 6 -ft.
Phone Cords, 1/3. Loud
Speaker Cords, 1/9 and 1/11.
4.6 Flash Lamp Batteries, 6d.
fine, G for 2/6. " A.B.," 3 for
1/-; 4 for 1/3. Various, per
dozen, 3/8, 3;9, 3/11, 4/3.
DETECTORS on base. Enclosed
Brass, 1/-, 1/3. Do., Nickel
fittings, 1/6, 1/9. Micrometer,
1/9, 1/11.
H.T. BATTERIES.-Crown Polo
60 v., 8/11 ; Grid Bias, 9 volts,
Tapped 11 v., 1/3, 1/8. All
well-known makes stocked.
L.P. TRANSFORMERS.-
Standard Ormond, 13/11;
"Kay Ray," 5-1, 11/9; Croix,
5-1, 4/6; Wates' Super pattern,
7/11.
BRASS PARTS, ETC. - Termi-
nals, nut and washer, W.O.
Pillar, phone, doz., 1/-. Nickel
Ditto, doz., 1/4. Studs com-
plete, by 1, doz., 84.

BARGAIN DEPT.
Huge quantities of window.
rolled and goods which have
been taken in exchange for
sale at ridiculous prices. Bar

gains not sent by post.
ABOVE CALLERS ONLY.

SETS OF PARTS.
ELSTREFLEX. SOLODYNE.
ELSTREE SIX. MAGIC FIVE.
MEWFLEX. 1927 FIVE.

Two Valve Reinert..
Slight delay screened coils.

In replying to adver

K. RAYMOND
OPEN

9 to 8 Daily.
9 to 9 Saturday.
11 to 1 Sunday.

27 and 28a, LISLE STREET,
Ge:':,;!:;n:i37. LEICESTER SQUARE. W.C.2.

1 MIN. LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE. OPPOSITE DALY'S GALLERY DOOR.
tisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 59
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Sir Oliver Lodge

LODGE

[RC (UHT

IMPORTANT
NOTICE

Having acquired the World Rights for Sir Oliver Lodge's famous
" N " Circuit we desire to state that we assume all responsibility
under the CLEARTRON Ironclad Guarantee for the performance
of all sets made by us or in accordance with the diagrams furnished
with CLEARTRON-Lodge "N " Constructor Kits containing the
components selected and approved by the inventors-and royalty paid.
Any sets made up otherwise than in accordance with the foregoing
carry no guarantee, and no authorisation of Sir Oliver Lodge.
Unless the " Lodge " royalty is paid the manufacture of these
Circuits constitutes the Lodge Patents owned
by " CLEARTRON."

CHIEF FEATURES:
Non -radiating,
Non -interfering.
Great volume,
Extreme purity,
Keenly selective,
Highly sensitive.

Also
Home

Constructor Kits
complete

2 -Valve - £6.6.0
3 -Valve - £8.8.0

plus Royalties and
Valves.

2 -VALVE MODEL com-
plete with all accessories

EIS . 15 . 0
including all Royalties

3 -VALVE MODEL com-
plete with all accessories

£19 . 19 . 0
including all Royalties

or with CLEARTRON'S
NOVEL SERVICE

PLAN on Easy Monthly
Payments.

Dial
Control.

Send for Lodge "N" Booklet post free.
All LODGE "N" CIRCUITS are fitted with

CLEAR-TROIA NEW
926/27MODEL

VALVE%
and backed by Cleartron's Ironclad Guarantee.

CLCARTIROINI RADIO LLI'D
ONE, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1. Works: Birmingham
Telephone: Regent 223112. Telegrams: "Cleartron, Westrand, Lendon-

mosemossiessolh
C.T.63.

November, 1926

A USEFUL HINT
eMMVOC3e3)&3e0s84,cgEgE606AD

SOLDERING TO
q;4

C?. ZINC

C3GG'Z'W9c1W9GOG;TitZt29c8cfgra

CONSTRUCTORS who have tried
to solder wires to zinc tags, as
for instance when making the

connections between the cells of a
home-made Leclanche battery, will
very likely have found that it is not
at all easy to avoid melting the zinc
tags. This difficulty also applies when
soldering on connections to the zinc
containers of dry battery cells, such
as are used for grid or high-tension
batteries. If the soldering iron is hot
enough to do its work quickly, the
least touch of it on the zinc will
usually melt the latter, while if it is
cooler the solder will not run.

Preparing the Zinc

Special fluxes may be obtained for
soldering to zinc, but in default of
these one of the usual paste fluxes,
such as FInxite, will be found quite
suitable. Resin is not much use for
this work.

To solder a wire to zinc without any
danger of melting it, the following
procedure may be adopted. Clean the
surface of the zinc with a piece of
emery cloth and put on it a trace of
flux. Then make the soldering iron
quite hot and apply the stick of
solder to its tinned face until quite
a large blob has run on to it.

The Point to Watch

Now bring the blob of solder on the
iron into contact with the cleaned
surface of the zinc, being very careful
to let only the Wok of solder, and not
the iron itself, come into contact with
the zinc. In a few seconds the solder
will run on to the zinc and take. The
connecting wire may then be tinned
and. placed in position on the zinc,
when a further application of the iron
in exactly the same way as before, the
solder blob being the only thing _to
touch the zinc, will result in a good
joint being made. There will be no
danger of the zinc melting even if
the iron is held close to it for some
time, so long as it does not come into
actual contact with it.

A. V. D. H.

In the table of " Drill Sizes " given
on the concluding page of the Free
Gift Booklet, " How to Build Your
Own Wireless Set," presented with the
last issue of Tam WirtytysS CON-
STRUCTOR, the third heading, " Tap-
ping Size, Morse or ins.," should read
" Clearing Size, Morse or ins."

60 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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The New Combination
Lotus Grid Leak

and Buoyancy

Valve
,,c.,,,s

-

Holder
4...e.,,c44.

sir, __
.,.. 111110, .1c) sID

cr 610
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The Grid Leak N not dis-
cernible, being totally
enclosed in Bakelite
Valve colder Bane.

Yet Another
LOTUS Triumph

in Component Design
Like all other LOTUS Components,
the new Combination Grid Leak and
Valve Holder is guaranteed efficient
in construction and design. It
eliminates unnecessary wiring and
soldering, and makes for economy in

cost and space. .

Ordinary Terminal Valve Combination Grid Leak
Holder, 2s. 6d. and terminal Valve Holder,

Without terminals, 2s. 3d. 3s. 9 d .

All

j
Anti.Microphonic

(nous
Type.

Combination

GRID LEAK BUOYANCY VALVE HOLDER
Anti-Microphonic.

From all Radio Dealers. Write for List.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

Makers of the famous Vernier Coil Holders.

006
003
025

-the Ericsson
Dual Rheostat
controls them all

For wonderfully power -
pa amplification, fill

Ericsson Transformers.
Made in a bandy eine for
convenience In construct-
ing. Made In two ration.

1 2, 1 : 4
Guaranteed free
free. distortion.

17/6
r 67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Don't be tied down to one
type of valve-put Ericsson
Dual Rheostats on your
panel. Then you can use
any type, any amperage
with the certainty that they
will at the same time get the
proper amount of " juice,"
and yet be free from the
over -running danger.
A beautifully made piece of
apparatus-velvety, smooth
in action - complete with
knob, dial pointer and fixing
screws. As fitted on most
up-to-date modern sets. Fit
them on yours to -day. Price
8/6 at all good dealers.
If unable to obtain locally
write us to -day sending nano
of dealer.

Otb

TELEPHONES, Ltd.
ERICSSON

COMPONENTS.
6Ticeo'im,aVessortveliesem.e

In replying to advertisers, tlease na ention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUrTnn, 63
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There are three kinds
of Variable Condensers
here are the results you'll get from each

No.
Ordinary Condenser

(Straight line capacity)

the ordinary Variable Condenser
as used in the vast majority of
Wireless sets jumbles together no
less than 51 wavelengths (of to
kilocycles separation) in the first
15 degrees of dial setting ; while
the remaining 85 degrees of the
dial cover only 49 wavelengths.
This might have been good
enough in the early days when
any sort of receipt" on was grate-
fully received. But science has
moved since then and there is
no longer any need for your set
to remain an obsolete jumble of
conflicting and jamming stations.

No. 2
Square Law Condenser

(Straight line Wave -length)

The square law condenser made a
serious-if not very successful-
attempt to overcome this aerial
traffic tangle. But even this type of
condenser bundles together into
the first 15 degrees no less than 3G
wave lengths (nearly 21 stations to
every degree of dial setting) and
thus falls far short of solving the
tuning riddle with which every
ambitious Set user is confronted.
As a proof of this it should not be
forgotten that square law conden-
sers have been available on the
market for more than a year-yet
selection has been just as difficult
to obtain.

and the Eureka Ortho-cyclic
1\TOW comes the new prin-

ciple of tuning by which,
with the Eureka Ortho-cyclic
Condenser, a definite separa-
tion of wavelengths evenly
and exactly over the whole
scale is accomplished. By this
new principle of design each
movement of one degree of
dial setting (with ioo' dial)

gives a definite separation of
ten kilocycles over the whole
scale.
Thus, instead of 51 conflicting
wavelengths in the first 15
degrees, you get exactly 15
wave lengths in 15 degrees.
And so on, right through the
scale, the same exactitude of
station separation is maintained

In this way scrambling and
crowding of stations is entirely
eliminated ; tuning is made
easier, more regular and more
certain. Vernier plates are
rendered obsolete and the dan-
ger of stations heterodyning
each other at the cost of purity
in your reception is materially
reduced.

Which kind does your Set deserve?
IF you possess a Set capable of receiving

distant stations, that Set deserves Eureka
Ortho-cyclics. The true pleasures of
distant reception are only possible where
the Ortho-cyclic principle of tuning is em-
ployed. Take out your obsolete Condensers
and replace them with these beautifully
made Eureka Ortho-cyclics.
Owing to their compactness they require

Prices
0003 mfds 14/6
0005 mfds 15/6

only a panel depth of 2 inches-they can
132 fitted in a few minutes by either one -
hole fixing or four -point mounting, which-
ever method you prefer. Ball-bearing-
superbly finished-they representa standard
of efficiency far in advance of present-day
levels. Ask your Dealer to show you one-
you'll be proud to see such an out-
standing example of British workmanship.

Equip your Set also
with Eureka Trans-
formers and Coils.

ORTHO-CYCLIC
Manufactured only by Portable Utilities Co. Ltd. (Eureka Radio Products) 8 Fisher Street, W.C..r

62 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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WORKSHOP HINTS
FOR THE

HOME CONSTRUCTOR

The Soldering Question-A Fine Keyhole Saw-For Slow-motion Dials-Countersinks-Useful Gauges.

THE SOLDERING QUESTION

CONSTRUCTORS of wireless gear
are divided at present into two

camps, one of which favours soldered
joints whilst the other is strongly
opposed to their use. Though I was
at one time a strong supporter of the
use of solder wherever possible for
making joints, I must confess that my
faith in this form of connection has
slowly waned. Theoretically it would
seem that for connections in high -
frequency circuits, at any rate, where
it is essential to eliminate all possible
sources of resistance, the soldered
joint should be superior to the screw -
down connection. In the perfect
soldered joint there should be an
amalgamation between the surfaces of
the metals and the solder itself, and
a connection of very low resistance

VfACKSAW CUT

1::

III

11141

111111

11111111111111111111111

LEAD

Fig. 1.-This method of adapting a
terminal for connections is easiest with

2 B.A. shanks.

should result. There can be little
doubt that this actually takes place
when the joint is first made, but the
most important question is-how long
does this almost ideal state endure?

Deterioration
The other day I undertook the job of

dismantling a receiving set made two
or three years ago in which solder had
been used throughout, resin having

been employed as a flux. One would
have expected to find the joints in per-
fect condition, but this is far from
what had happened. There was no
need to use a hot soldering iron in
order to disconnect leads from the tips
of terminals or even from other wires;
only a small amount of force was
actually needed to pull them apart;
there was in fact hardly a joint that
could be classed as sound in the whole
piece of apparatus. But I would like
to emphasise the fact that the surfaces
had been properly cleaned before sol-
dering was done, that a hot iron had

\ been used, that the flux was of the
least " active " kind, and that all were
originally thoroughly good joints.

Chemical Action

Yet when they were pulled apart it
was clear that the majority of them
were in a thoroughly unsatisfactory
condition from a wireless point of
view. The solder was white and
powdery looking, and it was obvious
that chemical action had taken place.
I have no doubt that many readers
must have come across instances of
receiving sets falling off in their per-
formances when they have been in use
for some time. Such a falling off is
often ascribed to a variety of causes,
such as the deterioration of the ebonite
under the influence of light, the
formation on insulating surfaces of a
semi -conducting coating of dust
mingled with moisture and the like.
When, however, a receiving set shows
signs of declining sensitiveness, of a
loss of selectivity and of kindred
symptoms, ite. can often be restored to
its original efficiency by the simple
process of applying a hot iron to each
of the soldered joints, so that the
solder is made to run and afterwards
allowed to set again. This seems
pretty conclusive proof that the
soldered joint is hardly stable enough

for use in wireless apparatus where
long service is expected.

When one comes to think of it, it is
not surprising that action should take
place in time in a soldered joint, since
so many dissimilar metals are involved.
In the solder itself we have lead and
tin, whilst if we fix a wire to a ter-
minal we are dealing with copper in
the wire itself and with an alloy of
copper and zinc in the brass terminal.
In the finished joint there are thus
lead, tin, copper and zinc, all of them
probably containing slight impurities
and possibly traces of yet other metals.

What Can We Substitute ?
If we condemn soldering for wireless

purposes, what are we to substitute
in its stead? My own belief is that
in the near future we shall probably
employ spot-welding. There is no
reason why a simple little apparatus
enabling the home constructor to carry

Fig. 2.-A closed loop at the end of the
wire gripped tightly between two nuts

makes a good connection.

out this highly efficient form of joint-
ing should not become available, but
at present it is a job that compara-
tively few readers will be able to
undertake. Meantime, a method which
I have found very satisfactory is that
seen in Fig. 1. The shank of the ter-
minal is split for about half an inch
down from its point by means of a
jeweller's or dentist's hacksaw. A nut
is then started on the threads and the
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COMPONENTS
are always dependable
Although the well,known Utility Components have been greatly
reduced in price, users can implicitly depend upon their
efficiency and satisfactory service. The "Utility" Specialities
on view at the recent National Radio Exhibition completely
demonstrated their superiority in soundness of workmanship, quality
of material, and utility of design.
And, remember, our guarantee to repair or replace defective parts
free of charge still maintains.
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All Go -Ahead Dealers stock " Utility."
Ask for particulars.

WILKINS &WRIGAIT Liz
KENYON ST.

61

BIRMINGHAM

WHY AN AERIAL?
THE

CURTIS MUcti-. SUPER NET. 8
GUARANTEES

FULL LOUD SPEAKER STRENGTH WITH PER-
FECT TONAL REPRODUCTION FROM ALL
EUROPEAN BROADCASTING STATIONS WITH

A FRAME AERIAL.

2 RECEIVERS IN ONE:-
A REGENERATIVE CIRCUIT of two or three Valves
for Loud Speaker reproduction from Local Station.
A SUPER HETRODYNE CIRCUIT of 7 or 8
Valves for Loud Speaker Reproduction of long distance
reception,

Either circuit brought automatically into operation
by a single switch.

AUTOMATIC TUNING. NO SEARCHING.

WE GUARANTEE
Every home constructed Curtis Super Het. to operate
with equal efficiency of our Standard Models, provided
our chart and schedule have been adhered to-THEN

BUILD YOUR OWN

CURTIS ri:B.L.; SUPER HET. 8
WITH

The Curtis Intermediate Unit
4 VALVE, 3 IF and 1 FILTER - £7 10 0.

The Curtis Intermediate Unit is a complete component consist-
ing of the intermediate frequency and filter transformers, with
corresponding valve sockets and accessories. Wired up, boxed,
tested and matched ready for use.
WE HAVE BUILT THE SUPER -HET. FOR YOU.

Home Constructor's Treatise, Tie
contains

1. Circuit Diagrams. 2. Simplified lay -out and wiring chart.
3. Instructions for operation. 4. Complete schedule of components.

1926-1927 CATALOGUES OF DUODYNE
AND CURTIS RECEIVERS AND COM-
PONENTS FREE ON REQUEST.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.
11, RED LION SQUARE, W.C.1
Telephone-Chancery 7543-4. Telegrams-" Paraeurtex."
MANCHESTER - - - 312, DEANSGATE.

Telephone-Central 5095.

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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Workshop Hints-continued

lead is passed through the slot. As
the nut is tightened down the edges of
the slot are pinched firmly on to the
lead, holding it in a grip that is
literally vice -like. Where 4 B.A. ter-
minals are used, rather a fine gauge
of wire must be employed for making

connections, but with 2 B.A. terminals
it is possible to make the cut with an
ordinary hacksaw and to use fairly
stout wire. A simpler connection con-
sists in making at the end of the lead
a loop which is a fairly tight fit for
the shank of the terminal. This is
placed between two nuts, which are
tightly locked together. In making
this connection hold the lower nut with
a flat spanner and turn the upper one
hard down with a box spanner.

eon

A FINE KEYHOLE SAW
HAVING to tackle the other day a

rather awkward little job of
cutting away the superfluous ebonite
from a " finned " former on which a
short-wave coil was to be mounted, I
found myself badly in need of a little
keyhole saw with a fine blade and a
sharp point. There was nothing quite
suitable in the tool box, so something
had to be improvised. This was done

EBONITE

iii:.%///ir-
i !DUN U./

4. .A..scatviro
ROD

Fig. 3. - An easily fitted extension
handle for a condenser dial.

very successfully with a jeweller's
hacksaw blade. Since the backs of
these blades are quite soft, there is no
difficulty in bringing one end to as

' fine a point as may be required with
a. pair of tin shears; if a harder blade
'is used, its 'point can be shaped with
an emery wheel. This having been
done, the blade was mounted in the
universal tool handle-a skeleton iron

affair costing about a shilling-to
which reference was made in these
notes recently.

An Excellent Tool
The effectiveness of the tool so made

surpassed all expectations, for it

enabled

* * *
With the assist-
ance of powerful
transmitting
stations in various
parts of the
world, longitudes
may be checked
with great
accuracy. This
photograph shows
the receiver to be
used for this work
at San Diego,

California.

* * *
the work to be done with

almost incredible ease and quickness.
These keen little blades go through
ebonite almost like a wire through
cheese. Buckling may occur if you are
not careful, but a bent blade can

(a)

,,METAL COUNTERSINK

denser. This fact makes some of these
excellent dials rather difficult to use
for short-wave work. A simple method
of overcoming the difficulty is that
seen in Fig. 3. The knob is removed
and placed boss -uppermost in the drill
vice. A No. 33 drill is then carefully
centred in the recess made for the
spindle and is run right through. The
hole so made is tapped 4 B.A. Into
this is screwed a short length of 4 B.A.
studding, which must not be allowed
to project so far into the recess as to
prevent the knob from going properly
on to its spindle. The studding is
locked in place by means of a nut.
In one end of a piece of Finch
round ebonite rod a central 4 B.A.
tapped hole is made, after which the
rod is screwed tightly onto the pro-
jecting end of the studding. If de-
sired, a short piece of 2 B.A. studding
may be screwed into the other end of
the rod and a standard knob mounted
with its aid. The only difficulty that
the constructor may find in making
these extension handles, which are
useful for. a variety of purposes other
than that indicated, lies in marking
the hole made in the ebonite rod truly
central. So long as the rod itself is
4traight, this is quite a simple busi-
ness, if the tip mentioned a month or
two ago in these notes is adopted; the

TAW -FLUTE COUNTERSINK Rost HEADHEAD CthNreRSINK'

Fig. 4.-Countersinks (b) and (c) will be found most suitable for use
on ebonite.

always be straightened with a hammer,
whilst should the point break off it is
the work of a moment to re -shape the
tool. The great secret of using such
an improvised keyhole saw is to start
by pushing the blade as far as it will
go into the handle, allowing only about
24 inches to project. If the point
breaks off, you can pull out a little
more of the blade, from your reserve
within the handle, to allow for the loss
in length when repointing has been
done.

FOR SLOW-MOTION DIALS

TN certain types of slow-motion dial,
-11- in which a small pulley wheel
actuated by the knob drives a metal
disc connected to the condenser
spindle, hand -capacity effects may be
found rather a nuisance when certain
kinds of circuit are in use. The reason
is that the small spindle within the
knob is in electrical contact via the
pulley, the disc and the main spindle
with the moving plates of the con -

work is placed in the chuck of the
bench or the hand drill and spun
rapidly; it is then quite easy to mark
the centre with a pencil.

* *
COUNTERSINKS

MANY constructors find it difficult
to do countersinking easily and

quickly. This is largely because they
do not employ the best tool for the
purpose. If an ordinary metal counter-
sink, such as that seen in Fig. 4a, is
used the type required is that which
has a 90 -degree bevel. For ebonite
working, however, I find either no
two -flute countersink (Fig. 4b), or the
rose head, better than the tool de-
signed for metal working, for both
seem to cut ebonite more quickly and
cleanly without any tendency either to
polish or to tear the material. One
great advantage of the two -flute type
is that when it becomes blunt it can
be sharpened without difficulty with'
a fine file. If a rose head is chosen;
it should be of small size with a large
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. Lightning
Arrestor --

Earth -

EELX

SAFETY SWITCH
The Eelex safety switch, the latest develop-
ment in Safety First devices, enables the
operator to earth the aerial outside the house.
By pushing the knob the set is at once
connected to the aerial. A pull instantly
disconnects the set from the aerial system,
automatically earthing the aerial.

The spark gap provides
ample means of by-
passing any electrical
discharge which may
occur while the set is
in operation.

Stand No. 9. Birm
Ingham Exhibition.
Stand No. 27. Blan-
chester Exhibition.

Sunk Socket to
take T14 ping
to Aerial of Set,

Write forfor full particulars to

6" Tube
PRICE

/6
12" . 6/6
18"- 7/6

118, BUNI-1 ILL ROW, E.G.

WORKSHOP HINTS -continued

number of ribs. One of the most
satisfactory that I have ever had for
ebonite working I bought at Wool-
worth's for sixpence! Given the right
kind of tool, there is no difficulty at
all about letting screws neatly into
panels. A few experiments should be
made first of all with a piece of scrap
ebonite to discover the best speed for
the tool, that is, the speed at which
it makes the cleanest and easiest cut.
If you are careful to apply the same
amount of pressure every time, you
will net find it hard to get the heads
of all screws flush with the surface of
the panel. Whilst experimenting with
your piece of scrap ebonite, count the
turns that you make with the crank
and ascertain the number required to
sink 2, 4 and 6 B.A. screws to the
proper level. This done, you then
remember the numbers recorded in
order to he able to do neat and accu-
rate work whenever countersinking is
undertaken in future.

" WIRELESS "
THE ONE- WORD WEEKLY
Every Tuesday. Price 2d,

November, 1926

otv'eliene
for 1-

You can now buy Newey
Snap Terminals, !.tuds,
Rdapters, hone connec-
tors, ltultiple t onnectors,
etc., for ld. each (Nickel
plated lid.), a trifling sum
for such additional con-
venience and assurance of
perfect contact.
I xperimental Sets in boxes,
Irass - - 16 each.
Nickel Hated - 2,-

Adop'ers are suppled in
Sizes No. 2 & No. 4. B.A.
PETTIGREW & MER-
RIMAN (1925), LTD.,
Phonos House, 2 & 4, Buck-SNAPnallS treet. New Oxford Street,

TERMINALS LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephone -Gerrard 4248-49

WET H.T. BATTERIES
British made (round or square) Leclanehe Glass Jars,
21 s if x If, for wet D.T. Units. Waxed, 113 doz.,
plain, 1/- doz. Eines, 1/. doz. Grade 1 Sacs, 1/6 doz.
Grade 2 Sacs, 1/3 doz. Carriage and packing extra.
Eton Glass Battery Co., 46 St. Mary's Rd., Layton, E.10

-FOR EVERY STAR SET--

E
THE JB S.L.W.

S.B.
LOW LOSS

GEARED
VERNIER
(60 to 1).

.001 - 17/8
-00075 - 16/3
.0005 - 15/-
.0003 - 13/6
00025 - 13/3
0002 - 13/-
.0001 - 12/ -

[Pat. No.
246509].

J. B. LOW
LOSS.

.001 - 13/-

.00075 - 11/3
.0095 - 10/6
.0003 - 9/-
.00035 8/9
.0002 - 8/6
.0001 8/3

`JACKSON" CONDENSERS
As used in

THE "SPANSPACE THREE."
The New J.B. S.L.F. Condenser is made on lines
similar to our Low Loss Type (Pat. No. 241805). In
addition, its many excellent new features include
Special Bearings Top and Bottom which ehminate
springs. Side and End play in the centre spindle is
impossible. The Top Bearing is of large diameter and
friction -lined, which ensures an absolutely smooth
movement. The brass vanes are supported at tips ro
ensure accurate spacing. End plates are highly
polished and all fittings are heavily nickel -plated.
For the "ELSTREE SIX" .0005 dual Condenser,

complete with 4" Bakelite dial ... 21/. each.
For the "SOLODYNE" gang controlled .0009

Condensers, complete unit less dial ... £2 7 6 each.
For the " DISTAFLEX ".000g dual Condenser, complete

with 4' Bak lite dial ... .. 21/. each.
For the "MEWFLEX" .0005 dual Condenser, complete

with 4" Bakelite dial ... ... 21/. each.
For the "ELSTREFLEX" .0005 dual Condenser,

complete with 4" Bakelite dial ... 21/. each,
For the "NIGHT HAWK" .0005 S.L.F. Condenser,

complete with 4" Bakelite dial 11/6 each.
For the "SPANSPAC.E THREE" .0005 S.L.W. geared

Condenser ... ..  15/-
.0003 S.L.W. geared Condenser, 13/6

THE NEW JB S.L.F,

8. POLAND ST- OXFORD ST
LONDON - W. I

(First Floor)

Uefeptione:-
GEr,RARD 7414

Agents for Holland: Radio Beurs, Papestraat 8, Sgavenhage, Hague, Holland

Fitted with shaft, sold
complete with 4" Dial and
is more compact than most
S.L.F. Condensers.

Retail Prices:
.0005 mfd 11/6
.00035 mfd 10/6

.00025 mfd 10/.

(36 In replying- to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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REDUCED
PRICES

for Clix Taper and
Accessories

NICKEL PLATED

CLIX Plug Sockets
2d. each

CLIX Taper Adapters
1id. each

Insulators, in six
colours, id. each

Bushes, in six col-
ours, Id. per pair

A unique connector with an unlimited
Any number of connections may be made to one point.
Insulators and bushes in six distinctive colours. Termi-
nals eliminated. Tight connections ensured.

OTHER CLIX FITMENTS
CLIX

WANDER PLUGS
Always fit perfectly. They
hold the leads tightly and
make firm contact with
the battery. Nickel
plated. 2d. each.

CLIX
PIN TERMINALS
An exceedingly useful pin
for every purpose. Nickel
plated, insulated red or
black. 2d. each.

CLIX PARALLEL
PLUGS

CLIX PARALLEL
SOCKETS

Present a perfect fit for
use with valve sockets.
Their resiliency ensures
efficient contact. Nickel
plated, red or black.

Plugs, 2d. each
Sockets, id. each

AUTOVEYORS, LIMITED,
84, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.i.

'Phone: Victoria 309. Telegrams: " Autoveyor," Sowest, London.

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Rfgenerative
AERIAL TUNER

T
fIE Efesca Regenerative Aerial Tuning Coil
comprises a coil wound on a cylindrical
former, having an inductance equal to a
whole range of -plug-in type coils, from
No. 3o to No. 300, and by using a .0005

Variable Condenser in parallel, all wave lengths are
covered rom zoo metres to 2,600 metres.

The Coil is tapped at calculated points so that
the inductance, with reference to the capacity
in use, may be had by a simple turn of the switch,
thus enabling the desideratum of maximum induc-
tance with minimum capacity to be far more easily
secured than is possible with fixed coils.

Reaction is effected by employing a rotor, rotating
within a separately wound section of the aerial
coil, so that efficient and easily controlled regenera-
tive effect is obtained over the whole wave band.
The advantages of the Efesca Regenerative Aerial Tuner.

Possesses the tuning range of a whole set of coils in a single self-contained
unit. A turn of the switch covers both low and high wave lengths.

Obviates the bother of choosing coil combinations..
Losses eliminated. Reaction under pert ect control. Convenient to mount

and simple to operate. Price complete 351 -WHOLESALE ONLY.
FALK STADELMANN & CO., LTD.,

83/93, Farringdon Road, E.C.Q.
Ask your Wireless Dealer

or write for Catalogue
No. 573,1 and
Circuits employ-
ing these
components.

(.)7



THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

The Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.
(Hons.), A .C.G.I., D.I.C., A .114.I.E.E.

The Contents for the October issue include:
MORE ABOUT THE ELSTREE " SOLODYNE
HOW TO BUILD AN EIGHT -VALVE

SCREENED -COIL SUPERHETERODYNE
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

MODERN DESIGN IN SIMPLE SETS
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hint.), A.C.G.L,

D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
AN H.T. CHARGING UNIT FOR HOME USE

By the Staff of he Elstree Laboratories.
FURTHER HINTS ON THE " MEWFLEX "
REPRODUCING THE LOW TONES

By CAPT. H. J. ROUND, M.LE.E.

EARN
WI RELESS

Obtainable from all Newsagents, Booksellers or Bookstalls, or direct
from the Publishers, Radio Press, Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London,
W.C.2. Subscription, Rates I5/- per annum (13/6 per annum Canada
and Newfoundland). Lesser periods pro rata.

November, 1926

WITH ISSUE

NOW ON SALE
A WONDERFUL FREE GIFT BOOKLET, THE

RAPID STATION GUIDE, will be presented with
every copy of the October issue of MODERN WIRELESS,
now on sale at all Newsagents, Bookstalls and Booksellers
to -day. The wavelength redistribution of European
stations, which comes into operation on October 55th, will
make this presentation booklet extremely useful to everyone.

BUY YOUR COPY TO -DAY

/1.1
MONTHLY

68
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GEARING AS AN AID TO WIRELESS

By C. P. ALLINSON,

A.M.I.R.E.

With the development of selective receivers needing accurate tuning, a good deal of attention is being- paid to
mechanical devices to assist the operator. Some of the forms which these take and their methods of applica-

tion are described in this article, together with some additional hints for the constructor.

EVERYBODY knows what a gear-
box is and what it does, for
without it motoring would be

a very different matter from what it
is now. In some cars methods are
applied which differ from the conven-
tional gear -box; for instance, the
ubiquitous Ford employs epicyclic
gearing, while in certain older makes
of car a friction reduction drive that
was variable in a number of steps was
used. Similar methods are made use
of for helping the listener to receive
music on his wireless set, and it is
interesting to see in what way these
principles are employed.
MOULDED WINDOW CASING

GEAR//VG

CONTROL KNOB SMALL P/N/ON
Fig. 1.-This form of geared dial is
rotated by means of the small knob at
the bottom, which turns a pinion en-
gaging with the large gear wheel fixed

on the spindle.

Slow -Motion Condensers
The most obvious use for these forms

of reduction gear is in the slow-motion
dial for controlling variable con-
densers. With the increased efficiency
of circuits now in use, the tuning has
automatically become sharper, and
even the most skilled and experienced
experimenters find a vernier control

,of some description helpful at times.

Some fine adjustment dials make use
of straightforward gearing, in which
a small knob used for making accu-
rate adjustments carries a small
pinion which is meshed with a large

-gear wheel fixed to the dial itself. In
some cases the whole mechanism is
cased within a moulded insulating case
which is fixed to the panel, while the
scale of the dial appears through a
small window in this casing. This
form of construction is particularly
favoured by American designers. This
method does not as a rule give a very
large reduction, since mechanical con-
siderations make it a rather difficult
matter.

Avoiding Backlash
There is, however, a dial in which

a reduction ratio f 80 to 1 A ob-
tained by the use of straightforward
gearing, and this is ingeniously
arranged by means of a train of gears.
In order to avoid backlash, these are
carried on jockey arms which hold the
gears in constant mesh by means of
small springs, so that any variation in
the true running of the gears is taken
up automatically.

A different method followed in
several. dials of British construction
is the worm reduction gear. In some
cases the gear with which the worth
engages is fixed rigidly to the dial and
provision is made for engaging And
disengaging the worm, thus allowing
coarse or fine adjustments to be ob-
tained. In others the gear Wheel is
frictionally engaged with the dial, so
that the- spindle of the condenser may
be rotated independently of the fine
adjustment, a separate knob being
provided for this purpose. With this
form of reduction gear a very high
ratio can easily be obtained, and this
may well be in the region of 120 or
even 200 to 1.

Fine Readings
In one make of dial that I have in

mind the small spindle carrying the
worm is provided with a scale en-

graved on the circumference of a small
cylinder affixed to it, which, in con-
junction with a pointer, enables frac-
tions of a degree to be read with ease
and certainty. Backlash, it is clear,

SPRING

CAM

THREADEDRoo

GEAR WHEELS

I

MILLED D/SC

11111111

RIBBER ROLLER

SPRING

PIVOT

- 111111

0

BUSH

Fig. 2.-Some of the mechanical prin-
ciples applied to the slow-motion con-
trol of coil holders are illustrated here
must be obviated with an arrangement
of this description, and in order to do
o the worm drive spindle is spring

loaded so as to keep it always in tight
mesh with the gear wheel.

Most of these dials show a high
degree of mechanical perfection in
their construction, the gear wheels
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Gearing as an Aid to Wireless-continued
being correctly cut and the worms
generated in the proper. manner.

An Ingenious Method
Anotfier method which is extremely

ingenious is employed in an American
dial and also in a British one. This
is what may be termed the " wobble -
plate " method. In the American dial
the reduction is obtained by gearing.
One set of teeth is cut on the inside
of a brass ring within which a slight1N
smaller ring, provided with teeth
on its periphery, can revolve.
This latter is mounted- so that it
is always at an angle to the
outer ring, and the teeth therefore
only mesh at the one point where the
two rings are in contact. A spring
arm rotates on . a track provided on
the smaller ring, this arm being con-
trolled by an insulated knob. As this
knob is turned, the spring arm forces
the skewed ring to mesh with the
internal gear. Since both gears are
cut so as to have a different number of
teeth, the forcing into mesh of the
inner ring with the outer will cause
the latter to be rotated slowly at a
rate equal to the difference between
the pitch of the teeth.

Supposing there are a hundred teeth
on the outer ring and ninety-nine on
the inner One, then one revolution of

CR/O RETURN

Fig. 3. - This simple addition to a
potentiometer will render fine settings

of this control easily possible.
the spring arm (which causes the inner
gear wheel to wobble once) will came
the outer ring to move over a dista.iee
corresponding to one tooth or one -
hundredth of a revolutian.

The British dial employs a somewhat
similar principle, except that friction
drive is incorporated instead of actual
gearing. This dial gives a delightfully
smooth action, and backlash is, of
course, entirely absent.

Friction Methods
Various forms of vernier control

utilise friction entirely. In one case,
for instance, the vernier knob of the
dial is in frictional contact with a
small rubber roller which is inclined
at an angle to it and is fixed to
small shaft carrying another rubber
roller. This presses against the panel
on which the condenser is mounted,
and a reduction ratio in the. neigh-
bourhood of 10 to 1 is obtained. 1 he
dial is simple in construction and
easily fixed, while it has the advantage

that there is nothing to go wrong
with it.

A number of attachments that are
available make use of a rubber roller
which engages with the bevel edge of
the scale and are exceedingly useful
where a large reduction is not re-
quired. They have the advantage of

ing coil is often advisable. An
examination of some of the leading
makes of coil holders shows that 'all
tyRes of gearing are employed.
Straight gears, epicyclic, friction and
worm drives and ingenious cam
arrangements are used, all with the
object of giving positive and accurate

In the American Grebe receiver a form of " reduction gearing "
provided by presenting only the edge of the dial to the hand

the operator.
being cheap to buy and easy to fit to control of the coupling
existing apparatus with a minimum or three coils.
of trouble.

Aerial CouplingIntegral Verniers
A number of makes of variable con-

densers now incorporate some form of
fine adjustment in the condenser it-
self. The most usual form is that in
which an integral vernier is used.
This generally consists of one or two
moving vanes with one or wore fixed
vanes, the moving vanes being con-
trolled independently of the main
bank of moving vanes. As the
capacity range of the vernier portion
of the condenser may be from 1/10th
to 1/20th of the total capacity of the
variable condenser a very fine adjust-
ment is provided. Another method
which is employed is to gear a spindle
carrying the dial and control knob to
the moving spindle of the condenser
either through plain gears or through
a worm reduction gear. A variation
of this method is to provide a separate
control for the vernier adjustment by
means of a small rubber wheel which
is connected to the main spindle by
means of some form of friction drive.
This allows a rough setting, to be
obtained by means of the ordinary
control knob and the final setting is
obtained by the vernier knob.

Application to Coil Holders
A component in which some form of

vernier adjustment is of great use is
in the coil holder. When magnetic
reaction is used, it is necessary in
order that the maximum sensitivity
be obtained that the set be kept just
off the oscillation point, and in order
to do this a fine control of the swing -

is
of

between two°

As regards the coupling between
aerial and grid coils, this is by no
means critical and a vernier adjust -
meta is hardly necessary, nevertheless
there are cases occasionally where it
is an advantage. A very satisfactory
means of getting a fine control is
obtained by .the use of a special cam.
In this type of coil holder one socket
is adjusted by the usual spindle fixed
directly to the coil holder, this giving
the coarse adjustment. The coil
which is usually kept fixed in this case
is free to move and is kept in engage-.
anent with a small eccentric or cam by
means of a stiff spring. It will readily
be appreciated that rotating the cam
gives a very fine control and by this
means the coupling between coils can
be accurately adjusted.

A Variety of Methods
A very simple method of getting the

desired fine adjustment is by means,
of a threaded rod which presses
against the- moving coil socket which,
is held up against the end of the rod
by a spring. This gives a fine con-
tinuous variation of the coupling, but
suffers ,from the disadvantage that if
it is desired to swing the coil over the
whole of its travel it takes some time,
to do so. Various forms of vernier
action that are used are shown sketched
in Fig. 2, and some of the methods
can be applied by the home construetor
who possesses the necessary skill and(
tools.

(Concluded on page 80.)
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1 -HOLE 4 41
ruuxu 1/ u

Only
TAXES DRILLS 916
UP TO 5,16
SIX DRILLS -

Mans -
bridge

6116S. Type.
.25, 1/6 1, 26
.5, 1{0 9, 3/6

For Panels 71n.high
Width 8' HingedLid
Oak 12", 1416 ; 14',

15/-; 18', 16/-.
Mahogany, 1/- extra

12 -CONTACT

2:6

READ THIS. LIST & SAVE MONEY ON COMPONENTS.
ACCUMULATORS.-Exide, D.T.G., 4/6 ; D.F.G., 8/6; W.J., 20 v. H.T. type, 15/-; Oldham

H.T., lad. per volt. complete ; Bums 20 v., 12/-; 10 v., C.; Repairing Outfit, 2/6.
AERIALS. -100 it. 1. in. Copper Tape, 1/6; 7/228 Bright. 2/3; Enamelled, 3/3: Electron,

1/8 ; sup,lid, 2/6; Kam, 2,/6; 0.V., complete, 2/6; Ashton Spreaders, 12'- per pair.
INSULATORS. -Large Shell, 8d. ; Reel or Egg, Id, ; Climax, 641. ; Ditto, with shock ab-

sorbers, 3/- pair; Gal. Pulleys, 4d.; 100 ft. Gat. Straining Wire, 1/6; Straining Rohe, 13d.
BATTERIES. -Reliability, 00 v., 11/-; 60 v., 7/6; 36 v., 4/6; 15 v., 1/16; Ever Ready,

Dellesen, 100 volt., 21/-; 66 v., 12/6; 36 v., 7/6; 41 v. Batteries, 4d.
EBONITE. -Any sloe cut, Clayton brand, 1 in., Id. eq. in. ; 9 in. by 6 in., 2,2 ; 12 in. by 0 in.,

4/6 ; 15 in. by 9 in., 5/6 ; in., 25% less ; Paragon and Radion, 14. per aq. in.
CONDENSERS.-T.ow Lose, Square. Law, with knob and dial, .0005, 5/-; .0003, 4/6; with

Vernier Blade, 1/4 extra ; Twin, .0005 for Eletree Six, unequalled value, 9/6 ; Cyldon Twin
for ditto, -07/6: Ormond, J.B., utility. Sterling, Polar, Foram, /granie, G.E.C., Variable.

FIXED CONDENSERS.-Dubilier, Lissen, Watniel, Mallard, McMichael, at
advertised pricer. Speak] Reliability Fallon, .0003 2.meg. Leak, lit: Cases only, 4d.

L.F. TRANSFORMERS.-R.I. Multi Ratio, 27/6; Marconi Ideal, 30/-; Junior, 16/6; Perrani
A.F.3, 25/-; A.F.4, 17/6; Forme. 10/1: H.T.C. Empire, 7/6; Croix, 5 to 1, 4/-; Liven
New Type, 8/6 ; Icranit. I6/-; Eureka Concert Grand, 25/-; No. 2, 21/-; Baby Grand,
15/-; Ormond, 15/-; Royal, 20/-; Success all black, 21/-; Silvertown, 21/-;
10,-; Brander, 17/6; Burndept,16/6; Special Value, 7/6; Modulation or Telephone types. 7/6.

VALVE HOLDERS.-Antiphonic Benjamin, 2/9; Lotus, 2/3: with terminals, 2/6; Burn -
dent, 2/9; Hartle, 3/6; Reliability Unequalled, 2/-; all baseboard types, ordinary ditto,
6d. ; N.P. Valve Sockets, flush Stung, 16.; Superior Panel Type, 6d.; all Ebonite 10d.

HEADPHONES.-B.T.11., 15/-; Brown's F. Type, 20/-; Reliability, 7/6; Adjustable, 8/-;
Dr. :Keeper, 12/11; T.M.C., 17/6; Western Electric, 20/-; all 4,002 ohms, Sullivan
120 ohm Double Ex -Govt. New, 4/6 ; 120 ohm. Single 'Phone, 2/6 : Long 'Phone Cord, 1/-.

DETECTORS. -R.1., 6/6 and 6/-; Liberty, 3/6; Cat's Eye, 2/6, all permanently set; also
good glass enclosed, 1/-; 5 tested Crystal., 1/-; Neutron, 1/8; Hertz.ite, 6d.

COILROLDERS, 2 Way. -Lotus, 7/-; with long handle, 8/-; Penton geared, Bi-; Polar
Cam Vernier, 6/-; Newsy, 6/6 ; Woodall, 10/6; Reliability geared, 3/6: good quality, 2/6;
Unequalled Value, 2j-; 1 Hole Fixing 3/9, Geared do. 5/-; Vernier Friction Drive type, 3/8

COIL 11017NTS.-Ironeycomb Type Reversible Pine, 64.; Solid Ebonite ditto, U.; Basket
Coilholder, ed. : Horned Coil Plug 8d.; Narrow Ebonite, ed.; Shorting Ping, 7d.

UNEQUALLED VALUES. -Twin Red and Black Flew, 2d. yard ; 46 Pin Conformer and in-
structions, 11-; with handle, 1/3; 30 ohm Resistance, 1/8; N. Plated Valve Windows,
ad. ; lb. Round 1/1,s or I/16s Tinned Copper Wire, 7d. ; Square 24 in. lay 1/16 in. Tinned
Copper Busbar, Id. ; Coil Black Tape, 6d.: 12 yards fin. Empire Tape, 6.1 Box assorted
BA Screws and Nuts, 1/-; Ex -Govt. Standard Telephone Plugs, 1/3; 3 Coils for 5 'CY 3/6.

EXPERIMENTERS' PARCELS. -Accessories of various types, worth 20/-, post paid, 5/6.
VALVES.-Radion All Types, Frelat 2 volt .3 amp, 4/11. All advertised makes stocked.

Send for
RELIABILITY

WIRELESS
GUIDE No.2.

Free
on Request.

7. RADIO HOUSE.
MACAuLwy 57., HUDDERSFIELD

Grams.'7110ROLICI(MIODERSFIELD. Rtllablllty

Orders5/6Value
Carriage Paid.
Under 5,6, 2d.
per o r
Packing, etc.

SIMPLY WONDERFUL!
" The AF3 I have fitted is simply woncl2rful.-

ENGINEER COMMANDER, R.N.

WONDERFULLY SIMPLE!
YOUR RADIO WILL BE IMPROVED

SIMPLY BY SUBSTITUTING

British Made
AUDIO FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMERS
TYPE AF3

FOR THE OTHERS

No better Transformer is
available at any price. 25/-

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR LEAFLET W-491.

FERRANTI LTD., l'.`Ate7,THIN:

No. 1

Things are
not always
what they
seem.

"The Cowl does not
make the Monk"
"THINGS are not always what they seem," says

the old adage. A man may wear cloak and
cowl, yet who can tell he is of the Monastery -

until he probes beneath. Who knows but that the
sacred cowl may be but the shield of an impostor ?
Is there a " Judas " in your Wireless Set ? Those
constant cracklings and that worrying weakening of
your signals -where do you suspect, lies the culprit ?
You examine the components, check over the wiring
-everything seems correct. Are you sure of the
fixed Condenser ? Of all the faults in a Receiver
more are traceable to the fixed condenser than to
any other component. Yet you buy it on faith :
you may have the choice of two Condensers -alike
in outward appearance, except that one bears the
name " T.C.C. stamped upon its case. The un-
named condenser may be nothing but a case shield-
ing inferior materials and bad workmanship -an
impostor. To buy such is false economy.
Although to buy T.C.C. may cost a few pence more
in the first place, it will assuredly save you time,
money and temper, for when you buy a T.C.C. Mica
or Mansbridge Condenser you obtain a prod'ict
behind which is the experience of England's Con-
denser pioneers. Because only the finest materials
available are used, by men with more -than -a -score
years' experience in Condenser manufacturing, you
know you are buying a Component whose capacity
is guaranteed to be within an ace of accuracy, and
that your set will be entirely free from leakage and
all other condenser -troubles.

n T. C. C. Mansbridge Condensers are priced
from 2f.0d. upwards; Mica are from 2s. 4d.

Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd.,
Wales Farm Road, N. Actor;

London, IV.3.
C._1., 5823.

In replying to advertisers, please t tention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 71
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PERFECT CONTACT

maintained
The WATMEL GRID LEAH
possesses a very attractive
feature for Constructors, in
the special contrivance which
automatically takes up
any slackness (due to
wear) in the adjusting
screw, and main-
tains effective
and silent
electrical
contact.

WATMEL VARIABLE
GRID LEAKS AND
ANODE RESISTANCES
Ask your dealer or write direct for full
particulars of all Watmel Products,
including combined Fixed Condensers
and Fixed Grid Leaks, and the Watmel
Auto -Choke.

The WATMEL WIRELESS CO., Ltd.
332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

'Phone: Clerkenncll 7990.

Lancashire, Cheshire and Yorkshire Representative
Mr. J. B. LEVEE, 23, Hartley Street, Levensludine,
Manchester. 'Phone : Heaton Moor 475.

A READER'S
APPRECIATION
000a000,00000g00000

0 THE POWERFUL (Z3

THREE

fAiMM313g3C3. 00800(8300
write to you to give a few

of the stations which I received on my
set, the " Powerful Three -Valve,"
described by Percy W. Harris,
M.I.R.E., in the April, 1925, issue of
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. I live
in the West Riding of Yorkshire,
about twelve or fourteen miles from
Leeds and about forty or just over
from Manchester. My aerial is
screened, the pole at the opposite end
from my set being 27 ft. high. My
thanks to THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,
and good luck in future days.
The stations received were as fol-
low : -Leeds and Bradford, Man-
chester, and Daventry, all on loud-
speaker, and could be heard twenty
yards away; three foreign stations,
which I could not make out, as I could
not recognise the language. Newcastle
on the loud -speaker was about the
same strength as is given by one valve
on the 'phones.

JOSEPH W. SMITH.
Liversedge, Yorks.

November, 1926

yakped
.N5 COOD AS NEW!!

Escort Weco, B.P.'e, and low capacity
types). Minimum D.E. Current 0-16
amps when repaired.

ALL BRIGHT & DULL EMITTERS
Listed at less than 10/-

MINIMUM CHARGE - 51.

VALCOGr

LTD., Dept. C., Tabor
ove Wim bledon. S.W

2 VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35/-
1 -Valve Amplifier 20/-, as new. Valves, D.E. .06 7/-.
Headphones 8/6 pair. New 4 -Volt Accumulator 18/-.
New 80 -Volt H.T , guaranteed, 7/... 2 -Valve All Stn. Set,

AL Approval willingly. Write for free bargain list.
C. Taylor, 57, Studley Road, Stockwell, London.

2 -COIL STAND
Ref. No. C.169
PRICE 5/9

THE LATEST SUCCESS
VELVET VERNIER ACTION.

Also
TRIUMPH VALVE -HOLDER

(Anti-Microphonic] &
TRIUMPH RHEOS AT.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS,
Or send p.c., mentioning Wireless Constructor, to:

A. H. GLACKSON, LTO.,
WHITE HART WORKS, LONDON, N.22.

9r

Special Constructional
Features :

1. High-grade Ebonite Insu-
lating Bar.

2. Rigid Heavy Gauge Main
Frame, placed out of the
magnetic field, avoiding
eddy current losses.

3. Slider Contact, silent in
action and making per-
manent connection to
terminal.

4. One -hole Mounting.
6. Solid Heavy Gauge Brass

Plates giving true lateral
action.

Prices : 1
(Complete with 4

6. Minimum space occupied
at back of panel. 4 in.
dial covers whole Con-

denser.
7. Specially shaped Driving

Cam, by which Straight-
line frequency character -
tribe is obtained.

8. Spool al Compensating
Springs, ensuring per-
manently smooth move-
ment. Backlash cannot
develop.

9. 41u. Dial, divided into 360
degrees for most precise
control and easier tuning.

8/6 .00025 17/6
in. Knob and Dial.)

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY

Revolutionary Design of New
Condenser proves ?Humph

fhe Show/
Many advantages must necessarily result from the revolutionary design
and construction of the Ripaults Lateral Action Condenser. How much
these advantages are appreciated has been proved by the enthusiasm
the Ripaults Condenser aroused at the show amongst constructors of
Sets-both amateurs and manufacturers.
The excellent points of design which are so necessary for the efficient
operation of a commercial Set make Ripaults Lateral Action Condensers
ideal for your own purposes.
So study the unique constructional features listed-and ask yourself
whether you can really afford to leave the tuning circuits of your Set
minus the efficiency given by this triumph in Condenser design.

ipaults
LATERAL ACTION CONDENSER

(PATENT APPLIED FOR)

RIPAULTS, LTD., I, KING'S ROAD, ST. PANCRAS, LONDON, N.W.1. 0
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BENJAMIN
VALVE

HOLDER
complete with Dub her
Fixe i Condens-e ( 00031
and Dumetohm Grid
Leak (2 megohms)-
series or parallel.

Price 7/- each

R" >¢.
No 722i29.

BENJAMIN
Clearer -Tone Anti - Microphonic

VALVE HOLDER
Price 2/9 each

BENJAMIN
VALVE

HOLDER

complete with Dumet-
ohm Grid Leak (2
megohms).

Price 5/3 each

Reg. Design
No. 722528.

FIVE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES :-
(1) Valve sockets and springs are made in one piece, with no joints or rivets to work loose and

cause faulty connections.
(2) Valves are free to float in every direction.
(3) Va,ves can be inserted and removed easily and safely.
(4) Valve legs cannot possibly foul the base -board.
(5) Both terminals and soldering tags are provided.

Patent Nos. 222086-1923, 250431-1925. Registered Design No. 714347.

BENJAMIN Self - Contained RHEOSTAT
The resistance is inside the dial. Nothing behind the
panel except lock -nut and soldering tags. Panel space
saved, wiring and mounting simplified and the appearance
of the panel improved.
Made of genuine Bakelite. Three windings as standard -
6, 15 and 30 ohms.

Price 2/9 each
Patent No. 246435.

BENJAMIN BATTERY SWITCH
A sturdy, positive action switch
for high or low tension. It's
OFF when it's IN, thus pre-
venting the accidental turning

on of current. Single contact,
one -hole fixing.

Price 1/3 each

Ask your dealer or write for particulars.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIMITED
Brantwood Works, Tottenham, London, N.17

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 73
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Bi-duplex-ondini

THE SECRET OF
REAL PURE TONE

It's the Varley Bi-duplex winding that
makes all the difference. Revealed by
the magnifying glass, the secret of that
real pure tone is seen in the perfect
winding, where every turn of bare wire
is separated by pure silk, thereby
preventing all possibility of shorting
between turns, and ensuring that re-
markable constancy of perfect reception
for which the Varley is so famous.
Varley Anode Resistances have figured in all the
big sets of 1926, including the " Elstree
Made in a complete range of sizes up to
250,000 ohms. Descriptive leaflet giving full
particulars of sizes, prices, etc. on application.

The Varley Multi -cellular High Frequency
Choke.

Wonderfully efficient ! Absolutely in a class by
itself. This is the universal opinion of the
Varley H.F. Choke. This new product has been
chosen for " The Night hawk, the "Spanspace
Three," and the Screened Coil Superheterodyne
(Modern Wireless).
Readers will be interested to know that Varley
H.F. Chokes are ideal for the " Elstree Six,"
the "Elstree Solodyne" and the "Davlow Three."

PRICE, complete 9/6.
Descriptive Leaflet on application.

THE VARLEY MAGNET CO.
(Proprietors Oliver Pell Control Ltd.),

Granville House, Arundel Street, London W.C.2.
Telephone: City 3 39 3.

TALKS TO BEGINNERS
(Concluded from page 12)

recently tend to suggest that they will
be much better than we have had
them. I have noticed that they are
tending to be " freaky." On one
night they will be exceedingly good
and the next night very bad, varia-
tions sometimes taking place during
the evening to a very marked degree.
Previous experience has taught me
that a good season is usually preceded
by a good deal of " freaking," so that
I should not be surprised to find that
we have a very good season this
winter. If so, reception conditions in
this country will be very remarkable,
for we now have available receivers
far more efficient and sensitive than
any available during the previous
good seasons.

Don't Blame the Set
Do not be disappointed, then, if

your new set, when tried the first
night, does not bring in as many
stations as you have been led to anti-
cipate, or if you find that the won-
derful results you got on the first
night cannot be repeated a week later
for the benefit of a. friend.

A Curious Phenomenon
There is another phenomenon which

is only just beginning to be observed,
but which is of great interest to the
listener who is keen on long-distance
reception. For some reason or other
-probably reflection from some other
strata in the atmosphere-stations 500
and 600 miles away, or even further,
will come in much better than stations
perhaps 200 miles away. I noticed in
America that listening in the neigh-
bourhood of New York one could
always very easily hear the Chicago
station after dark. If you look upon
a map you will see that Chicago is
some 700 or 800 miles at least from
New York, taking a direct line, but
at the same time stations much nearer
were not audible or, if audible, were
much weaker.

Useful Comparisons
I put this down at the time to some

exceptionally freak conditions per-
taining to the American ether, but on
discussing the matter with Capt.
Round on my return to this country,
ho suggested that if I were to draw
a circle round London of a radius
equal to the distance from New York
to Chicago, and if any stations fell
on the circumference of the circle,
they would probably be found to come
in very well indeed. I did make a
number of observations of this kind,
and then noticed that Madrid, Rome,
Prague and a number of other stations
at a considerable distance from
London came in extraordinarily well
considering their power. Madrid, for
example, can be received almost any
night after dark on the most simple
receivers.

Novembers 1926

Cheaper and
etter Jacks

Ashley Radio Jacks are
made of nickel silver springs,
with pure silver contact and
Bakelite insulation through-
out. Tags are tinned and
spread fan wise for easy

soldering.

Note
the
Prices

SHOWING HOW TAGS ARE FANNED. below :
NW

JACK No. I. SINGLE CIRCUIT (OPEN). 1/3

JACK No. 2. SINGLE CIRCUIT (CLOSED). 1/6

JACK No. 3. DOUBLE CIRCUIT. 1/9

JACK No. 4. FILAMENT SINGLE CONTROL. 1/9

est,==ri

JACK No. 5. FILAMENT DOUBLE CONTROL! 2/3

Telephone Plu

Price 116
Occupies less space than any other plug. Metal
parts highly nickelled and polished. Bakelite insu.
lotion throughout, suitable for spade or pin tags.
and any type of flexible or solid wire connection.

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co. (1925), Ltd.
Finch Place, London Road, Liverpool.
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Make Dour

Dream of
Success

Come True

Some day, you
hope, you will
occupy a good
position- draw

a handsome salary or have a prosperous business of your own.
You dream of the comforts, the privileges, the broad and happy
life that success can generally command.

Don't forget that success has to be fought for. You have to
qualify for it by making yourself more efficient, more resourceful
ithan your fellows of the rank and file. That calls for patient
effort along carefully planned lines.

Get out of the rut by taking an I.C.S. Course. It will provide
you with a sound and practical training in your own home and
your own time, all by correspondence and at a cost well within
your means. There are no real difficulties and no heavy demands
upon your time. The I.C.S. method is simple
and practical. Let us tell you just how you
can use it to your own great advantage.

Write to -day for full information as to how
the I.C.S. can help you in your chosen vocation.
There are 300 I.C.S. Courses, of which the fol-
lowing are the most important groups :-

WIRELESS ENGINEERING (an entirely new Course)
Advertising
Architecture
Building
Commercial Art
Commercial Training
Draughtsmanship

Engineering (all
branches)

French and Spanish
General Education
Market Gardening
Plumbing

The
I. C. S.

is the oldest
and largest

correspondence
school in the

world

Professional Exams.
Salesmanship
Showcard Writing
Textiles
Window Dressing
Woodworking

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.
172, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

COL VERN
SCREENED COIL
LOW LOSS INDUOTANCE FORMER

As will be seen from the above
illustration the Colvern low
loss former conforms to the

standard six -pin base.
Coils when wound are 21" in
diameter, the height of the

former is 2i" only.

ENABLES the set builder
to construct coils, H.F.

Transformers, oscillator
couplers, etc., of the highest
efficiency, conforming to
the new standard windings
and six -pin base. Con-
structed of the highest
quality bakelite, the former
is provided with six ribs
which support the windings
giving the maximum
" Wound on air " effect.

Copper Screen with Standard
6 -pin Base .. 8'6

Screen complete with Base
and unwound Cail .. 12 6

Former and Base, unwound 5,' -
As used in the " Spanspace Three."

Former only .. 4 -

Collinson Precision Screw caw.
Walthamstow, London, E.17.
Provost Works, Macdonald Road.

Telephone-WalikamstoW 532.

ALSO AT 150, RING'S CROSS ROAD, R.W.1

11111111111111111111111111111111'7-
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5/. down and
12 monthly
payments of
five shillings.

"BULLPHONE NIGHTINGALE"

LOUD SPEAKER
CLEAR
TONE.

GREAT
VOLUME.

W. BULLEN

POST your deposit of 5/- now and f;et
by return the famous " Bullphone

Nightingale Loud Speaker.
Individually tested and guaranteed to he superior to
any other Loud Speaker, regardless of price, for finish,
purity and strength of tone and value. Cash Price
60,'-, post free 1. nited Kingdom.

SPECIFICATION. Height 21", Bell Mouth 14"
Nickel Arm and stand. Black crystal bell head, as
photo. Also de luxe model, mahogany finish bell,
same size, 65;'- cash or 10:- deposit. List free.

Dept. 38, HOLYWELL LANE,
W .C.1. LONDON, i.C.2.

1.coilse
this size

wfr

the
would

hold

theta sectirelthe
y

Patent No.
244,251

PRICES :
Two Types :

For outside panel mounting :
Two-way 1/ -
Three -ways .. 10/6

For 'aside baseboard mount-
ing, wit& 0-1a. haralle

Two-way 13/ -

Three -way 12/6

Made by the makers of
the famous Lotus

Buoyancy Valve Holder.

The
Moving Block
Cannot Fall
The vernier movement
comprises three sets
of enclosed precision
machine -cut gears,
and reduces the speed
of the moving block
by eight times.
Side plates, coil blocks
and knobs in artistic
bakelito mouldings.
All metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Made
for left as well as right
hand.

EMUS
cVRRCOIL MOLDERS

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., Liverpool.
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"The finest engineering production of the year "-an
unsolicited testimonial. We reproduce below one of the
numerous letters we have had from users of the Newey 4 -Point
Condenser : in every case there is the same enthusiasm regarding
the perfect design and workmanship of this famous Condenser.

What the Wireless Technical Press thinks of the Newey 4 -Point
Condenser.

"Amateur Wireless." "In construction it is of the ultra low -loss type, and in
this respect it is one of the finest examples we have seen."
"The Broadcaster." "A noticeable feature is the
throughout, and that all rubbing contacts from vanes to connecting terminals
are avoided by the use of soldered flexible wire connections."
"On test wcfound the maximum capacity very close to the nominal ( boo 5mfd.),
while the minimum was lower than that of the usual vane type of condenser.
Testing in critical oscillating circuits, no losses were apparent, while on practi-
cal test in a valve receiver tuning the aerial inductance, the actual performance
was highly satisfactory."

THE NEWEY VERNIER COIL HOLDER.
A perfectly constructed coil holder,
designed for Back of Panel One -hole
fixing, and in addition provided with

lugs for fixing in any posi-
tion on panel. Bakelite
moulding throughout.
Worm geared by means of metal
segment and worm, and fitted
with patent stop plate to prevent
over winding in extreme positions
-gearing ratio 8-i giving fine
critical tuning and permitting the
use of the heaviest coil.

Adapters are supplied in
sizes No. 2 and No. 4 B.A.

PRICE 7/6

NEWEY SNAP TERMINALS
The Terminal with 1,000 uses.

No set complete without them.
The use of these Snap Terminals,
which have been reduced in
price and are now only

Id. each (nickel -plated 1i2 -d.)
ensures Convenience, Simplicity, Multi -

Purpose, Certain Contact, Finish.

Experimental sets in boxes.
Brass 1/6 Nickel plated 2/.

Ask your nearest dealer for the Newey Catalogue of Radio Components.
If you have any difficulty, write direct.

Sole Distributors.

PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN (1925) Ltd., PHONOS HOUSE,
2 & 4, Bucknall, St., New Oxford St., London, W.C.2 (and Branches).
Telephone: Gerrard 4248-49. Telegrams: Merrigrew, Westcent, London.

lllllllllll

FINSTON
Lo -Loss Coils

Combine Efficiency in action with
Strength in construction.

Note the Thumb Grip moulded into
Bakelite base. This means long life, as
it prevents all damage to windings
when plugging in or changing cods.
Coil No. Prices Coil No. Prices

25 1/3 150 2/9
35 1(6 175 3/3
50 1/9 200 3/6
75 2/. 250 3/9

100 2/6 300 4/.
There are other Finston Components as

reliable and economical to buy.
Write for Complete Illustrated Leaflet.

FINSTON MFG. CO., LTD.,
45, Horseferry Road, London, S. W.1

Parrs Ad.

STEEL PLATE
ACCUMULATORS

FOR

HIGH TENSION
Only 1/. per volt.

Absolutely Noiseless.
No Acid. No Fumes.

Last a Lifetime.
BATTERIES, LTD., REDDITCH

OFFICE :-220, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

PERFter CoNTACT
The Etherplus V.C. Rheostat gives
Velvet Contact I There is no other Rheostat
on the market with such a smooth noiseless
movement.

Handsome Pointer Knob fits flush with
engraved dial. Specially designed spring
ensures perfect contact. One hole fixing.

1.1121E.LIS

PRICE
6 ohms or 2/3 each30 ohms

From dealers or from
M. & A. WOLFF,
9-15,Whitecross St., London, E.C.1

RADIO ACCESSORIES
-ENSURE{ PERFECT

RECEPTION

our Tillt01111
FOR CA111 I 1E1
and post to us for FREE list illustrating Cabinets

as shown in " Wireless Constructor," etc., etc.

NAME

ADDRESS.
l ea

(Write in block letters please.)

CARRINGTON MFG. CO., Ltd.
18(20, Normans Buildings,

Mitchell St., Central St., E.C.1
Trade enquiries especially invited.

Telephone: Clerkenwell 6903.
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For " The

P.M.3 Valves
WE have received from Messrs. The

Mullard Radio Valve Co. three
P.M.3 valves. These valves are simi-
lar in appearance and construction to
the P.M.4 valve, and are. designed to
work with a filament potential of 3 to
3.7 volts, with a filament current of
.1 volt. As in the ease of the P.M.4
valve, the filament does not glow
visibly when working.

On test, these valves were found to
be quite satisfactorily uniform, tak-
ing a filament current of .1 of an
ampere at a filament potential of 3 to
3.5 volts, which is well within the
maker's rating.

When measured at an anode poten-
tial of 80 volts, the impedance was
found to be 17,000 ohms in two cases,
and 18,000 in the other, while an
average amplification of 11.6 was ob-
tained.

C.E. Precision Rheostat
WE have received from Messrs. C.

Ede & Co. several of their rheo-
stats for test and report. The
samples submitted are improved models
in which several detailed refinements
have been incorporated. All these
components are constructed on the

Wireless Constructor " at our Elstree Laboratories.

emitter rheostat was found to have a
resistance of 5.5 ohms, while it would
pass a current of .7 amps. without
any appreciable heating. The 30 ohms
resistance was found to have an actual
value of 32 ohms, and this, again,
would pass .5 amps. without over-
heating.

All these rheostats were found to be
silent in operation, and gave smooth
control.

L.F. Transformer
WE have received one of their L.F.-

transformers from Messrs.
Brandes for test and report.

This transformer is of the shrouded
type, ratio 5 to 1, being about 21 in.
by 11 in. and just over 3 in. high.
Four terminals are provided, together
with soldering tags for making con-
nections, while the terminals are
marked giving the actual connections
to be employed, which is a useful fea-
ture.

When placed on test on our standard
transformer test panel it was found
that a degree of amplification some-
what about the average was obtained
in the first stage, the quality of re-
production being very good. Used in
the second- stage, the amplification
obtained was equal to that given by

3

same lines. The resistance winding is
. carried on a fibre former which is bent
around a circular insulating mould-
ing. There is a positive stop both for
on and off positions, and connections
are provided for by means of termi-
nals and soldering tags. One -hole
fixing is employed and a graduated
metal scale is provided with each in-
strument. A small knob and pointer
control the movement of the slider,
which was found to be exceedingly
smooth in action.

When placed on test, the bright-

* CO

The C.E. Pre-
cision Rheostat
submitted for
test by Messrs.
C. Ede & Co.

* * OD

the standard transformer which is
actually of a higher step up ratio than
the transformer under test. The
quality in the second stage was also

very good. The insulation resistance
between primary and secondary was
found to be infinity, and this trans-
former can be thoroughly recom-
mended.

High Tension Accumulator
MESSRS. The General Electric Co.

have submitted to us for test
and report one of their high-tension
accumulators.

This battery is contained in
polished mahogany box, the cells being
carried in a wooden cradle, which can
be lifted out intact for inspecting and
examining the cells. The cells are
tubular in form, each containing a
single positive and negative plate
separated by a corrugated separator.

M . Brandes low -frequency trans-
former is unconventional in appearance.

The whole assembly makes a rigid
workmanlike job.

This H.T. accumulator can be
tapped off at every 2 voles, and it is
possible to obtain two separate H.T.
positive voltages from this battery, by
means of the plugs provided.

This battery is rated by the makers
as having a capacity of 2,000 milli-
ampere hours. The capacity obtained
under severe test conditions was
found to be 1,800 milliampere hours
before the voltage had dropped to
below a satisfactory working value.
Even then the plates were found to be
of a good colour, and the cells
appeared to be in an excellent condi-
tion. This high-tension battery is
excellently constructed, and highly
satisfactory in operation, and we can
thoroughly recommend it for use.

"M.L." L.F. Transformer
MESSRS. St A. SMITH, LTD.,

have sent us one of - their
" M.L." L.F. Transformer§ for test
and report. This instrument, which
is partly shrouded, is of an unconven-
tional design. The core is of very
substantial dimensions, being circular
in form. The upper part of the
instrument consists of black moulded
insulating material carrying four ter -

77.
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Apparatus Tested-continued

minals at the top, each of which is
marked for connections. The whole
instrument is well finished.

When placed on test in our stan-
dard transformer test panel, the
amplification obtained in the first
stage following a valve detector was
found to be a little below average.
The quality was of quite a good order,
but its tone was a trifle thin, though
clear, and with no signs of roughness.

The insulation resistance between
primary and secondary was found to
be infinity, and this component is
soundly constructed.

Radion Valves
E have received a number of

valves from Messrs. R.adions,
Ltd. The D.E. .06 type are 3 -volt
valves, consuming .06 of an ampere,
while the anode potential is rated at
30 to 90 volts. When tested with 80
volts on the anode, an average
impedance of 25,000 ohms was
obtained for several of these valves,
with an amplification factor of 6.3, a
very satisfactory degree of uniformity
being noticed.

When tested in a three -valve set
employing one stage of neutralised
high -frequency amplification, detector
and one stage of low frequency, the
results obtained were quite satisfac-

tory for a low -consumption valve of
this type. Both as detector and low -
frequency amplifier these valves gave
quite a commendable performance.

D.E. .34 Type
The D.E. .34 type are designed to

take a filament current of .34 at a

The "M.L." low -frequency transformer
sent for test by Messrs. S. A. Smith, Ltd.

filament potential of 1.6 to 2 volts.
Under test it was found that 2 volts
were required to pass the rated fila-
ment current while, with 70 volts on

the plate, one of these valves gave an
impedance of 25,000 with a maximum -
amplification factor of 6.3, while the
other gave an impedance of 20,000
ohms with an amplification factor of 3.

When tested in a three -valve
receiver used for the previous test,
these valves were found to function
satisfactorily as H.F. and detector,
the best results being obtained with a
fairly low value of grid -leak.

Power Valve
Another valve produced by this firnt

is the Riidion Pyramid power valve.
This is of the 5.5 -volt type, consuming
a filament current of .34 amperes. It
was actually found that a filament
potential of 5.2 volts was required to
pass the rated current. With an
anode potential of 80 volts an imped-
ance of 11,000 and an amitlification
factor of 6.1 was obtained, while the
valves showed a satisfactory degree of
uniformity.

Tested in the receiver previously
used, excellent results were obtained
with these valves, a degree somewhat
above the average for H.F. amplifica-
tion, being obtained. As a rectifier
these valves gave results up to the
standard whilst for low -frequency
amplification they can certainly be
recommended.

This New Bretwood Component
(STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY CONDENSER)
has all the essentials of a real Low Loss, Slow Motion,
Straight Line Frequency Condenser.

High Class workmanship
and finish.
All parts guaranteed dead
true to within one thou-
sandth of an inch.
Easy to Mount and Connect.

PRICE

17/6

LOW LOSS- Losses
minimised, the supports be-
tween the fixed and moving
plates being two oftly and as
short as possible with very
small area surface of round
design.

STRAIGHT LINE FRE-
QUENCY - Fixed and
moving plates specially de-
signed to give straight line
frequency.

VERNIER -Noiseless
adjustment with a reduction of
go to r, with dial giving 36o
degrees registering in all 3,600
degrees -between minimum and
maximum capacity,

CONSTANCY-This is obtained
through unique and rigid design.

HAND and Body Capacities -
These are completely eliminated by
insulation and the special setting of
vanes.

CALIBRATION of Vernier -
Calibration over the whole vernier by
the automatic indication of numbers
and degrees.

Briti h throughout and carries the Bretwood Guarantee.
Obtainable from most Dealers or from Sole Manufacturers

BRETWOOD LTD.,
12, London Mews, Maple Street, London, W.1.

Parrs Ala

Use 1

Trelleborgs
Guaranteed Genuine

Ebonite Panels
IN STANDARD SIZES

Highly Polished Surface
Write for Price List and Copy of N.P.L. Report.

Trade Orders to-
TRELLEBORGS EBONITE WORKS LTD.

AUDREY HOUSE, ELY PLACE, LONDON, E.C.1

ARTCRAFT Oak or Mahogany Cabi-
nets of Artcraft design

Cabinets and construction are El

credit to the set you build

Sizes of "Artcraft Popular Type " Cabinets

Panel Size Depth

9 X 6 x 6
10 x 8 X 6
12 X 10 x 8
14 X 10 X 8
16 X x 8
18 X 128 X 9

Price in
Oak

60
8/0

12/0
14/0
14/0
21/0

Pricein
Mahog.

10/0
12/0
1610
19,0
19/0
29/0

Baseboards Free. Hinged Lids 1/6 extra

CARRIAGE PAID England & Wale,
Illustrated Catalogue Post Free.

All Radio The ARTCRAFT Co.
Pros Cabinets 1,6, CHERRY ORCHARD RD., CROYDON

AdMinft.
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For Perfect Radio Reception.
FAMOUS " SUCCESS "

SUPER CHOKE

High Impedance Vaiue. Price 18/6
" SUCCESS" SUPER TAPPED CHOKE (4. Tappings)

List No. 132 .. Price 22/6
" SUCCESS" H.F. CHOKE

List No. 126 .. Price 10/6
" SUCCESS" STANDARD L.F. CHOKE

I,ist No. all .. Price 10/6
MANUFACTURED BY

card Fitch, Ltd.
34-36, Aylesbury Street, LONDON, E.C.1

' Phone-Clerkeiswe11 8941.

It

RADIAX
II.aliF.0 L IModern N G Sfo

Circuitsr
These splendid new coils are made in 8 series with 4 wave-
length ranges to cover practically all circuits up to date.
The T.A. TRANSFORMER AND A.A. AERIAL coils are special for
ELSTREE SIX with split secondaries and dual condenser tuning.
The separate coil is thus avoided and a neat efficient unit results.

T.A. Transformer
(3 required) each 1016

A.A. Aerial Transformer
(1 required) 10/6

Leg Bases for above ... 2/8
Dual Condenser, .0005 ... 17/0

SPLIT SI1q114,..0' COILS for Anode
tuning, etc., this is an almost universal type and will be in large
demand this season whenever a single split low loss coil is needed.

150/400 6/9. 300/000 6/9. 600/1200 8/3. 1200/3000 9/0
ClEfOKE 150/4000 metres ... 8/0

Send ld. stamp for lists of above, or 3d. for full illustrated
catalogue of Modern Radio Components.

RA.DIAX Ltd., 44, Accessory House,  Palmer Place,
Holloway, LONDON, N.7.

Parrs dd.

FINSTON
- Fixed Condensers
= This season's improved model

is worthy of replacing any you- may have in your set.
Ruby Mica and Copper Foil. Bakelite
moulding. Quality Terminals and

Sensible Soldering Tags.
Prices :

'0001-2-3-4-5-6 and '001 1."- each

.002-3-4-5 and '005 - 1/9 each
Get them front your Dealer and write
us for Complete Illustrated Folder of all

Finston Components.

FINSTON MFG. CO., LTD.
45, Horseferry Road, London. S.W.1

BUILD YOUR OWN
HIGH TENSION BATTERY 7
ELIMINATOR

',POPULAR

Extract
from

WIRELESS"
Aug. 21st 1926.

"Laboratory Test
Report."

" We have had one of
these instruments (Gol-
tone A.C. Eliminators)
for some time and it
has given perfectly
satisfactory service.

Running costs are
almost negligible and
results equal those
given by battery sup-
plies."

"GOLTONE " CC NSTRUCTIONAL KITS.
(Regd.)

T the request of innumerable Radio Construc-
tors we are now offering " Constructional
Kits " to build the finest H.T. Battery

Eliminators.
The " Kits " are complete with all components

ready for wiring and connecting.
Easily fitted with except onally efficient results.

DIRECT CURRENT
MOL EL

Approx. Voltage Tap-
pings 30, 50, 75, t;0 & 130
volts. 5 separate Tap-
pings, Complete " Kit "
with full wiring instruc-

ALTERNATING
CURRENT MODEL

Approx. voltage tappings 30,
60, 90 and 130 volts. Dual
tappings are taken from each
voltage thus providing 8 separ-
ate tappings. Complete "Kit"
with full wiring instructions.

bons. £4/3/8
£2/5/8

Large 48 -page Catalogue on re-
quest. Tradera should enclose
Business Card for Trade Terms.
"Goltone" Products are stock-
ed by the leading Radio Stores.

Refuse Substitutes.

...---....

Valve extra 18/6.
Please state voltage of t'ghting circuit when ordering,

Pee Catalog. No, R/115 for Ail particulars.

LIANC tit STE R

SHORT-WAVE UNIT
4itantsaall *AAP

'

This unit is designed for building into a short-wave
receiver as the inductance portion. By combinations
of the coils the entire waveband from r5-_ oo metres
can be covered with full efficiency on each stage of
wavebands. The coils themselves are rigid and well
finished, have a minimum of insulation and each turn
is entirely air -spaced.

PRICE 15/6 COMPLETE.
Obtainable from all high-class dealers.

Full instructions and circuit diagram with each unit. Send for

catalogue of this and other " Eddystone" radio products.

STRATTON & CO., LTD., BROMSGROVE ST., BIRMINGHAM.

In
Parrs .id.
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STERLING RECEIVERS
SENSATIONAL OFFER !
Having purchased a large number
of Sterling 2 Valve Loud Speaker
Sets, we are offering them to the
puttlie on unprecedented terms.
A genuine Sterling 2 Valve Loud
Speaker Set complete, ready for Deposit
immediate use with D.E.
.06 Valves, H.T. and LT.'
accumulator, Ariel Equip-
ment and one of our World
Famed De Luxe Excellaite
Loud Speakers. Price
£15 15s. 02., royalties paid.
Terms 15/. Deposit and
12 Monthly Payments
of 20/ -

fiend for one of these
Superb sets at once as the somber for sale is limited, and
when sold cannot be repeated under double the price,

Free Catalogue an Application
The Wireless Distributing Co., Ltd., (Dept. A.C.),

Wireless House, Stoke Newington, N.16

11.11.1111MMIINeMr

FINEST
QUALITY

RADI
COMPONENTS.
EVERY COMPONENT IS

PERFECT.
(REGISTERED

R .D. 40. Perm. Detector 2/- each.

011

Of all High -Class Radio Dealers or Sele Makers :

JEWEL PEN Co. 91,.11° Dept.

ERMONIC

D;11312itiOnal
AERMONIC cost a shilling less-and
they're better. Air -spaced. Anti.
phonic. Beautifully sprung. High
insulation. Splendid new design. So
don't pay more than 1 /9. List free
If pour dealer does not stock, apply to :--

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS, LTD'
246, West Street, SHEFFIELD.

London Agents :
A. F. Bulgin & Co., 10, Carsitor

Street, LONDON, E. C.9

CABINETS
IN THIS ISSUE:

The Spanspace Three, Oak, 20/-; Mahogany, 23/ -
Midget Reflex Rec. Oak, 13/- ; Mahogany, 15/6
The Invalids Three

(folding doors), Oak, 35/-; Mahogany, 38/6
BASEBOARDS AND CARRIAGE INCLUDED.

Paragon guaranteed panels supplied.
H. CATTERMOLE, 227, ANLABY ROAD, HULL.

BUILD YOUR OWN LOUDSPEAKER
WITH A LISSENOLA OR BROWN A
and our COMPONENTS. You can construct yourself a
handsome CONE type LOUDSPEAKER, or any other
approved type, for lees than it would cost you for the
ordinary cheap horn type. You will obtain VOLUME,
CLARITY, and unsurpassed tonal quality. Prices,
particulars and Illustrations for stamp.

TRADE inquiries invited. Tell your dealer.
Goodman's, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4

(Tel.: (Ire 4472.)
Also obtainable/rem Spencer'e 8:oree, 4-5, Mason's Are, B.C.

Gearing as an Aid to Wireless
(Concluded from page 70)

Filament Control
In certain critical circuits there is

need for a vernier control of the fila-
ment current. Such circuits are the
Ultraudion and Mr. A. D. Cowper's
Negadyne. In both these circuits
reaction is controlled by the filament
temperature and it is extremely
important if distant reception is to be
successfully carried out that it be pos-
sible to bring the set just up to the
oscillation point (though without
actually letting it oscillate) and hold
it there.

The usual vernier adjustment on a
filament resistance consists of a single
turn of resistance wire over which a
separate sliding contact can be moved
independently of the main contact.
The adjustment is obtained as a rule
by means of a small knob concentric
with the main control thus allowing
the filament temperature to be
adjusted with great accuracy.

In one ingenious design only one
knob is provided for both coarse and
fine adjustment. Through a certain
angle- the knob varies the resistance
over a short length of wire connected
in series with the main resistance
winding, while on either side of this
degree of travel the rheostat slider is
moved over the main winding in the
usual manner.

A Useful Hint
Another form of control that may

occasionally require fine adjustment
is the potentiometer. An easy method
of obtaining a vernier control is by
connecting a 30 -ohm filament resist-
ance in series with the potentiometer
winding. The method is shown dia-
grammatically in Fig. 3, from which
it will be seen that when the value of
the filament resistance is decreased it
has the effect of bringing the slider
of the potentiometer nearer to the
negative end of the potentiometer.
Since the resistance of every turn
of the filament resistance is probably
about 1/5th of that of the potentio-
meter an adjustment is obtained that
is ,five times as accurate.

Good Control
I have used this scheme with success

in a superheterodyne receiver and it
gave a delightfully smooth and certain
control of oscillation on the long wave
side. It is seldom, however, that such
careful setting of a potentiometer is
required, and it is only necessary in
cases such as that mentioned above
that this device need be made use of.

Since the whole art of obtaining the
best from a receiver lies in making
such adjustments as are required with
exactness, the beginner who has not
yet acquired the skill to do so without
adventitious aid is enabled to call to
his help the resources of mechanical
engineering so that he may, without
difficulty, tune in those elusive dis-
tant stations.

November, 1926

SOLDERING SUPERSEDED
t RISCROS 11 ECTORS

SIMPLE: EASILTAPPLIED: EFFECTIVE: MEAT: ENSURE BETTER RESULTS

11 '.... w.11,411441144. ,"4111,___, onnia.--lit to
wOluk Sri

11

PERFECT JOINTS NICRIBCROS. von EVERY canna.,
Prices from lf. per dos. Send for List.

KEISCROS COMPANY, 50, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W,C.1

BRITISH MA,.
DEC K.° Rept. RADIO PR

K
ODUCYA

REG4 TRADE MARK 

srF

DON'T
BE

PUT
OFF()

ASK TO SEE OUR
S.P.C.O. Price 9d. each.
D.P.C.O. Price 1/6 each.

SEND TOR OUR NEW EiT 410GUES.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS OR

9-H.SUASSTOR S TTTTT Co
TEL HOLBORN 2079 CMANceaV Nana RFC wafts ansiNICK

" 0E.k..K0 eu

EPAI Rs
By specialists skilled

in every form of accurate
and intricate coil winding.

Headphones, Loud Speakers and Transformers
rewound, remagnetised, and reconditioned

EQUAL TO NEW
Owing to the rapid growth of business in oat REPAIRS
Department, we regret that we find it temporarily
impossible to msintain our 24 -hours service, Pending
extension and reorganisation. a delay of a few days

may be unavoidable.
VARLET Magnet Co.
Coil Dept. :
Woolwich,

S.E.18.

Control Ltd.
Oliver Pell

.BROKE
¶' (CHINA*, glass, woad, etc., can be perman-

ently no ruled with Durofix which
makes water and heat -proof re-
pairs of ttemendous strength.

N RAWLPLUG /

D U ROF I X r'le
Sold by Ironmongers, etc. .47'

vs , in tubes bd. and 1/.. each.' r --
The Rawlplug Co., Ltd.

London, S.W. y.
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THE "INVALID'S THREE "
-concluded from page 18

Operation
This receiver requires for its opera-

tion the use of very high -impedance
valves. The detector valve should be
a Benjamin S.P.18 Blue, the Cosmos
Shortpath Blue Spot, the Ediswan
R.C.2, or a similar valve. These
valves all have very high impedances
of the order of 70,000 to 100,000 ohms,
and amplification factors of between
35 and 40.

Valves
A similar valve may be used in the

second stage, but in the particular
case of the receiver under test it was
found that if this was done the second
valve was overloaded. It was neces-
sary, therefore, to utilise a valve
having a slightly lower impedance, and
a Benjamin S.P.18 Green or a Cosmos
Green Spot was found to give better
result* in this stage. The amplifica-
tion obtained from such an arrange-
ment was naturally a little less than
would be obtained if the Blue Spot
valve- had been used in the second
stage, but since the amplification was
more than -was desired, this sacrifice of
signal strength could well be afforded.

The last valve should be any suitable
power valve.

High Tension
The H.T. voltage need not be exces-

sive, and excellent results were
obtained with only 90 volts high ten-
sion. Only one high-tension tapping
is employed, so that the battery is
uniformly discharged. A particularly
interesting point about this receiver is
that the consumption of high-tension
current with all three valves in use,
including a power valve in the last
stage, is only 5 or 6 milliamps. when
the correct. values of grid bias are
used. The grid bias used was 11 volts
en the second valve and 9 volts on
the }act. Of this amount the power
valve is responsible for the greater
part, since the first two valves both
take .7 or .8 of a milliamp. only.

Easy Control
The operation of the receiver is sim-

plicity itself. When the switch- is
pushed in the receiver is connected to
Daventry, and when the switch is
pulled out the local station is received,

To tune in to. Daventry, therefore,
push the switch in and turn the right-
hand dial until Daventry is received.
If necessary, increase the strength a
little with the reaction adjustment,
which is the right hand of the two
reaction condensers. This is all that
is necessary. Now pull the switch out
and tune into the local station on the
left-hand dial, utilising reaction again
if necessary.

The lid of the cabinet may then be
closed, the receiver being subsequently
controlled with the jack and switch
only. The approximate cost of the
components for this set is

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 19o8

TWO NEW CONES
THE

ELIA P TI CON
(Registered Trade -mark)

The handsome cabinet is finished in dark
walnut and will admirably harmonise with
any decorative scheme or furnishings.
The elliptical concavity of this casing re-
flects the full body of sound with wonder-
ful depth and sweetness. The large
vibrating area of the cone, together with a
driving unit of special design, brings
pleasing and natural tone with plenty of
power. The magnets in the cone unit are
very large. There is no diaphragm, but a
small armature which, reacting to the
faintest impulse, faithfully reproduces ex-
trentely low andhightoi es.
Height ins., depth' 7}510ins., width io* ms.

THE
TABLE CONE

(Trade -mark).
The cone is housed in an attractive cabinet
of unique design, which has a walnut
-finish. The circular diaphragm has an -
extremely sensitive driving unit which
brings a wealth of volume with pure
and effortless ease. The magnet in
the cone unit is unusually large. The
instrument is supplied complete with
cord connection, and is a proposi-
tion of excellent value. It has a
genuine claim to be better than
any similar instrument at the price.
Height To inches.,
breadth Tr} ins. at
base, depth 91 ins.

Brandes
From al!), reputable Dealer.

2:15

BRANDES LIMITED, 296 REGENT ST., LONDON, W.i
Service fidvertisissi.7t.
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A Genuine
Spare -time Business
PATENT -PROTECTED ARTICLES

YOU CAN MAKE AT HOME.

Good Profits
Guaranteed !

IF
you are interested in any way in Wireless,

here is a wonderfully Interesting way of
making money in your _mare time. Simply

write for particulars, and by return you will bo
given full details how to make at home a most

marvellously improved
article which reduces
the upkeep costs of all
salve sets, gives
splendidly ef f Icient
service, contains no
harmful ingredients
whatever, and which
Is in enthusiastic demand
all over the country.

NO " PLANT " NEEDED.
-The Kitchen Table or

Any Small Out -building
Can Be Your "Factory."

Is your spare time wasted
time P Why not turn it to
good account and change
the whole of your future
lite for something better

and bigger P

The work is fascinat-
ing. You can put
in just as many or
just as few hours work
per week as you desire.
The children can help.
There is no mess, no
smell, nothing disagree-
able whatever, nor is

there any Inconvenient demand on space. A
spare room, an outhouse, or even your kitchen
table can be used as your "factory "-a factory
without machinery or plant or electric current.
The few simple tools needed you are shown how
to make yourself, or buy for a shilling or two.

Output Easily Sold.

Each article you if
make is protected by
Royal Letters Patent
so that your rights
cannot be infringed.
The market is im-
mense and only one
person per 50,000 of
the population is
granted a licence to
manufacture, thus
giving you a huge
field for sales at a
very big profit. The
articles you can pro-
duce without any
mechanical skill or
talent are manifestly superior in quality and value
for money to anything on the market, and if you
have the least difficulty in disposing of your
output to friends, private owners of wireless sets,
wireless or electrical dealers in your district,
arrangements will be made to take it off your hands,
thus guaranteeing your profits I

Think of what you could do with pounds extra
per week I Think of the delightful hobby you
can pursue instead of finding time hang heavily
on your hands I Think of the new and most inter-
esting field opened to you as a responsible " master
man " I-and do not delay a single moment in
sending the coupon below I

Send this form now for full particulars.

Why not make money this
easy, fascinating way P Remem-
ber that profits are guaranteed,
and that the coupon below
brings you PULL particulars

FREE I

"MAKE -MONEY -AT-HOME"

COUPON.
To THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS

11-K, King's Lynn,
CO.,orfolk.

sire,--Plesse send me et once, and FREE, full details
to bow I can Make Money at Home in my spare time.

1 I enclose 2d. stamps for postage.
; Print your name and address boldly in capitol letters on
  plain sheet of paper and pin this coupon to it.

.
Wireless Contractor,' 15/10/26.

Our Readers'
Views

aow0000-000c0000e000rffi
" SINGERS " BY

WIRELESS
0000000E7)0Z3E7)0000000

Sut,-Now that wireless speakers
have been drilled in the niceties of
pronunciation, what of the sins of the
singers?

When a speaker used one of two
alternative pronunciations for a word
the listener -in did at least know what
he meant. Can the same be said of
the impression left by certain singer's
songs ?

It may appear incredible, but it is a
fact that there are wireless singers
to -day who actually do not trouble
about the words of the songs they sing,
They think of the voice, of how they

Mr. S. Hedgeland has designed a loud-
speaker on ingenious lines, concealing

the mechanism in a picture.
can arrange for a particular effect,
and the result of all this posturing is
quite disastrous for the unhappy
listener -in,

" Nerves " are another frequent
cause of failure. I myself do not
broadcast, but in my gramophone work
I sing into a microphone, and I am
never nervous there unless I have been
away for a time, and then I take per-
haps an hour before I get into my
stride.

Many wireless singers, on the other
hand, do get a fit of nerves when they
remember the millions who are listen-
ing to them, and that makes them go
for the song with too much voice.
Now, economy in voice is the greatest
asset of a wireless artist. A whisper
is beard where a shout would become a
blur, and the singer from whom the
listener -in hears every word is the one

(Contin4ted Olt page 83.)
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-GLASS TUBES
FOR

WET H.T.BATTERIES
Best English Make
at Lowest Prices

I. ISAACS 6 CO.,
North London Glass Bottle Works,

106, Midland Road, N.W.1.
'Phone: Telegrams:

Museum, Isaglasbot, Kincross, London.
4209 Established 100 years.

'WIRELESS
Capable, trustworthy men with spare time who
wish to substantially increase income required
where we are not fully represented. Applicants
must have practical knowledge of installation
of Set and Aerial, be a Householder or live
with parents,. -and be able to give references;
state age and experience. Address Dept. 22,
GENERAL RADIO COMPANY LIMITED,
Radio House, Regent Street, LONDON, W.1.

SOLODYNE built for 12/6
We construct ally Radio Press set at the price of the
components plus 2/6 per valve only. First-class
workmanship.-LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co.,

11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2.
'Phone: City 1977.

AGENTS to sell cheapest and
safest non - pumping

petrolgas lamp ; good income earned convert-
ing paraffin, lamps into 15o c.p, Titus Light.

TITUS, Kingston, BRIGHTON.

o).
CABINETS !
Highly Polished. Trade Marked

and Guaranteed.
Seadinir ON APPROVAL at our

entire risk in safe delivery.
From Stock or Hand -made to

Customers' sizes.

Ealimages per return.
LISTS FREE.

PICKETTS,
(W.Cr.),

Cabinet Works, flexleyheath

T IU M PH
CUSH ION

ANTS -11/1 ICROPHON IC

VALVE -HOLDER
TESTthis new !,:f -t-;:,..
holder alongside .

vany Ot her, and you
will agree
with ex-
pert s Ill I I I
in pro- =."--
12101111C

ing it
best.
NO METAL SPRINGS
VIBRATIONS QUICKLY DAMPED
Ask your Dealer for free Get ofTRIUMPH , GUARANTEED
COMPONENTS & SETS or send P.C.
mentioning " Wireless Constructor "to :
A. H. CLACKSON, LTD., WHITE HART

WORKS, LONDON, N.22

Pat.APPd.
ior. Ret.
No. VIDO

PRICE
2/6

82 In replying to advertisers, please in ention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.
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who sings quietly at the microphone
mouth.

Surely a little gentle supervision
here would be at least as welcome to
listeners -in as the selection of the more
correct of two correct pronunciations
of " idyll " ?

Yours faithfully,
PETER DAWSON.

. Ealing, W.5.

*IA 4H 006MAr.@@a0@61,60%

A LOUD -SPEAKER `g

HINT

(5%9GCCP004411300tgl9q34M/213
SIR,-With regard to the hissing

sound caused by overloading a loud-
speaker, mentioned by the writer of
" Notes and Jottings " in the Sep-
tember WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, I have

The diaphragm control of the pic-
ture " loud -speaker shown opposite is
accessible from the back of the picture.

found that a by-pass condenser across
the primary of the last, L.F. trans-
former (of the order of .061) will cure
this without producing the muffling
effect too often caused by shunting the
loud -speaker itself with a condenser.

Yours faithfully,
M. K. O'DWYER.

Plymouth.

OG'00*?(S3f9135134T3(890C394'Sf3

A SHORT-WAVE 5.6

t%1 SUCCESS

(010019490&39c9000eOggt9Z,
SIR, -I haVe the two -valve set,

" Australia on Two Valves," de-.
scribed by Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.,
in the August issue, and at midnight
a few weeks ago I tried it for the first
time. Will you believe me? At 12.5
p.m. I got W.G.Y., Schenectady, New
York, cle%rly-dance music, then sports
news, then time, 6.31 Eastern standarn
time, and closing down. I use P.M.1
and P.M.2 valves (two -volt). There
was not the slightest hand capacity
present, so I am delighted.

Yours faithfully,
Dorchester, Dorset. ' W. C. SANS°N*

''''..--...,...s.t....'s.-...--:..-->--

-.-111111411111011111111111

Columbia
DRY BATTERIES FOR ECONOMY
DEPRECIATION

of _cell life and power is actually much
less on sets operated and maintained by COLUMBIA

Batteries. Initial cost on dry batteries is moderate, they give
long service and eliminate the expense of frequent and
troublesome accumulator renewals. There is a Columbia
Battery for every purpose-use them fOr every radio battery
need. Safe, clean and easily handled, long and inexpensive

service and amazing efficiency.

The right battery
in the right place
naturally means
a great deal to
your reception.
Therefore " How
to get the most
out of your radio
batteries " is a
little hook which
will he most use-
ful to you. It is
packed full of
really practical
and interesting in-
formation. These
booklets are sent
free on request.

Send for " How
to get the most
out of your radio
batteries " and
" Choosing and
using the right
radio batteries."
It is astonishing
what will result in
marked economy
in operation and
improved quality
of reception when
you have a little
definite k n o w -
ledge as to the
correct use of your
radio batteries.

Ask your dealer for Columbia High Tension Battery No. 478o
6o volts, a special size with extra large radio cells. Qr
Columbia High Tension Battery No. 477o 45 volts (extra
heavy duty), for long service and economy. Columbia "A"
Dry Cell Battery for Dull Emitter valves will meet heavy
current demands and give much longer service than other
batteries. All Columbias are fitted with spring clip terminals

to ensure quick and secure connections.

ASK ANY GOOD DEALER FOR COLUMBIA.

J. R. MORRIS,
15-19, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.z.
Telegrams : Calcarprod, London. Telephone : Gerrard, 3o38.

Scottish Representative:
John T. Cartwright, 3, Cadogan Street, GLASGOW.

No. 4

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 83
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Panel Talks : No. 1.

Should a panel be a looking -glass ?
Is a mirror-like finish desirable on

a panel? This is a question
which has troubled the minds of
most constructors. Here, then, is
the answer:
It is common knowledge that, after
ebonite has been vulcanized, a
metallic deposit is left on the panel's
surface. This would cause serious
leakage and the ebonite is, therefore,
sandpapered to remove it. The
rough " Matt " surface thus left is
well known to ebonite -users. Look
at such a panel under a microscope
and it will be seen that there are in -

Look for
the name

numerable tiny valleys and crevices
-each one a " pocket " ready for a
dust particle or speck of moisture,
so making leakage an easy matter.
It is on this account that the new
Resiston Panels (like the fainous
Radion) are supplied ready for use
with a highly polished, mirror-like
surface, not produced by metallic
rolling, but by an exclusive process
which seals up the pores of the
ebonite and thus provides a hundred-

. per -cent. insulating material. It's
necessary to handle a Resiston panel
to appreciate its superfine finish.

on every
panel

Made by the Makers of Radion Panels

Made by
American Hard Rubber
Co., Ltd., 132, Fore St..
E.C. 2

G.A. 5988

COUPON QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

This Coupon must be accompanied with a 216 P.O.
and Stamped Addressed Envelope.

" Wireless Constructor," NOVEMBER,
1926.

FREE BLUEPRINT SERVICE
COUPON

Wireless Constructor. Vol. III. No. 1. Nov., 1926.
This coupon entitles the reader to one back -of -panel blueprint of any set

described in the above issue, and must accompany each postal application.

9d.
Per Volt.

40v-£1 16 8
60v--£2 12 6
80v-£3 6 8

120v-14 10 0
In handsome
Oak Cabinets
with carrying
handle.

" FLOR
The World's finest H.T. Accumulators
Leakage positively
eliminated. T h e
patented tubular
plate connections
reducesevaporation
of the electrolite to
the minimum.
11 amp. hour

capacity.

Send to -day for illustrated Brochure
dealing with "Floc" H.T. Accumulators.

Smith Farmer & Co. 1;iallcer,orl.cSk

: Dealers send at
once for generous

trade terms.

84 Inreplying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.;
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Wider scope greater power
from this acquisition

This is to inform you that in
accordance with the policy of
consolidating this business, we have
acquired the " RADIO TRADE
JOURNAL " after negotiations cover-
ing the last six months.
The " RADIO TRADE JOURNAL "
is now merged into " THE WIRELESS
DEALER " which will henceforth use
the title of the weekly paper as a
sub -title.

SUBSCRIPTION R1TES :

7;6 per annum (abroad 1014 Available to the Trade
.only. Trade card or business heading should accompany
.every subscription to the SALES MANAGER, Radio Press,

Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

This is an acquisition, the effect of
which will be to enlarge the already
wide scope and usefulness of " THE
WIRELESS DEALER," giving it an
even more powerful and prominent
position in wireless trade journalism.
" THE WIRELESS DEALER and
Radio Trade Journal " will be published
as usual on the 15th of every month.
Now is a suitable time to add your name
to the growing list of subscribers.
The Contents of the October issue include :
Important Speeches at the Opening of the
Exhibition ; The Anniversary Dinner ; Reviews
of : Berlin, New York, Birmingham and Ulster
Exhibitions ; The forthcoming Manchester

Exhibition.
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A Coincidence
BROWN having built his 3 -Valve Reinartz, the only set

that would satisfy Jones was a Super -het. So the
spirit of competition exhausted, Smith had to content

himself with a simple " straight " 2-valver.
The sets duly completed and each delighting its respective

owner with an unique and previouly unheard-of perfection
of tone, the three friends ran into one another just outside
the recharging station.

The topic of conversation is, of course, obvious. And the
coincidence is perhaps just as obvious. All three had used
R.I. Multi- do Transformers in their L.F. stages. All
three were &ling the same perfect L.F. amplification,
although the citcuits were entirely different, and various
types of valves were being used.

That sort of treatment, however, doesn't trouble the
R.I. Multi -Ratio Transformer, which is built for all such
varying conditions. It is the one transformer to solve all
L.F. amplifying difficulties in any set from a 2 -valve to a
super -heterodyne.

Try it yourself, you'll notice at once the increased volume
and purity of tone that other transformers always seem to
lose. It certainly costs a little more but to a discriminating
listener that little more is a very sound investment.

PRICE 27/6
Write for the new R.I. Catalogue.

BETTER RADIO

THE REASON WHY
Because the R.I. Mutt, -

Ratio Transformer offers
a choice of seven differ-
ent ratios and nine impe-
dance values you can
rest assured when you
fit it in your set, no mat-
ter what circuit or valves
you are using, that the
reproduction will be of
the maximum power and
purity. The R.I. Multi -
Ratio Transformer gives
perfect L.F. amplification
with any valve in any
circuit.

CRYSTAL
DETECTION
PERFECTED

The R.I. Permanent
Mineral Detector is now
manufactured with a
special device which
completely protects the
sensitive crystals during
adjustment.

With this last improve-
ment we can honestly say
that the present model is
unsurpassed in any way
for crystal rectification.

For good rectification
a crystal detector cannot
be excelled, for perfect
rectification you'll need
the R.I. Permanent
Mineral Detector.
Clip Mounting type 6t -
Panel

with ebonite cap 6/6

Advt. R.I., Ltd., 12, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.

Published by RADIO PRESS, LimIrEn, Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2, on the 15th of each month, and Printed for -them by THE AVENUE PRrSS
(L. Upcott Gill & Son, Ltd.), 55.57, Drury Lane, London, W.C.2. Address for Subscriptions and Editorial Communications -Bush HoWe, Strand.
W.C.2. Address for Advertisements :-Advertisement Manager, Tue WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, Bush House, Strand, W.C.2. 'Pho:-c . Ciiy 99:'.
Registered as a magazine for transmission by. Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rates U.K. and abroad: -85. 6d. per annum, 4s. 3d. for six
months; Canada, 7s. 6d. per annum, 3s. 9d. for six months. Sole Agents for Australasia :-GORDON & GOTCH (Australasia), LTD. For South
A 17ica :-CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. American Agents :-INTERNATIONAL NEWS CO., New York. Canadian Agents :-THE AMERICAN NEWS CO., LID..
also IMPERIAL NEWS CO., LTD.
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HOW TO MAKE THE
MIDGET REFLEX

RECEIVER

By A. S. CLARK.

RADIO PRESS LTD., BUSH HOUSE,
STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
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OPM.filaments
will lift a man !

For 4 -volt accumulator or 3 dry cells
THE P.M.3 (General Purpose)

01 amp. 14/.
THE P.M.4 (Power) 0'1 amp. 18/6

For 6 -volt accumulator ar 4 dry cells
THE P.M.5 (General Purpose)

0'1 amp. 18/6
THE P.M.6 (Power) o'l amp. 18/6

For 2 -volt accumulator
THE P.M.1 H.F 0'1 amp. 14 -
THE P.M.1 0'1 amp 14/-
iHE P.M.2 (Power) 0'15 amp. 18/6

These prices do not apply
in I rtsh Free State

The life of a valve is not one minute
longer than the life of its filament.
Therefore, for real value, see that your valves have
STRONG FILAMENTS.
The wonderful P.M. Filament offers you three times
more for your money. It is so tough that even after
1,000 hours' life it can be tied in knots and cannot
be broken except by the very roughest handling-result,
safety against accidents.
There is more than strength in the P.M. Filament. It
has up to 3 times greater length and up to 5 times
greater emission than an ordinary filament. This is
where the P.M. Filament gives you real value.
Another big point, the P.M. Filament requires only one -
tenth ampere giving 7 times the life to each of your
accumulator charges.
For great economy, great life and great results secure
the valves with
THE WONDERFUL P.M. FILAMENT

British Made
in a

British Factory

Sectional view of the
P.M.5 showing the
great length of the
P.M. Filament and
its resilient hook
suspension.ullard

THE -MASTER.VALVE
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO.. LTD.. MULLARD HOUSE. DENMARK ST.. LONDON. W.C.2.
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THE MIDGET SINGLE VALVE REFLEX RECEIVER.

Reflex receivers are by no means so dead as some people/
would have us believe. It is true the old circuits are more or less
obsolete, but their place is being taken by new ones. The early reflex
circuits suffered from several disadvantages, which are disappearing
in the modern designs. The circuit used in the set described in this
envelope has been so arranged that nearly all the disadvantages usually
found in a single valve reflex receiver are absent. Apart from the
adjustment of the crystal detector, there are only two controls, thus
making it much easier to tune in distant stations than if there had been
the usual three. A form of Reinartz reaction has been employed, which
gives very smooth control, and is vastly superior to coupling the grid
coil to a tuned plate circuit.

SELECTIVITY.

Another great advantage of the set is sharp tuning. With some
reflex receivers it is impossible to cut out the local station, it being
heard all round the dial, but with the Midget reflex it is possible
to enjoy listening to other broadcast stations on a wavelength near to
that of the local station, while the latter is working.

THE APPEARANCE.

On looking at the photograph of the front of the set, it will
be seen that it is very neat and has a symmetrical layout. The panel is
small, and the general compactness of the set makes it well worthy of
its name. The valve and coils are enclosed inside the cabinet, the only
external accessories being the telephones and the batteries. Terminals
for the aerial, earth and telephones will be seen on the front panel;
those for the batteries are carried on a strip of ebonite at the back
of the set. Condensers with a slow-motion control are used to
facilitate fine tuning, the small knobs at the sides of the variable
condenser dials being for this purpose. A fixed resistor has been
employed to remove one of the variable controls, and a switch on the
panel enables the set to be turned on and off.

THE CIRCUIT.

Reference to the theoretical diagram will help to make clear
the working of the circuit. It will be seen that in order to obtain
good selectivity a tapped coil is used for the tuned circuit

( 1)
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of the valve. The aerial is connected to one of the taps on this,
which may be an X coil, and so produces an aperiodic '' aerial
circuit. As far as the H.F. currents are concerned the secondary of the
L.F. transformer has no effect due to the by-pass condenser across it.

In the plate circuit is connected one winding of a semi-
aperiodic transformer, across the other winding of which are the crystal
detector and primary of the L.F. transformer. This semi-aperiodic
transformer does not need tuning, and thus one control is dispensed
with.

HOW IT WORKS.

The H.F. currents which are applied by the tuned circuit
Ll Cl across the grid and filament of the valve, appear in an
amplified form at the plate of the valve. The transformer L3 L4
passes them on to the crystal detector for rectification. After this
the currents pass through the primary of the L.F. transformer Tl T2 and
the resulting secondary potentials are applied across the grid and
filament of the valve for audio amplification. Finally the varying
currents reach the telephones where they are converted into sound waves.

Grid bias is employed to make certain that the valve is worked
on the best part of its characteristic for amplification, namely the
straight part to the left of the ''zero'' line and also to avoid
rectification by the valve taking place.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

A list of all the parts required to build this set is given,
together with the names of the manufacturers who made the actual ones
used in the original set. It is not, however, imperative that these
makes should be adhered to, since any other suitable components of good
quality may be substituted, and should give as good results. As far
as the L.F. transformer is concerned, it is as well to keep to the
same make, as this is tapped, and makes it possible to find the best
ratio for any valve.

The components are as follows ;-

One ebonite panel 9 in.x6 in.x16 in. (Peto-Scott Co. Ltd.)
One cabinet for same with baseboard 9 in.x8 in.x* in. (Peto-
Scott Co. Ltd.)
One ebonite strip 6 in.x2 in.xi in. (Peto-Scott Co. Ltd.)
One .0005 variable condenser with slow-motion control, low -
loss type (Jackson Bros.)

(2)
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One .0003 variable condenser, the same as before (Jackson
Bros.)
One crystal detector (Burndept Wireless Ltd.)
One ',push-pull,' on and off switch (Igranic Electric Co.
Ltd.)
Ten terminals.
One multi -ratio L.F. transformer (Radio Instruments Ltd.)
One Lotus base -board mounting anti -vibratory valve holder
(Garnett Whiteley & Co. Ltd.)
One ordinary base -board mounting valve holder (Burne-Jones &
Co. Ltd.)
One Magnum aperiodic H.F. transformer 300-600 metres (Burne-
Jones & Co. Ltd.)

If it is desired to use the set on the long waves another
transformer covering the required wavelength should be purchased.

One fixed resistor base and fixed resistor to suit valve to be
used. (Burne-Jones & Co. Ltd.)
Two single coil mounts (Beard & Fitch Ltd.)
Two .001 fixed condensers (Dubilier Condenser Co. Ltd.)
Glazite wire.
Packet Radio Press panel transfers.
One small spring clip.

It is as well before commencing any of the constructional work
to collect all the necessary components together so that there will be
no delay once the work has been started.

CONSTRUCTION.

The constructional work involved in making this set is not
difficult and does not require great skill. If the instructions are
carefully followed it is possible for an absolute novice to turn out
a set which will work well and give him satisfaction.

First take the blueprint of the front of the panel, which will
be found in this envelope, and with this as a guide mark the points
at which holes have to be drilled in the panel. This may be done in one
of two ways. First, the blueprint may be laid on the panel and the
hole positions pricked through with a sharp instrument such as a scriber
or secondly, the panel may be marked out with a square and scriber
according to the dimensions shown on the blueprint. If this latter
method is followed, there is no need to reverse the positions of the
holes, since the panel is symmetrical about the vertical centre line.
The blueprint is drawn looking at the front of the set, and, of course,
the panel has to be marked out on its back.

(3)
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DRILLING.

Having ascertained the positions for the holes, all points
should be centre punched before drilling. Clearance size drills are
used in all cases, and in making the three large holes for the two
variable condensers and the switch, a small size drill should first be
used so as to make a small hole to guide the large drill. No difficulty -
will be found in the drilling, so we can pass on to the next step,
that is, mounting the components.

MOUNTING THE COMPONENTS.

Before any components are mounted, it is as well to tin all
points on them to which soldered connections are to be made. This does
not, of course, apply to terminals, which should be fixed in place
before tinning, although it is as well to do this before the other parts
are mounted.

Mount the components on the panel first. Then with the
base -board in the cabinet, screw the panel and terminal strip to it.
This will ensure that the set will fit into its cabinet when it has been
completed. The remaining components can now be screwed to the
baseboard. Follow the layout on the back of panel blueprint so that you
are sure to allow room for the valve and coils when these are put in.
Also take care to put the coil mounts the same way round as shown
or trouble may result from more than one source.

WIRING.

Attention can now be turned to the wiring. It is as well to
take plenty of time over this, since neat wiring not only enhances the
appearance of a set greatly, but also adds to its efficiency.
Glazite wire is used, and since this is covered with an insulating
material, trouble which might be caused by two wires touching is
obviated. A list of connections to be made is given under wiring
instructions. These are arranged in the order in which it is best to
make the connections and should be followed in conjunction with the
wiring shown on the back -of -panel blueprint. The two flexible wires
which run to the secondary of the transformer aro twisted together for
neatness. Be careful in arranging the wires, that they do not run
in positions which may foul the valve, H.F. transformer or coils. To
avoid this it is best to have these in place when bending the
wires into shape. When the wiring is complete, the panel transfers may
be affixed, and the lettering required is shown on the blueprints.

( 4)
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VALVES TO USE.

This receiver will work with any general purpose valve, such
as a bright emitter, one of the .06 type or one with a different rating
altogether. Of course the right type of resistor must be used, and
when ordering it is best to specify the type of valve to be used, and
the voltage of the accumulator which will be employed. A valve of the
small power type is very effective and gives extremely good volume on
the local station, but sometimes is not quite so good for distant
reception. In all cases it is necessary that the valve is worked
properly otherwise it may partially rectify. This can be avoided by
using sufficient H.T. and grid bias. How to tell whether the valve is
working properly is explained later. Different transformer ratios
should be tried to find the one which best suits the valve in use. This
is easily accomplished by means of the flexible leads provided as
connections to the L.F. transformer.

TYPES OF COILS.

Any type of plug-in coil may be used when direct coupling is
employed. The flex lead from the aerial being placed under the terminal
nearest the panel on the aerial coil holder and marked X. If selectivity
is not great enough when direct coupling is employed, an X coil or a
centre tapped coil may be tried for the aerial circuit. In this case
the aerial lead is taken to one of the X coil taps or the centre tap.
It will be as well to try all three since in some cases it is possible
that a loss of signal strength might result. This, of course,
depends on local conditions entirely, especially on the particular
aerial which is being used.

TESTING THE SET.

When the set is first used, it will be found best to start
with a general purpose valve with a high-tension voltage of from 60 to
80 volts. Direct coupling should also be used, and a No. 35 or No. 50
coil inserted in the aerial socket. The value of the reaction coil
varies under different conditions, but a No. 25 or No. 35 should be
found suitable.

ADJUSTING THE GRID BIAS.

The grid bias terminals are temporarily shorted. With the
reaction condenser at its zero position and with the catwhisker touching
the crystal detector, tune in the local station. Now remove the
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catwhisker from the crystal. You will probably still be able to hear
the local station at some strength. Now connect up the grid bias and
adjust it to such a value that signals are weakened as much as possible.
The catwhisker can now be replaced and the effect of the reaction
condenser tried.

REACTION ADJUSTMENTS.

The control of reaction will be found very smooth and to build
up strength very well. If you are very near to your local station,
it is possible that you will not notice much improvement on that station
by increasing reaction.

Always use the reaction control judiciously, increasing and
decreasing slowly in conjunction with the tuning condenser ; otherwise
you may cause interference, because once past the useful point of
reaction, the set soon gets into self oscillation.

RESULTS.

Loud -speaker results may be expected up to about 6 miles
with the average aerial, or up to about 8 miles with an extra good one.
It is possible to receive a few other broadcast stations at very good
telephone strength while the local station is working.

As many as 10 stations on one coil have been tuned -in easily
and at very good strength when the local station was closed down.

These include Birmingham, Bournemouth, Barcelona, Hamburg, and
Ecole Superieure, but all were not identified since no wavemeter was
used at the time.

DAVENTRY.

Long wave broadcasting stations may be received, appropriate
coils being used and, of course, a long wave H.F. transformer.
With a No. 150 coil in the aerial circuit and a No. 75 as reaction,
Daventry was received at very good headphone strength.

EARTH CONNECTION.

So far no mention has been made about the earth clip. As will
be gathered from the wiring blueprint, this may be attached to either
side of the secondary of the L.F. transformer. Not much difference
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will be noticed between the two sides, but where there are electric
light mains in the house and interference is experienced in the form of
a hum, it will often be found best to connect the earth so that the
secondary of the transformer is not in the aerial circuit. To do this
the clip is put on to the ,,B,, connection.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS.

Join GB + to LT- ; LT- to one side of R; join other side of R
to F- of V.

Join F+ of V to one side of S. Join other side of S to LT+;
LT+ to H.T.-.

Join one side of L4 to one side of Detector. Join other side
of Detector to length of Glazite with flex wire on end for one side
of TI.

Join flex lead to remaining side of L4 for connection to
remaining side of TI.

Join P of V to one side of L3; same side of L3 to socket of
holder for L2.

Join G of V to fixed plates of Cl; fixed plates of Cl to
socket of holder for Ll.

Join fixed plates of C2 to pin of holder for L2.

Join moving plates of C2 to moving plates of Cl; moving
plates of Cl to pin of holder for Ll; pin of holder for Ll to one side
of C3, and leave wire projecting from here for earth clip.

Join remaining side of C3 to GB-, and leave wire projecting
from here for earth clip.

Join flex leads to both sides of C3 for connection to T2.

Join Earth to length of Glazite with flex lead on end for
earth clip.

Join flex lead to Aerial for connection to Ll.

Join telephone+ terminal to one side of C4; same side of C4
to H.T.+.

Join remaining telephone terminal to remaining side of C4;
same side of C4 to remaining side of L3.
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THE
COMPLETED

SET:

The Midget
Receiver cer-
tainly justifies
its name, being
smaller than
many forms of
hand camera.

Its proportions
are also very
pleasing to the
eye.

A plan view of the
panel layout. showing
the symmetrical disposi-
tion of the components.
Notice the perfect bal-
ance, which simplifies the
task of panel drilling.
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This theoretical dia-
gram will be of interest
and help to those who
study the technical
side of the subject.
It is not, however,
necessary for the suc-
cessful building of
the set, which can be
undertaken entirely
from the blue prints,
text and photographs.
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Study this photograph
carefully and you will
see just how the
various parts stand in
relation to one an-
other. It will also
help you with the
wiring.
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You can rest assured when you fit
the R.I. Multi -Ratio Transformer in
your set, no matter what circuit or
valves you are using, that the am-
plification will be of the maximum
power and purity obtainable.
You need have lno hesitation because the R.I.
Multi -Ratio Transformer is designed to meet all
requirements -7 ratios to give perfect amplification
in any stage in any circuit -3 impedence values to
operate correctly in conjuction with any valve-all
facts to give you complete confidence in the success
of your set.
Further than these you have the knowledge that
this instrument is an R.I. Product, that its design
and execution are the finest examples of British
craftsmanship.

PRICE 27/6
Write for new R.I. Catalogue.

THE MARK OF

Advt. R.I. Ltd., 12, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.r.
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